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General Introduction1
- nothing in neuroscience makes sense except in the light of behavior -
Imagine that you have worked on a thesis for four and a half years and today is the day 
that you have to publicly defend your work against the critique of several experts in 
the field, in front of your family, friends and professors. This situation is likely to cause 
some form of fearful anticipation (or panic) and a desire to avoid the looming chance 
that you will be exposed as a pretender. Succeeding in the pursuit of your PhD requires 
the ability to override the prepotent action tendency to flee through the emergency 
exit- and instead choose to actually approach the corona and start the discussion that 
can potentially result in humiliation.
The situation sketched above illustrates a type of conflict between action affordances 
elicited by the emotional content of a situation; in this case the risk of failure and 
corresponding social consequences, and more abstract desires and goals; in this case 
the pursuit of a PhD and the pride that might come with achieving that goal. These 
types of conflicts between emotional action tendencies and longer-term aspirations are 
common in daily life, and the ability to successfully adapt emotional behavior in changing 
social situations arguably constitutes a prerequisite for successful participation in human 
cooperative society (Hare, 2017). Correspondingly, people are often quite capable 
of overriding habitual emotional action tendencies to achieve their goals. However, 
emotion control is not trivial; it comes at a cost, and can go awry in socially demanding 
circumstances or in emotional disorders such as social-anxiety or psychopathy (Heuer et 
al., 2007; von Borries et al., 2012; Sheppes et al., 2015). These social-emotional disorders 
are hallmarked by deficits in control over emotional behavior and are difficult to treat, 
in the case of anxiety because the systematic avoidance of threatening social situations 
prevents the extinguishing of fear through exposure (Craske and Stein, 2016).
In order to understand what goes wrong when control over emotional actions fails, 
and to potentially improve clinical interventions to solve these problems, it is crucial to 
understand how the brain solves these conflicts. In this thesis, I will focus on the role 
of the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) in the control over emotional behavior. aPFC 
is the most rostral (frontal) area of the human brain and has been repeatedly linked 
to higher-order control over behavior, for instance the ability to control immediate 
action tendencies whilst implementing abstract behavioral goals (Mansouri et al., 2017; 
Badre and Nee, 2018). Recent work has suggested that aPFC’s role in this type of 
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action control extends to emotional behavior (e.g. Volman et al., 2011; Tyborowska 
et al., 2016; Morawetz et al., 2017; Koch et al., 2018; Kaldewaij et al., 2019). The main 
goal of this thesis was to explore how the aPFC controls emotional behavior 
through its interaction with regions involved in affective responses, such 
as the amygdala, as well as regions involved in action-selection, such as the 
sensorimotor cortex. To achieve this goal I combined several neuroimaging and 
neuro-modulation techniques (figure 1C) that can provide complementary insights in 
the computations that are performed when emotional behavior is being controlled. 
I investigated the way aPFC is able to bias emotional actions through its structural 
connections with areas related to emotional processing (chapter 2), aPFC’s influence on 
action selection through long-range synchronization with motor-related areas (chapter 
3 and 4) and the role of neurotransmitters that that might support communication 
within this neuronal circuit (chapter 5). Combined, these studies aimed to provide 
an account of the anatomical constraints of the emotional-action control circuit; its 
electrophysiological properties and neurochemical profile; and causally manipulated 
network-level characteristics.
In the following sections I will first describe the state of the art with respect to 
emotional action tendencies and the control thereof. I will then further introduce a 
neural circuit that is important in the control over these action tendencies, and how 
information might be gated between nodes of this circuit. Finally, I will provide a brief 
outline, summarizing the studies and corresponding hypotheses presented in this 
thesis.
Emotional action tendencies and emotional action control
The quote at the start of this chapter illustrates an ontological perspective on the 
evolution of the brain and its functions; it has initially developed not for passively 
observing-, nor for understanding the world, but rather for taking action in order 
to interact with the environment (Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Cisek, 2019). This action-
centered view applies not only to relatively clearly defined functions such as visual 
perception and olfaction but also to often more loosely conceptualized functions such 
as emotions: None of these functions, and the neural computations that underlie them 
matter if there is no possible behavioral consequence to their computation (Frijda et 
al., 2014; Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Bach and Dayan, 2017). By way of example: There is 
no use in having the ability to see a juicy orange hanging from a tree if you have no 
way reaching for it, just like it is pointless to be able to smell a freshly baked bread if 
you cannot consume it, and futile to feel fear if not for the purpose of acting to avoid 
the threat.
The latter example illustrates that emotional processes have a clear purpose. They 
are adaptive in the sense that they provide an impetus to perform actions aimed to 
optimize behavior in volatile environments (running away if you are suddenly confronted 
with danger is often beneficial because moves you out of harm’s way; Frijda, 2010; 
Bach and Dayan, 2017; Ridderinkhof, 2017). This adaptive influence of emotion can be 
manifested in multiple ways. For instance, affective content can facilitate- or hinder the 
learning of stimulus-response associations (Swart et al., 2017), or act upon memory 
systems by favoring memory formation for emotional information (Hamann et al., 1999). 
In addition, emotional events can serve as direct triggers that activate survival circuits 
(Ledoux, 2012; Ledoux and Daw, 2018), preparing the body for coping with biologically 
relevant situations by increasing action readiness the motor system (Hajcak et al., 2007; 
Van Loon et al., 2010; Silva and Mcnaughton, 2019). In this latter manifestation, appraisal 
of an encountered stimulus as potentially appetitive or negative automatically biases 
responding in predictable ways (Moors et al., 2013). Positive appraisal of a situation 
automatically biases towards approach, favoring actions that reduce distance between 
the agent and the object of appraisal. In case the emotional content of the situation 
is appraised as negative or threatening, we are automatically inclined to avoid. For 
instance, negative faces that signal threat elicit the automatic action tendency to 
avoid, whereas appetitive stimuli such as a smiling face or good looking food facilitate 
approach behavior (Chen and Bargh, 1999; Adolphs, 2008; Phaf et al., 2014; Lender 
et al., 2018). Of course, despite the adaptive advantage that these automatically 
prepared action tendencies might provide, it is not always beneficial to directly act 
upon these affordances (avoiding your Phd defense is a bad strategy if you aim for 
a career in academics). Sometimes behavior needs to be controlled, requiring the 
inhibition of automatic action tendency and the selection of behavior alternative to the 
automatically prepared action. It is this form of control; the control over automatically 
elicited emotional action tendencies, that is central in this thesis.
With this action-centered role of emotion in mind we have operationalized 
control over emotional behavior throughout this thesis by using a social approach-
avoidance (AA) task (figure 1A). In this paradigm, human participants are instructed to 
approach and avoid emotional faces presented on a computer screen by moving a 
joystick towards- or away from themselves (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011b). 
Approaching happy and avoiding angry faces is easy, because it is congruent with 
automatic emotional action tendencies to approach appetitive and avoid negative 
situations (Chen and Bargh, 1999; Eder and Hommel, 2013; Eder et al., 2015). When asked 
to do the opposite – approach angry and avoid happy faces – people have to override 
the impulse to act on their automatically triggered action tendency and instead select 
an alternative action based on the task rules. Previous work has shown repeatedly that 
whilst people are quite capable of doing this, control comes at a cost, resulting in slower 
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responses and increased errors for movements that are incongruent to the automatic 
action tendency elicited by the affective content of the face (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Phaf 
et al., 2014). This type of conflict between automatic affordances elicited by the stimulus, 
and instructed behavioral rules is not present when responding to the gender of these 
same faces; rather, it operates on the interaction between the emotional percept of 
the stimulus, and the emotional content of the action (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et 
al., 2011b, 2011a). Solving these types of conflicts depends on the anterior prefrontal 
cortex (Volman et al., 2011a; Koch et al., 2018; Kaldewaij et al., 2019b), and is putatively 
implemented through aPFC’s connections with regions involved in affective responses 
and action selection (Mars et al., 2011; Neubert et al., 2014; Folloni et al., 2019a).
A neural circuit for emotional-action control
Emotion control has many facets and this is reflected in a wealth of empirical and 
theoretical work suggesting multiple (partly) overlapping neural circuits responsible 
for emotion and emotional control (Etkin et al., 2015; Morawetz et al., 2017; Pessoa, 
2017). However, despite some differences, most emotion-control theories make the 
implicit or explicit assumption that successful emotion control depends in part on the 
down-regulation or inhibition of neural systems involved in emotional responsivity.
One of the brain regions most often associated with affective responses – and 
consequently thought to require down-regulation for successful emotion control - is 
the amygdala. This region actually consists of a collection of separate nuclei that are 
involved in the coordination of survival circuits (Murray and Wise, 2004; Ledoux, 2012; 
Ledoux and Daw, 2018). These circuits are relatively conserved throughout evolutionary 
development (Ledoux, 2004, 2012), and are responsible for rapidly preparing responses 
to cope with biologically relevant stimuli, such as emotional faces in the case of 
primates (Adolphs, 2008; Rutishauser et al., 2015). Amygdala involvement in preparing 
the body (including brain) to act upon affective situations is likely implemented by 
central amygdala projections to regions involved in the orchestration of approach 
and avoidance actions in response to proximate threats and opportunities, such as 
midbrain motor nuclei (Holstege, 1991; Fadok et al., 2017, 2018; Silva and Mcnaughton, 
2019), which in turn facilitate defensive behaviors by acting on motor- and autonomous 
circuits (Tovote et al., 2016; Faull and Pattinson, 2017; Silva and Mcnaughton, 2019).
As mentioned earlier, most emotion control theories assume in one way or form 
that emotion control requires down-regulation or inhibition of the amygdala in order 
to reduce emotional (re)activity (e.g. Buhle et al., 2014; Etkin et al., 2015). This down-
regulation is often attributed to frontal brain regions and inferred from the negative 
correlations between amygdala- and frontal activity observed during emotion control. 
Amygdala inhibition has been attributed to several prefrontal regions including the 
dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (Etkin et al., 2006), medial prefrontal cortex (Delli 
Pizzi et al., 2017) and inferior frontal gyrus (Langner et al., 2018). However, whereas 
down-regulation of amygdala responses is also important for controlling emotional 
action tendencies (Volman et al., 2013; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Kaldewaij et al., 2019a), 
inhibiting emotional drive is not enough (reducing the urge to run away from your 
defense ceremony does not bring you any closer to the stage). In addition to overriding 
the automatic action tendency elicited by defensive circuits, emotional action control 
also requires the selection and preparation of alternative actions (Koch et al., 2018). This 
control has been linked to the anterior prefrontal cortex aPFC.
Figure 1: Methodology and neural circuit
This figure shows a conceptual representation of the approach avoidance task (panel A). Par-
ticipants were instructed to approach and avoid happy or angry faces using a joystick. Ap-
proaching angry and avoiding happy faces is incongruent to the automatic action tendency to 
approach appetitive- and avoid negative stimuli. Panel B shows part of the neural circuit that 
is implicated in the control over emotional action tendencies. This circuit consists of anterior 
prefrontal cortex (aPFC; in blue), amygdala (in yellow) and sensorimotor cortex (SMC; in red). 
Panel C shows several methodologies used in this thesis. Magnetic resonance Imaging (MRI) 
was used in chapter 2, 4 and 5 with different imaging protocols: diffusion weighted imaging 
(DWI), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
(MRS). In chapter 3 we used Magnetoencephalography (MEG), and in chapter 4 we combined 
transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) with fMRI to manipulate brain activity whilst 
continuously assessing the effects of this stimulation on neural activity.
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The aPFC is the most rostral (frontal) part of the brain (figure 1B). It has developed 
relatively recently in phylogenetic history and parts of it, such as the lateral Frontal Pole, 
have no clear functional homologue in primate brains (Semendeferi et al., 2011; Neubert 
et al., 2014). The prefrontal cortex is thought to be hierarchically organized, with more 
dorsal areas performing computations on concrete information provided by the sensory 
systems, to more rostral regions that process more abstract representations such as 
higher-order object relations and context specific behavioral rules (Donoso et al., 2014; 
Vendetti and Bunge, 2014; Nee and D’Esposito, 2016; De Schotten et al., 2017; Badre 
and Nee, 2018). The suitability of aPFC for computations on derived information lies in 
its peculiar neuronal organization and connectivity profile. In comparison to most other 
regions in the brain, including neighboring frontal areas, pyramidal neurons in the aPFC 
are relatively sparse, yet they share more dense dendritic connections (Jacobs, 2001; 
Ramnani and Owen, 2004). Combined with its high level of long-range connections to 
higher-order association areas (Ramnani and Owen, 2004; Neubert et al., 2014), this 
puts aPFC in a good position to integrate multifaceted information and contribute to 
higher-order behavioral control. For instance, aPFC is responsible for the monitoring 
of current action tendencies whilst implementing more abstract alternative goals and 
action strategies (Boorman et al., 2009; Mansouri et al., 2017; Badre and Nee, 2018). 
Recent work has suggested the role of aPFC in monitoring action strategies might 
extend to the selection of emotional actions (Koch et al., 2018).
However, despite its role in abstract behavioral control, emotion regulation has 
traditionally not been considered as part of aPFC’s functional repertoire (Etkin et al., 
2015; Morawetz et al., 2017; Langner et al., 2018). The omission of aPFC in emotion 
control theories has two reasons. First, lateral prefrontal areas, as compared to 
medial, are only weakly connected to areas involved in emotion processing such as 
the amygdala (Ghashghaei and Barbas, 2002; Ghashghaei et al., 2007a; Petrides and 
Pandya, 2007). However, most of this knowledge is based on studies in macaques, that 
lack homologue regions to parts of the human aPFC (Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 
2016). In fact, recent studies have suggested that aPFC ís connected to the amygdala 
through the amygdalofugal fiber bundle (Krüger et al., 2015; Kamali et al., 2016; Folloni 
et al., 2019a), which might provide a crucial clue as to how aPFC can be involved in 
emotional action control. Second, most emotion research has focused on explicitly 
instructed emotion regulation strategies such as reappraisal, which are primarily aimed 
to induce a change in subjectively reported affect (Wager et al., 2008; Buhle et al., 2014). 
These theories have ignored action control, which is a fundamental part of emotion 
regulation (Frijda et al., 2014; Blakemore and Vuilleumier, 2017; Ridderinkhof, 2017; 
Koch et al., 2018). This focus constitutes an important omission. Successful regulation 
of emotional behavior in often uncertain contexts requires not only the suppression 
of emotional experience, but also the online assessment of the effectiveness of the 
current behavioral strategy, whilst comparing this with alternative behavioral strategies 
in order to implement rapid switches in light of changing contextual demands (Koch et 
al., 2018). The aPFC is thought to maintain such representations of potentially beneficial 
alternative strategies and implement alternative strategies through interactions with 
parieto-frontal circuits (Boorman et al., 2009; Mansouri et al., 2017; Koch et al., 2018). In 
chapter 2 we attempted to bridge these anatomical and functional observations and 
provide empirical grounds for including aPFC, and more specifically the lateral Frontal 
Pole, in theories on emotion control.
In order to implement an alternative action instead of the automatically action 
aPFC has to interact with regions involved in action selection (Mars et al., 2011). 
Namely, the selection of an action depends on competition between neural ensembles 
encoding competing action plans in motor-related areas such as posterior parietal- and 
sensorimotor cortex (SMC; Lange et al., 2008; Cisek and Kalaska, 2010; Klaes et al., 2011; 
Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013). This competition in motor areas can be biased by distant 
regions such as the prefrontal cortex (Cisek, 2007; Duque et al., 2012; Voytek et al., 
2015; Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016) which might bias competition between simultaneously 
activated response sets away from a state preparing the habitual action tendency 
towards a state-space suitable to initiate the correct rule-based action (Cisek, 2007; 
Churchland et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2014). Recent work has suggested that this 
implementation of prefrontal control on downstream areas can depend on modulation 
of neural rhythmic activity (Voytek et al., 2015; Helfrich and Knight, 2016). However, so 
far it is unclear how aPFC rapidly implements changes in the predominant response 
set, and biases behavior towards an alternative action. In chapter 3 we explore the 
neurophysiological mechanisms implementing control over emotional action tendencies, 
focusing on neural rhythmic activity thought to underlie prefrontal control.
Neural communication through rhythmic synchronization of 
activity
Rapid information processing in the brain relies largely on electrochemical 
communication between neurons. These neurons are flexibly organized in neural 
ensembles that in turn contribute to large scale networks (Buzsáki, 2010; Yuste, 2015). 
However, given the large amount of signals being transmitted constantly, efficient 
gating of information flow between groups of neurons is not trivial. Recent theoretical 
and empirical work has suggested that communication within- and between neuronal 
ensembles can be efficiently organized by rhythmic synchronization of activity (Fries, 
2005, 2015; Thut et al., 2012; Akam and Kullmann, 2014). These rhythms (or brain waves 
or neural oscillations – figure 2) can be measured from both within- and outside of the 
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brain, and reflect fluctuations in extracellular electrical potentials that are created by the 
superposition of electrical activity of large groups of neurons in a suitable geometrical 
configuration (Sohal et al., 2009; Buzsáki et al., 2012; Cohen, 2017). Functionally, these 
population-level rhythms are linked to the temporal organization of activity in individual- 
and ensembles of neurons. For instance, spiking of individual neurons is often locked to 
certain phases of an ongoing oscillation (Jacobs et al., 2007). Broadly speaking, most 
theories on neural rhythmic communication propagate the idea that locking of activity 
to an oscillation’s phase can facilitate communication between neurons and brain areas 
(figure 2B; Fries, 2015; Voytek and Knight, 2015; Bonnefond et al., 2017). Here, phase 
synchrony can accommodate communication in several ways; for instance by temporally 
organizing neural signals to arrive in a target area in a phase of increased excitability, 
thereby increasing the effectiveness of communication. It follows that signals from non-
relevant areas can be blocked by changing the phase angle between regions, making 
sure incoming signals arrive in the target-region during a period of reduced excitability 
(Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Fries, 2015).
Whereas the earliest reports of neural rhythms or oscillations go back to alpha 
rhythms reported in the early 1900s, there are now a multitude of rhythms with different 
frequencies that are linked to varying neural computations (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; 
Siegel et al., 2012). These rhythms differ not only in their behavioral correlates but also 
in their postulated roles in shaping neural activity. For instance, whereas slower rhythms 
such as the theta- and alpha-band rhythms are often linked to large scale neuronal 
dynamics related to shaping inter-areal communication (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Colgin, 
2013; Bonnefond et al., 2017; Chapeton et al., 2019), faster rhythms such as the gamma-
band rhythm(s) are more often linked to the organization of local neural ensembles 
reflecting canonical computations (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). Furthermore, rhythms 
of different frequencies often interact, for instance through the nesting of higher 
frequency activity in certain phases of lower frequency activity (Lisman and Jensen, 
2013; Bonnefond et al., 2017; Akkad et al., 2019), which has been suggested to provide 
a powerful way of multiplexing multiple streams of information (Akam and Kullmann, 
2014). When it comes to prefrontal cortex biasing activity in downstream regions, most 
evidence points to a role of theta-band oscillations, which are slow fluctuations of 
around 4-8 Hz (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Voytek et al., 2015). In this thesis we mainly 
focus on the theta- and gamma-band activity, two frequency bands that are often 
thought to interact (Lisman and Jensen, 2013), and have previously been implicated in 
prefrontal control over behavior (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Voytek et al., 2015).
In chapter 3 we have first explored the electrophysiological mechanisms underlying 
emotional action control, focusing on the way aPFC can bias activity in action related 
areas (figure 2B). We have then tried to directly manipulate these endogenous rhythmic 
interactions to improve control over automatic action tendencies (chapter 4). Finally, 
we have explored the way in which neurotransmitters thought to be important for 
the creation of theta- and gamma-band activity are related to local- and long-range 
interactions within the emotional action control circuit (chapter 5).
Theta-band rhythms in cognitive control
The theta-band rhythm (4-8 Hz) has often been linked to prefrontal control over 
behavior (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Helfrich and Knight, 2016), 
including control over motivational and state-induced affective biases (Cavanagh 
et al., 2013). The exact mechanisms that are involved in the creation of theta-band 
rhythms are unclear and might be variable. However, multiple reports have linked 
theta rhythmogenesis to GABA-ergic (inhibitory) interneurons that shape rhythmic 
pyramidal neuron activity through coordinated inhibition (Colgin, 2013; Courtin et al., 
2014; Amilhon et al., 2015a; Cardin, 2018). Their putative role in cortical inhibition allows 
theta-band activity to organize both local- and long range synchronization of neural 
activity by temporally releasing neurons from inhibition, creating overlapping periods of 
excitability (Colgin, 2013; Lisman and Jensen, 2013). Previous work has related prefrontal 
theta-band dynamics to both long-range synchronization with parietal- and motor 
regions during rule-based behavior and action selection (Phillips et al., 2014; Voytek 
et al., 2015), and with frontal-amygdala interactions during emotional behavior (Likhtik 
et al., 2014; Stujenske et al., 2014; Karalis et al., 2016), making theta-band oscillations a 
prime candidate for orchestrating aPFC control during emotional action selection. In 
chapter 3 we test this prediction using MEG, hypothesizing that theta-band activity 
was related to long-range organization within the emotional-action circuit and exploring 
how theta-band signals are related to neural activity in downstream areas (figure 2B). 
In chapter 5 we then extend this knowledge by testing whether local concentrations 
of GABA and glutamate, neurotransmitters involved in the rhythmogenesis of theta-
band firing, are related to behavioral and neural responses when emotional actions 
need to be controlled.
Gamma-band rhythms
Gamma-band activity is a collective term that can refer to multiple phenomena of 
different frequencies and origin. Gamma-band rhythms are often divided in different 
sub categories, such as low- (30-50 Hz), medium- (50-90 Hz), or high gamma (100-
200 Hz), although the latter is more often considered as a broadband phenomenon 
potentially reflecting extracellular electrical fluctuations related to spiking or action 
potentials (Manning et al., 2009; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Sohal, 2016). In the cerebral 
cortex, gamma-band activity is often elicited through the interaction between 
reciprocally connected inhibitory interneurons and pyramidal cells, where activity 
of pyramidal cells activates inhibitory interneurons that in turn silence the pyramidal 
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cells (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Cardin, 2016; Sohal, 2016). The following reduction in 
pyramidal drive to inhibitory interneurons causes these latter cells to stop firing, in turn 
allowing pyramidal neurons to escape inhibition. This alternation between inhibition 
and excitation creates rhythmic activity where the frequency is partly determined by 
the level of GABA-ergic inhibition (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009). One of the core 
functions attributed to gamma-band activity is the binding of neural ensembles that 
encode certain related information (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012), and this relatively high 
frequency gamma-band activity is thought to more closely reflect ongoing neural 
computations as compared to lower frequency activity (Fries, 2009). In the motor 
system, gamma-band oscillations have been linked to action preparation and selection 
(Donner et al., 2009), and gamma-band activity is increased when multiple action 
plans compete for execution (Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013, 2014). It is therefore a likely 
candidate to reflect sensorimotor coordination during competition between response 
sets encoding automatic emotional action tendencies versus rule based actions.
As mentioned earlier, gamma-band activity is often embedded in lower frequency 
activity such as the theta-rhythm (Lisman and Jensen, 2013). This coupling is also present 
in sensorimotor areas, where theta-gamma coupling seems to be important for motor 
learning (Akkad et al., 2019), likely mediated by changes in GABA-ergic inhibitory tone 
(Johnson et al., 2017; Nowak et al., 2017b). In chapter 3 we tested whether motor 
cortical gamma-band activity is modulated by prefrontal theta-band rhythms when 
emotional action tendencies need to be controlled. In chapter 5 we then explore 
whether SMC involvement in emotional action control depend on GABA-ergic inhibitory 
tone.
Figure 2: neural communication through synchrony
This figure shows examples of sine waves and different properties such as amplitude and phase 
that are often used to describe neural rhythmic activity. Neural rhythms can occur in a wide 
variety of frequencies (panel A). Panel B shows different ways in which rhythmic activity can 
be synchronized between regions. For instance through amplitude correlations (left panel), 
phase-synchronization (middle panel), or phase-amplitude coupling (right-panel). In chapter 3 
we explore possible mechanisms by which aPFC synchronize with activity in downstream regions 
when automatic action tendencies have to be overruled in favor of rule-base action plans.
Manipulating neural rhythmic activity
Whereas the electrical fields that we can observe from outside the skull reflect the 
summation of electrical consequences of neural activity in the underlying neural tissue 
(Buzsáki et al., 2012; Cohen, 2017), these electric or magnetic fields are not merely 
passive reflections of this activity. Namely, rhythmic fluctuations in extracellular potential 
can also directly feed-back on to neural activity, biasing neuronal activity towards certain 
phases of the ongoing oscillation through ephaptic coupling (Fröhlich and McCormick, 
2010; Anastassiou et al., 2011). This suggests that neural oscillations not only reflect, but 
can also shape ongoing activity by rhythmically changing the electric potential in the 
extracellular milieu, thereby temporally in- and decreasing the likelihood of a neuron 
firing (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010). This feedback principle has been shown in in-
vitro cell preparations and by stimulation applied in-vivo using implanted electrodes 
to directly stimulate neural tissue. Under the right conditions, even electric fields that 
are applied to the scalp can penetrate the skull and impact brain activity, potentially 
synchronizing neural activity to externally applied rhythms (Vosskuhl et al., 2018; Krause 
et al., 2019). In chapter 4 we have tried to capitalize on this feedback mechanism of 
electrical fields in an attempt to manipulate the endogenous synchronization between 




In this thesis I attempted to clarify cortical mechanisms underlying emotional action 
control. Specifically, I investigated how the anterior prefrontal cortex interacts with the 
sensorimotor cortex and amygdala when prepotent automatic emotional approach-
avoidance tendencies need to be controlled in favor of alternative actions. The different 
sub-questions that we tried to answer required the use of multiple neuroimaging 
and neuromodulation techniques that provide complementary windows on the 
computations needed to resolve the problem of emotional action control.
First, in chapter 2, we tried to provide anatomical specificity to earlier observations 
linking aPFC to the control over emotional actions. By using a combination of task-
based fMRI, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI)- and functional connectivity fingerprints 
we aimed to localize the aPFC activation elicited during emotional-action control 
to a precise anatomical structure in the prefrontal cortex (Neubert et al., 2014). We 
hypothesized that the contribution of aPFC might originate in the lateral Frontal Pole, 
a region involved in the control over automatic behaviors whilst implementing more 
abstract goals. Following the localization of function, we explored whether aPFC 
involvement in emotion-control could be mediated by direct structural connections 
with the amygdala via the amygdalofugal fiber bundle (Folloni et al., 2019a).
Next, in chapter 3, we used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to explore the 
neurophysiological mechanisms that allow aPFC to influence action selection during 
emotional-action control. We hypothesized that aPFC control would be reflected in 
increased aPFC theta-band rhythmic activity (e.g. Cavanagh et al., 2009; Voytek et 
al., 2015), and explored how this theta-band rhythmic activity was involved in the 
organization of downstream activity in areas involved in action preparation and 
selection such as the SMC and parietal cortex.
The knowledge acquired in chapter 3 was then used to design an intervention study 
that is reported in chapter 4. In this study we attempted to improve control over social-
emotional action tendencies by increasing the synchronization of endogenous rhythmic 
activity in the emotional action-control circuit. We used dual-site tACS to alternately 
in- and decrease neural noise in aPFC and SMC communication whilst participants 
performed the AA task, and whilst their brain activity was measured using fMRI. Besides 
providing a test of a novel non-invasive intervention for enhancing control of social-
emotional behavior, this study was designed for understanding how the intervention 
changes the distributed neural circuit implementing that form of action regulation.
Finally, in chapter 5, we explored whether the balance between neuronal inhibition 
and excitation in aPFC and SMC, indexed through local concentrations of gamma-
Aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutamate, is related to behavioral and neural measures 
of social-emotional control. These neurotransmitters are involved in the rhythmogenesis 
of theta- and gamma-band rhythms (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Stark et al., 2013; Amilhon 
et al., 2015a; Cardin, 2018) and might therefore provide additional insights in local- and 
circuit computations that underlie emotional action control.
In sum, this thesis provides a multimethod approach to account for the problem 
of controlling emotional action tendencies. I have combined multiple techniques that 
provide complementary windows upon the circuit-dynamics involved in emotional 
action control to provide an account of the anatomical constraints of the emotional-
action control circuit, its electrophysiological properties and neurochemical profile, and 
causally manipulated network-level characteristics.
Human Lateral Frontal Pole Contributes to Control 
Control over Approach-Avoidance Actions2
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Abstract
Regulation of emotional behavior is essential for human social interactions. Recent work 
has exposed its cognitive complexity, as well as its unexpected reliance on portions of 
the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) also involved in exploration, relational reasoning, 
and counterfactual choice, rather than on dorsolateral and medial prefrontal areas 
involved in several forms of cognitive control. This study anatomically qualifies the 
contribution of aPFC territories to the regulation of prepotent approach-avoidance 
action-tendencies elicited by emotional faces, and explores a possible structural 
pathway through which this emotional action regulation might be implemented.
We provide converging evidence from task-based fMRI, diffusion-weighted imaging, 
and functional connectivity fingerprints for a novel neural element in emotional 
regulation. Task-based fMRI in human male participants (N = 40) performing an 
emotional approach-avoidance task identified aPFC territories involved in the regulation 
of action-tendencies elicited by emotional faces. Connectivity fingerprints, based 
on diffusion-weighted imaging and resting-state connectivity, localized those task-
defined frontal regions to the lateral frontal pole (FPl), an anatomically-defined portion 
of the aPFC that lacks a homologous counterpart in macaque brains. Probabilistic 
tractography indicated that 10-20% of inter-individual variation in emotional regulation 
abilities is accounted for by the strength of structural connectivity between FPl and 
amygdala. Evidence from an independent replication sample (N = 50; 10 females) 
further substantiated this result. These findings provide novel neuroanatomical evidence 
for incorporating FPl in models of control over human action-tendencies elicited by 
emotional faces.
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Significance statement
Successful regulation of emotional behaviors is a prerequisite for successful participation 
in human society, as is evidenced by the social isolation and loss of occupational 
opportunities often encountered by people suffering from emotion-regulation disorders 
such as social-anxiety disorder and psychopathy. Knowledge about the precise cortical 
regions and connections supporting this control is crucial for understanding both the 
nature of computations needed to successfully traverse the space of possible actions in 
social situations, and the potential interventions that might result in efficient treatment 
of social-emotional disorders. This study provides evidence for a precise cortical region 
(FPl) and a structural pathway (the ventral amygdalofugal bundle) through which a 
cognitively complex form of emotional action regulation might be implemented in the 
human brain.
Introduction
Control over emotional behavior is paramount for successful participation in society 
(Hare, 2017). However, regulating emotional actions is cognitively complex. It requires 
the ability to assess the effectiveness of on-going behavior and compare this with 
alternative action strategies. For instance, a scientist presenting their work in front of a 
critical audience needs to overcome the tendency to avoid potential criticism in order 
to reap the long-term benefits of peer-exposure and constructive feedback. Recent 
converging evidence indicates that this type of regulation of emotional behavior is 
implemented by the rostral part of the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC; Volman et al. 
2011, 2013; Koch et al. 2018). The current study anatomically qualifies the contribution 
of aPFC regions to the regulation of emotional action-tendencies elicited by social-
emotional cues, and explores a structural pathway through which this regulation might 
be implemented.
The aPFC has been involved in a disparate range of cognitive tasks, e.g. relational 
reasoning (Vendetti and Bunge, 2014; Hartogsveld et al., 2017), counterfactual choice 
(Boorman et al., 2009; Mansouri et al., 2017), exploration behavior (Daw et al., 2006; 
Zajkowski et al., 2017). To date, emotional action regulation has not been considered 
part of the cognitive fingerprint of this region (Koch et al., 2018). Models of emotion-
regulation have predominantly focused on dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex 
(mPFC; Etkin et al., 2015; Morawetz et al., 2017; Langner et al., 2018). These models are 
largely based on explicit regulation strategies (e.g. reappraisal; Wager et al., 2008; Buhle 
et al., 2014) and have ignored control of emotional actions, an important component of 
emotion-regulation concerned with conflict between the emotional value of stimulus 
and response (Frijda et al., 2014; Ridderinkhof, 2017; Bramson et al., 2018). At first glance, 
the focus of the emotion control literature on mPFC is justified by strong structural 
and functional connectivity between mPFC and areas involved in emotional and social 
processing, such as the amygdala (Ghashghaei and Barbas 2002; Petrides and Pandya 
2007; Neubert et al. 2014; Tillman et al. 2018). In contrast, structural connections to the 
amygdala are scarce for anterior prefrontal areas (Ghashghaei et al., 2007b). However, 
recent studies have shown that the amygdala is connected to the aPFC via rostral 
projections of the ventral amygdalofugal pathway (Krüger et al., 2015; Kamali et al., 
2016). In fact, there is evidence that this tract might extend to the lateral frontal pole 
(FPl; Folloni et al., 2019), a portion of the human aPFC that does not have a homological 
counterpart in macaque brains (Neubert et al., 2014). These anatomical observations, 
together with converging functional evidence on aPFC involvement in the regulation 
of emotional strategies and actions (Bramson et al., 2018; Koch et al., 2018) raise the 
possibility that human emotional action control is coordinated by the FPl.
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In this study, we combine evidence from task-based fMRI, diffusion-weighted 
imaging, and resting-state connectivity fingerprints to define which portion of aPFC 
supports emotional action control. First, we characterize the functional specificity of 
aPFC contributions to emotional action control through a social-emotional approach-
avoidance (AA) task. Participants approached or avoided happy and angry faces by 
means of speeded joystick reactions. Approaching angry and avoiding happy faces 
requires control over habitual emotional action-tendencies, and elicits activity in aPFC 
(Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011b). The social relevance of the emotional-
control indexed by this task has been established in social-emotional disorders (Bertsch 
et al., 2017; Volman 2016) and healthy individuals where it predicted responses to real-
life social stress-induction (Kaldewaij et al., 2019a). Second, we anatomically localize 
aPFC territories activated by the approach-avoidance task by matching structural and 
functional connectivity fingerprints of this area to fingerprints extracted from known 
areas of the aPFC (Neubert et al. 2014). Third, we assess the evidence for and the 
functional relevance of a structural pathway through which the portion of the aPFC 
activated by the AA task might support emotional action regulation, namely through 
direct connections with the amygdala (Folloni et al., 2019a).
Methods
Participants
Forty male students from the Radboud University Nijmegen participated in this study 
after giving informed consent. The sample had a mean age of 23.5 years (sd: 2.8, 
range 18-33 years). None of the participants reported history of mental illness or use of 
psychoactive/corticosteroid medication. All had normal or corrected to normal vision, 
and were screened for counter indications for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CMO:2014/288). Sample size 
was based on behavioral congruency effects observed previously in the same task 
(effect size d = .4; Volman et al, 2011). The sample consisted of males only in order to 
minimize potential variability caused by sex differences and fluctuations in cortisol and 
testosterone (e.g. due to different phases in the menstrual cycle). These hormones are 
known to influence behavioral and neural responses on the AA task (van Peer et al., 
2007; Volman et al., 2011b; Kaldewaij et al., 2019a) and controlling for those fluctuations 
would have required a larger sample.
Given the novelty of one of the main findings of this report (correlation between 
amygdalofugal-FPl connectivity and behavioral congruency effect – see Results), we 
set out to replicate that finding in an independent convenience sample consisting 
of 50 participants [10 females, mean age = 23.8 (sd = 3.4, range 18-34)]. These 
participants took part in another study where they performed the AA task in a similar 
test-context, as well as a Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) session. This second study 
was performed as part of a larger research project, after the analyses of the current 
study were finalized.
Materials and apparatus
Images were acquired using a 3T MAGNETROM Prisma MRI scanner (Siemens AG, 
Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32 channel headcoil for functional and 
DWI images and a 20 channel headcoil for structural T1 images. Stimuli were presented 
using an EIKI LC- XL100 beamer with a resolution of 1024 x 768 and a refresh rate of 60 
Hz, and were projected onto a screen behind the scanner bore. Participants were able 
to see the screen via a mirror.
The approach-avoidance (AA) task consisted of 16 blocks of 12 trials each, in which 
participants had to approach or avoid equiluminant happy or angry faces presented in 
the centre of the screen. Faces were presented for 100 ms and preceded by a 500 ms 
fixation cross in the centre of the screen. After the presentation of the face, participants 
had 2000 ms to respond using a joystick. Each trial was followed by an intertrial interval 
of 2 – 4 seconds. Task instructions for congruent (move the joystick towards you/away 
from you for happy/angry faces), and incongruent blocks (move the joystick towards 
you/away from you for angry/happy faces), were presented before each block and 
switched between blocks. Subjects responded using a customized fiber optic response 
joystick, which was fixed to only move in the sagittal plane. Affect-incongruent trials 
have consistently been shown to activate the aPFC (Roelofs et al. 2008; Volman et al. 
2011; Tyborowska et al. 2016; Kaldewaij et al., 2019). Behavioral and neural responses on 
this task are affected in several social-emotional disorders such as psychopathy, social-
anxiety and borderline disorder (Heuer et al., 2007; von Borries et al., 2012; Roelofs and 
Cremers, 2015; Bertsch et al., 2018), and those responses are influenced by hormones 
affecting social behavior (Volman et al., 2016; Kaldewaij et al., 2019a).
Procedure
Data were acquired on two different days; day one consisted of the AA task, resting-
state and T1 structural scan. DWI was acquired on the second day. Before and after the 
AA task we took saliva measurements to possibly control for testosterone and cortisol 
for other research purposes. On the second day, each participant filled out the State 
Trait Anxiety Inventory to control for effects of trait anxiety.
Functional scans
The field of view of the scans acquired in the two MR-sessions was aligned to a built-
in brain-atlas using an auto-align head scout sequence. During resting state and task 
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fMRI sessions we acquired BOLD-sensitive images using a multiband sequence with 
TR = 735 ms/TE = 39ms, 64 slices, flip angle of 52°, multiband acceleration factor of 8, 
slice orientation T > C, voxel size = 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4 mm, phase encoding direction A >> P. 
The resting state session lasted 8.5 minutes (700 images). Each sequence was followed 
by a field map image; flip angle = 60°, TR = 614, TE = 4.92.
Structural scan
High-resolution anatomical images were acquired with a single-shot MPRAGE sequence 
with an acceleration factor of 2 (GRAPPA method), a TR of 2400 ms, TE 2.13 ms. Effective 
voxel size was 1 x 1 x 1 mm with 176 sagittal slices, distance factor 50%, flip angle 8°, 
orientation A ≫ P, FoV 256 mm.
DW imaging
Diffusion-weighted images were acquired using echo-planar imaging with an 
acceleration factor of 2 (GRAPPA method). We acquired 65 2 mm-thick axial slices, 
with a voxel size of 2 x 2 x 2 mm, phase encoding direction A >> P, FoV 220 mm. 
In addition, we acquired 10 volumes without diffusion weighting (b = 0 s/mm2), 30 
isotropically distributed directions using a b-value of 750 s/mm2, and 60 isotropically 
distributed directions a b-value of 3000 s/mm2. We also acquired a volume without 
diffusion weighting with reverse phase encoding (P >> A).
Diffusion-weigthed images for the replication sample were acquired using echo-
planar imaging with multiband acceleration factor of 2 (GRAPPA method), multiband 
acceleration factor = 3. For this dataset we acquired 93 1.6 mm thick transversal slices 
with voxel size of 1.6 x 1.6 x 1.6 mm, phase encoding direction A >> P, FoV 211 mm, 
TR = 3350, TE = 71.20. 256 isotropically distributed directions were acquired using a 
b-value of 2500 s/mm2. We also acquired a volume without diffusion weighting with 
reverse phase encoding (P >> A). Preprocessing and analyses for this dataset were the 
same as for the original sample (reported below).
Behavioral analyses
Behavioral analyses of AA task performance contrasted incongruent to congruent trials, 
comparing reaction times and percentage correct between conditions. Differences 
between conditions were assessed using repeated measures ANOVA and paired-sample 
t-tests implemented in JASP (version 0.9.2; https://jasp-stats.org/).
Analyses - functional images
All processing of the AA and resting state images was done using MELODIC 3.00 as 
implemented in FSL 5.0.10 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Images were motion corrected 
using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002), and distortions in the magnetic field were 
corrected using fieldmap correction in FUGUE. Functional images were rigid-body 
registered to the brain extracted structural image using FLIRT. Registration to MNI 
2mm standard space was done using the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT. Images 
were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian 5 mm kernel and low passed filtered with 
a cut-off at 100 s. Independent component analysis was run (Beckmann and Smith, 
2004), after which the first 10 components were manually inspected to remove sources 
of noise (Griffanti et al., 2017).
First and second level analyses were done in FEAT 6.00 implemented in FSL 5.0.10 
(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/; Woolrich et al., 2001, 2004). We set up separate 
general linear models for each task. The first-level AA model consisted of four task 
regressors: Approach angry, approach happy, avoid angry and avoid happy; six motion 
regressors and their temporal derivatives; and two regressors modeling fluctuations 
in signal in white matter and cerebrospinal fluid. Approach happy and avoid angry 
(congruent conditions) were then contrasted with approach angry and avoid happy 
(incongruent conditions). This contrast was taken as input for each subject in the second 
level analysis. Second level analysis was performed using FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed 
Effects (FLAME 1) with outlier de-weighting. We used a cluster forming threshold of Z > 
2.3, a value that has been shown to effectively control for Family Wise Error rate, possibly 
related to the fact that FLAME estimates and takes into account within subject variance 
(Eklund et al., 2015). Locations with above threshold activity were localized using masks 
for the prefrontal cortex (Sallet et al., 2013; Neubert et al., 2014), parietal cortex (Mars 
et al., 2011) and whole brain cortical and subcortical atlases (Harvard-Oxford atlas).
To assess psychophysiological interactions (PPI) during the AA task we ran a second 
analysis using FEAT with regressors representing the task effects of interest (incongruent-
congruent), the regressor incongruent + congruent, a regressor describing the first 
eigenvariate time series of activation of the seed region: Bilateral amygdalae taken from 
the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), and a regressor describing the interaction 
between the seed region activity and task effects. Strength of amygdalofugal-FPl 
connections as estimated from tractography of dw-MRI (see below) was added as a 
covariate in the second level analysis.
Analyses – functional connectivity fingerprints of FPl based on resting-state fMRI
For the resting state fMRI analysis we defined regions-of-interest for each of the three 
areas in aPFC (FPl, FPm, and 46), as identified by Neubert et al. (2014). These masks 
were thresholded to contain only the 25% of voxels that were most likely to be part 
of each area (Mars et al., 2016; Hartogsveld et al., 2017). The masks were warped to 
each individual anatomical space, after which we extracted the first eigenvariate time 
series from each area. These time series were correlated with whole brain resting state 
activity, the results of which were transformed to z-values using Fishers z-transform 
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and normalized. Resulting correlation maps were transformed back to MNI space after 
which we extracted the connectivity from each prefrontal region with five downstream 
regions: Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC) [10 -52 24], Intraparietal lobule (IPL) [48 
-46 48], temporal pole (TP) [34 12 -36], ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) [8 
44 -14] and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) [46 20 40], for each hemisphere 
separately. Differential connectivity with these five areas has previously been shown 
to be appropriate to dissociate different cortical regions within aPFC (Mars et al. 2016; 
Hartogsveld et al. 2017). This procedure creates a “connectivity fingerprint” of each 
region, describing functional (and structural for DWI analyses) connections with other 
brain areas, and rests on the premise that each regions’ unique functional repertoire 
is determined by its connections with other regions (Passingham et al., 2002; Mars 
et al., 2018). We followed the same procedure for the two regions found in the aPFC 
during the AA task: 5 mm sphere around MNI [24 50 -4] and MNI [-24 52 4]. The focus 
of this study on aPFC responses to congruency demands during performance of the 
AA task is related to a large body of work that has characterized and replicated those 
aPFC responses across numerous studies (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011a; 
Tyborowska et al., 2016). That work has shown that activity in aPFC during incongruent 
trials is correlated with and necessary for successfully overriding automatic action-
tendencies (Volman et al., 2011a); is influenced by several neuromodulators such as 
testosterone and cortisol (van Peer et al., 2007; Volman et al., 2011b, 2016; Kaldewaij 
et al., 2019a); is augmented in social psychopathology (von Borries et al., 2012; Radke 
et al., 2013; Bertsch et al., 2017, 2018); and predicts real-world stress coping (Kaldewaij 
et al., 2019b). The added value and validity of the structural explanation provided in 
the current study depends on using the same functional comparison implemented in 
those previous studies, namely a direct contrast between incongruent and congruent 
conditions.
For the statistical analysis, we computed the “city block” or “Manhattan” distance 
between the connectivity profiles of the AA regions and the connectivity profiles of 
the three prefrontal masks, separately for each hemisphere. This measure consists of 
the sum of absolute distance between different connectivity profiles and has previously 
been used to describe the relative dissimilarity between different connectivity profiles 
(Sallet et al., 2013; Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016). We compared these distance 
measures to a distribution of randomized distances that we created by permuting the 
region labels 10000 times, each time randomly swapping the target region labels (FPl; 
FPm; area 46) within participants and computing the Manhattan distance with the AA 
fingerprint. The result of this approach shows whether the connectivity profile of the 
aPFC regions differs from the connectivity profile of the region active during the AA 
task (Mars et al., 2016).
Analyses – structural connectivity fingerprints of FPL based on diffusion-weighted MRI
All analyses of diffusion data were performed in FSL FDT 3.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). 
We used TOPUP to estimate susceptibility artifacts using additional b = 0 volumes with 
reverse phase coding direction (Andersson et al., 2003). Next, we used EDDY (using 
the fieldmap estimated by TOPUP) to correct for distortions caused by eddy currents 
and subject movement (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016). We used BedpostX to fit 
a crossing fiber model using default settings (Behrens et al., 2007).
Seed regions were defined for five major tracts by creating 5 mm spheres in the 
Cingulum Bundle (CB) MNI: [8 -2 36], Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus 1 (SLF1), MNI: [16 
-2 54], SLF 2, MNI: [30 -2 38], SLF 3, MNI: [44 -2 26] and Uncinate Fasciculus, MNI: [32 
-2 -10] and then warped to individual subject space. As with the functional connectivity 
described above, these specific fiber bundles were chosen because they have been 
shown to be differentially connected to distinct areas within the aPFC (Neubert et al., 
2014; Mars et al., 2016; Hartogsveld et al., 2017). The procedure for Amygdalofugal 
connectivity is described below. For the comparisons in the left hemisphere the same 
coordinates were used with the x-axis coordinate inverted. ProbtrackX was run with 
default settings using these masks as seed, separately for each hemisphere using an 
exclusion mask at x = 0. The results from probtrackX were warped to MNI 1 mm space, 
log transformed, and normalized to the highest probability per tract to allow a direct 
comparison between tracts with all values ranging between 0 and 1. We computed 
connectivity profiles of FPl, FPm and area 46 by counting the number of times each tract 
ended in these regions. These connectivity profiles were compared to the connectivity 
profile of the region in the aPFC resulting from the AA task contrast (5 mm sphere at 
MNI: [24 50 -4] for right and MNI: [-24 52 4] for left). We computed Manhattan distance 
between the connectivity profiles of the AA task and the three prefrontal masks and 
permuted this 10,000 times, each time randomly swapping the target region labels (FPl; 
FPm; area 46) within participants.
Analyses - Amygdalofugal connectivity
Connections between amygdala and aPFC were reconstructed using probtrackX. For 
this we used the procedure and masks provided by Folloni et al., (2019). We seeded 
these connections in the white matter punctuating the extended amygdala and 
substantia innominata: MNI: [-7 3 -9] and an all-coronal waypoint mask at y = 22. We 
used tractography masks to ensure the estimated seedlines extended only rostrally, 
at least up to the y = 25 coronal plane, and excluded CSF and between-hemisphere 
connections. Connection strength was normalized and log transformed within each 
participant. Next we extracted the total amount of times the tractography entered 
the FPl, FPm and area 46 regions-of-interest separately. These values were correlated 
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with congruency effects on reaction time and percentage correct using Spearman’s 
correlation coefficient.
To exclude that the Amygdalofugal-FPl connections are influenced by (much 
stronger) projections of the Uncinate Fasciculus (UF), we reconstructed UF connectivity 
with FPl and correlated this with the behavioral congruency. To isolate the UF we placed 
a seed in the white matter rostro-laterally to the amygdala (MNI: [35 2 -22]), a coronal 
waypoint mask at y = 22 and exclusion masks in the CSF and between hemispheres. We 
also used partial correlation to regress out possible correlations influences of UF and 
state anxiety (STAI-Y2) in the amygdalofugal-behavioral correlations. Finally, we used an 
independent comparison sample to confirm the correlation between amygdalofugal-FPl 
connectivity and behavioral congruency.
Results
The study had two main goals: i) localize aPFC responses evoked during control over 
action-tendencies elicited by emotional faces in relation to an established anatomical 
parcellation of the aPFC; and ii) provide evidence for the functional relevance of 
amygdala-aPFC connectivity in implementing control over emotional-actions. We 
implemented a-priori determined analyses addressing these two goals, correcting the 
statistical inferences for multiple comparisons, either through cluster correction (fMRI 
task contrasts), or Bonferroni-correction (anatomical localization and tract-behavioral 
correlations). Furthermore, we implemented a number of follow-up exploratory 
analyses, prioritizing sensitivity over specificity, thus avoiding corrections for multiple 
comparisons. The exploratory nature of these analyses is marked in the text.
AA-task - Behavioral costs of controlling emotional behavior
There were interaction effects between emotion and movement for reaction times; 
F(1,39) = 26.5, p < .001 and error rates; F(1,39) = 27.2, p < .001. Reaction times were 
longer for incongruent (M = 673 ms, SD = 103) than for congruent movements 
(M = 626 ms, SD = 128), t(39) = 5.12, p <.001 with an effect size of d = .4, CI [.22 , 1.03], 
calculated as (M1-M2) / sdpooled]. Participants also made more errors during incongruent 
(M = 94.3 % correct, SD = 4.43) than congruent blocks (M = 97.1 % correct, SD = 2.96), 
t(39) = 5.21, p < .001; effect size d = .7, CI [.27 , 1.2]. In addition to these interaction 
effects there were main effects of movement F(1,39) = 32.9, p < .001; and emotion 
F(1,39) = 7.7, p = .008 on reaction times, but not on error rates, both p > .15. Approach 
movements were faster (M = 626 ms, SD = 106) than avoid movements (M = 661 ms, 
SD = 111) and reactions to happy faces (M = 635 ms, SD = 103) were faster than to angry 
faces (M = 652 ms, SD = 114). Interaction effects are depicted in figure 1B. These effects 
illustrate the behavioral cost of applying cognitive control over prepotent habitual 
emotional action-tendencies elicited by social-emotional stimuli.
In the replication sample there were similar interaction effects between emotion 
and movement for reaction times; F(1,49) = 49.7, p < .001 and error rates; F(1,49) = 37.5, 
p < .001. Reaction times were longer for incongruent (M = 676 ms, SD = 133) than 
congruent (M = 627 ms, SD =107), t(49) = 7, p < .001; effect size d = .4, CI [.15 .97]. The 
replication sample also made more errors during incongruent (M= 94. 5 % correct, 
SD = 3.8) than in congruent trials (M = 96.8 % correct, SD = 2.9); t(49) = 6.13 p < .001, 
d =.68, [CI .11 1.25]. In addition to these effects of interest there were again main effects 
of movement F(1,49) = 26.6, p < .001 and emotion F(1,49) = 7.5, p = .008 on reaction 
times, but not on error rates, both p > .23. Approach movements were faster (M = 641 
ms, SD = 122) than avoid movements (M = 661 ms, SD = 127) and reactions to happy 
faces (M = 645 ms, SD =124) were faster than to angry faces (M = 657 ms, SD = 125).
 AA-task - Controlling emotional actions elicits frontal and parietal activation
Building on previous evidence (Volman et al. 2011; Tyborowska et al. 2016), we 
expected that control over social emotional action-tendencies increases aPFC activity. 
This study tests whether this activity can be localized to the lateral Frontal Pole. We 
found clusters of increased activity over frontal areas during incongruent as compared 
to congruent trials, whole-brain cluster-level corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-
forming threshold of Z > 2.3 with corrected cluster threshold of p < .05). Overlaying 
the frontal activity profiles on the mask created by Neubert et al. (2014) confirmed 
activity in FPl, figure 1C. In addition we observed clusters of increased activity in bilateral 
intraparietal lobule, an area strongly connected to the aPFC (Mars et al., 2011); bilateral 
Insula/Inferior Frontal Gyrus [34 26 -6]; Bilateral area 8A [40 6 42]; bilateral area 46 [30 
50 16]; and bilateral cerebellum [16 -78 -30].
Contrasting happy and angry showed increased activity for happy trials in cerebellum 
[4 -62 -50], posterior cingulate [8 -48 24], anterior cingulate [-2 40 2] and lateral 
occipital cortex [30 -84 0]. Avoid trials showed increased activity in Frontal orbital cortex 
[44 20 -10] and occipital cortex: [32 -66 54].
The estimated BOLD signal indexing control over emotional action-tendencies 
(incongruent vs congruent trials) extracted from FPl correlated positively with the 
behavioral index of emotional control (reaction time differences between incongruent 
and congruent trials): r(38) = .33, p =.037, figure 1D. This effect corroborates our earlier 
findings of a positive relationship between individual differences in reaction time effects 
and recruitment of aPFC/FPl activation (Roelofs et al. 2009; Bramson et al., 2018). 
Exploratory analyses correlating BOLD congruency with behavioral congruency gave a 
trend correlation for area 46; r(38)= .31, p = .05 and no correlation for FPm; r(38) = .07, 
p = .63. These correlations did not differ from the congruency-FPl correlation, both p 
> .2.
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Figure 1: Effects of cognitive control over social-emotional action tendencies.
A) Schematic representation of the AA task used to measure control over social-emotional action 
tendencies. The incongruent condition requires control to override the automatic tendencies 
to approach happy- and avoid angry faces. B) Behavioral effects on AA task; participants show 
longer reaction times and more errors during the incongruent condition, illustrating the cost 
of exerting control. C) Main task effects for incongruent > congruent, masked to show above 
threshold (cluster level p < .001) activation in the anterior Prefrontal Cortex. (Frontal Pole mask; 
Harvard-oxford atlas) D) Correlation between reaction time congruency and BOLD congruency 
effects extracted from the lateral Frontal Pole across participants.
Relation between AA-related activity and functional fingerprints of FPl 
(Resting-state connectivity)
To assess whether the aPFC activity evoked during emotional-action control falls within 
FPl (Neubert et al. 2014), we compared resting-state connectivity profiles of area 46, 
FPl and FPm with the connectivity profile of the aPFC clusters showing a congruency 
effect (MNI: [24 50 -4] and [-24 52 -4]). We tested whether the connectivity fingerprints 
of the three prefrontal areas differed from the connectivity profile of the AA-related 
clusters, figure 2.
Qualitative inspection of the resting-state fingerprints showed relatively similar 
connectivity profiles for area 46 and FPl. Both are strongly correlated with the 
intraparietal sulcus (IPl) and dorsolateral prefontal cortex (dlPFC); however, FPl shows 
stronger connectivity to the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). Functional connectivity of 
FPm differed quite strongly from both area 46 and FPl, showing strongest connectivity 
with ventromedial prefrontal areas (vmPFC), PCC and temporal pole (TP), figure 2A;C. 
These results corroborate earlier reports on resting-state connectivity fingerprints for 
these areas (Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016; Hartogsveld et al., 2017).
Comparing connectivity profiles between the three areas in aPFC with the 
connectivity profile extracted from the AA-related region showed that its fingerprint 
differed significantly from that of area 46, (left hemisphere: p < .001; right-hemisphere: 
p < .001), and from that of area FPm (right hemisphere: p < .001; left-hemisphere: 
p < .001), but not from the connectivity fingerprint of area FPl (left-hemisphere: 
p = .87, right-hemisphere: p = .075). This result provides evidence that control of social 
emotional action-tendencies involves the lateral Frontal Pole.
Relation between AA-related activity and structural fingerprints of FPl (DWI 
connectivity)
In addition to resting-state connectivity, we created connectivity profiles based on 
white matter tractography. We placed seeds in five large white matter tracts (figure 
2B); performed probabilistic tractography to the rest of the hemisphere; and counted 
how often each tract ended in each of the three regions in aPFC (figure 2B). We used 
a similar procedure for amygdalofugal (AmF) connectivity (see methods).
 Comparing connectivity profiles of the aPFC regions to these five major white 
matter tracts and AmF connectivity showed relatively strong connectivity between 
area 46 and the three superior longitudinal fasciculi (SLF1, SLF2 and SLF3; figure 2D). 
FPm is most strongly connected to the Cingulate Bundle, Uncinate Fasciculus and 
Amygdalofugal pathways. FPl is less strongly connected to the tracts leading outside 
the frontal cortex, and more strongly connected to the Uncinate Fasciculus, which leads 
to the temporal pole (among other regions). The AA-related regions are also more 
strongly connected to the Uncinate Fasciculus. These results are shown in figure 2D 
and match earlier reports on connectivity of aPFC regions (Neubert et al., 2014; Mars 
et al., 2016; Hartogsveld et al., 2017).
Comparing connectivity profiles between the three areas in aPFC with the 
connectivity profile extracted from the AA region showed that the fingerprint of 
the AA region differed significantly from that of area 46, (left hemisphere: p < .001; 
right-hemisphere: p < .001), and from that of area FPm (right hemisphere: p < .001; 
left-hemisphere: p < .001), but not from the connectivity fingerprint of area FPl (left-
hemisphere: p = .98, right-hemisphere: p = 1). This result corroborates the resting state 
results, providing additional evidence that the FPl is one of the regions involved in 
controlling social emotional action-tendencies.
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Figure 2: AA task effects are localized within the connectivity-defined lateral Frontal Pole.
A) Seed regions and whole brain resting-state connectivity for area 46, FPm, FPl, and for the cluster 
showing AA task-effects. B) Seed locations for tractography in five large white matter tracts (AmF 
seed not shown) and masks for the regions FPl, FPm and area 46. C) Resting state connectivity 
fingerprints of the aPFC and AA regions, separated for left and right ROI’s. Region labels: 
Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), Intraparietal Lobule 
(IPL), dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (dlPFC), Temporal Pole (TP). D) Connectivity fingerprints for 
tractography of aPFC and the AA regions, separated for left and right ROI’s. Tract abbreviations: 
Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (SLF1, SLF2, SLF3); Uncinate Fasciculus (UF); Cingulum Bundle 
(CB); Amygdalofugal (AmF).
FPl-amygdalofugal connectivity partly explains performance on the AA task
To identify an anatomical pathway through which the FPl could support emotional 
behavior, we tested whether inter-subject variability in the strength of FPl structural 
connectivity mediated by the amygdalofugal connections predicts successful 
performance on the AA task. On average, the FPm is more strongly connected to 
amygdalofugal pathways than the FPl and area 46 (Figure 3A), in line with earlier 
studies showing both functionally and anatomically stronger connections between 
limbic areas and medial prefrontal regions (Ghashghaei and Barbas, 2002; Neubert 
et al., 2014; Folloni et al., 2019a). However, individual variability in the connectivity of 
FPl and FPm confirms that the former region is more strongly involved in emotional 
action control than the latter. Namely, there was a significant correlation between 
tract strength and AA congruency effect on percentage correct; Spearman’s r(38) 
.44 =, p = .004 for the FPl connections but not for FPm, r(38) = .24, p = .13 and area 
46, r(38) = .3, p = .062, figure 3B. However, these correlations did not differ from one 
another, both comparisons p > .3. The direction of the FPl-behavioral correlation 
indicated that stronger connectivity was related to relatively worse performance when 
having to exert control. There were no significant correlations between tract strength 
and congruency effect on reaction time; all p > .09. The congruency-FPl correlation for 
percentage correct survives Bonferroni-correction for multiple comparisons over the 
eight correlations computed between behavioral congruency and amygdalofugal-FPl 
connectivity; and the two control correlations described below.
To facilitate data interpretation, we conducted 2 additional exploratory control 
analyses. First, to exclude that the correlation between amygdalofugal-FPl connectivity 
and AA performance could be better explained by connections between amygdala 
and FPl through the Uncinate Fasciculus (UF; Petrides and Pandya 2007) or trait anxiety 
(Kim and Whalen, 2009), we correlated UF-FPl connectivity with AA performance, and 
amygdalofugal-FPl connectivity with scores on the State anxiety inventory (STAI). None 
of these analyses yielded significant correlations, all p > .58. Nor did the correlation 
between amygdalofugal-FPl connections and behavioral congruency change when 
controlling for state anxiety or UF-FPl connectivity.
Second, to explore whether FPl-amygdalofugal connectivity would also influence 
functional connectivity between these two areas, we performed a Psychophysiological 
Interaction (PPI) analysis with bilateral amygdalae as seed region and the strength of the 
connection with FPl as covariate. This analysis showed a negative correlation between 
tract strength and amygdala-FPl functional connectivity during the task, when using 
a small volume correction over bilateral FPl; p = .019 (FWE cluster corrected; cluster 
location MNI [ -32 50 6], cluster size: 20 voxels), meaning that with increased tract 
strength there is more negative connectivity between the FPl and amygdala, which 
might be interpreted as increased regulation of amygdala by the FPl (Volman et al., 
2013).
Finally, given the novelty of the role of the amygdalofugal path in emotion control, 
we tested whether the correlation between behavioral congruency and amygdalofugal 
connectivity would replicate in an independent sample of 50 participants. The 
positive relationship between the congruency effect in % correct on the AA task and 
amygdalofugal-FPl connections was confirmed; Pearson’s r(48) = .3, p = .03; Spearman’s 
r(48) = .28, p = .05, figure 3C, further substantiating this finding.
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Figure 3: Amygdalofugal connections with FPl correlate with AA task performance.
A) Illustration of the reconstructed tract that leads from the Amygdala to the anterior Prefrontal 
cortex. This tract shows strongest connectivity with medial prefrontal areas, as can be expected 
given earlier studies. B) The number of times the tract ends in FPl correlates with behavioral 
congruency in error rates on the AA task, r = .44, p = .0044, suggesting that the amygdalofugal 
pathway is involved in mediating FPl-amygdala functional interactions during social-emotional 
control. C) Illustration of the reconstructed tract and correlation between behavioral congruency 
and tract strength with FPl in the replication sample.
Discussion
The present study anatomically qualifies the involvement of the anterior prefrontal 
cortex in control of action-tendencies elicited by emotional faces. There are two main 
findings. First, structural and functional connectivity fingerprints of the lateral Frontal 
Pole (Neubert et al., 2014) closely match the fingerprints of the aPFC territory recruited 
when emotional action control is required. Second, the strength of FPl structural 
connectivity with the amygdala accounts for a substantial portion of inter-individual 
variation in emotional action regulation abilities. These findings provide evidence for 
a precise cortical region (FPl) and a structural pathway (the ventral amygdalofugal 
bundle) through which a cognitively complex form of emotional regulation might be 
implemented in the human brain.
FPl supports emotional-action control
Previous work has repeatedly shown that the aPFC is involved in controlling emotional 
behavior, and that it is capable of doing so by influencing downstream activity in the 
amygdala (Volman et al. 2013; Tyborowska et al. 2016); motor cortex; and parietal 
areas (Volman et al. 2011; Bramson et al. 2018). Here, we extend this knowledge by 
showing that the aPFC contribution to emotional action control arises from a precise 
anatomical structure: the lateral Frontal Pole (Neubert et al., 2014). This finding is 
based on the connectivity fingerprint of the FPl. This anatomical metric also provides 
clues to the information received by the FPl, and the influence it can exert on other 
brain structures (Mars et al., 2018). The FPl, differently from neighbouring areas FPm 
and 46, is connected to both medial and lateral circuits with parietal, cingulate, and 
temporal regions (Figure 2). The peculiar pattern of FPl connectivity fits with the known 
supramodal regulatory role of this area during social-emotional control (Volman et al. 
2011; Volman et al. 2013; Koch et al. in prep), and with the notion that social-emotional 
regulation involves access to both egocentric value of emotionally-laden actions, as 
well as social consequences of those actions (Koch et al., 2018).
This study was designed to add functional specificity to those anatomically-grounded 
inferences on aPFC contributions to emotional-action regulation. The observations of 
this study link emotional-action regulation to several cognitive processes that rely on 
the FPl, e.g. concurrent monitoring of current and alternative goals (Burgess et al., 
2007; Badre and D’esposito, 2009; Mansouri et al., 2017), cognitive exploration (Daw 
et al., 2006; Zajkowski et al., 2017), counterfactual reasoning (Boorman et al., 2009; 
Koechlin, 2016), metacognition (Fleming et al., 2014; Shekhar and Rahnev, 2018), and 
relational reasoning (Vendetti and Bunge, 2014; Hartogsveld et al., 2017). More precisely, 
it becomes relevant to test whether the FPl contribution to emotional-action control is 
linked to the online maintenance and evaluation of alternative goals or counterfactual 
regulation strategies (Sheppes et al., 2014; Koch et al., 2018); or whether the cognitive 
demands of emotional action control and their input-output connectivity segregate 
this faculty from other known FPl functions.
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Amygdala-FPl projections modulate control over emotional-action
This study shows that control over emotional actions is negatively associated with 
the strength of amygdala-FPl connections, with connections between amygdala 
and FPl explaining between 10-20% of the variance on the AA task. This result was 
confirmed in an independent replication sample. On the assumption that the amygdala-
FPl connectivity indexed in this study captures the amygdalofugal pathway (Folloni 
et al. 2019), i.e. the main efferent pathways from amygdala to frontal cortex (Nolte, 
1999; Ghashghaei and Barbas, 2002; Noback et al., 2005; Krüger et al., 2015; Kamali et 
al., 2016), this finding suggests that stronger amygdala projections to the FPl impair 
emotional regulation. Namely, during incongruent trials, stronger amygdala afferences 
to the FPl could lead to stronger automatic action-tendencies or heightened emotional 
vigilance and thus more errors when those tendencies need to be rapidly over-ruled. 
This observation fits with previous imaging work showing that successful emotional 
control reduces bottom-up effective connectivity between amygdala and aPFC (Volman 
et al., 2013). Moreover, it suggests that top-down regulatory FPl efferences might 
reach the amygdala through other fiber bundles, e.g. the uncinate fasciculus (Petrides 
and Pandya, 2007; Folloni et al., 2019a); or through other regions, e.g. the nucleus 
accumbens (Wager et al., 2008) or the orbitofrontal cortex (Ray and Zald, 2012).
The relation between amygdala-FPl connectivity strength and emotional action 
control observed in this study is surprisingly large when compared to the magnitude 
of previous structure-function correlations in the same anatomical regions (Jung et 
al., 2018). We suspect that the large effect size is a consequence of considering the 
anatomical differences between fiber bundles connecting the amygdala to the prefrontal 
cortex, and in particular the uniquely human configuration of that connectivity, since 
anthropoid monkeys do not possess a functional homologue of the human lateral 
Frontal Pole (Semendeferi et al., 2011; Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016). Future 
tests of this potential functional-anatomical dissociation between bottom-up and top-
down amygdala-FPl connectivity might also help to clarify the heterogeneity of previous 
findings concerning the relation between amygdala-prefrontal connectivity and state-
anxiety measures (Kim and Whalen, 2009; Clewett et al., 2014).
Interpretational issues
It could be argued that the regulation required in the AA task is just an instance of 
inhibitory control with social stimuli, and that regulation in this task could be accomplished 
by suppressing automatic emotional action-tendencies (Etkin et al., 2006; Aron et al., 
2014). Several studies have shown that this is not a viable option. First, when participants 
respond to the gender rather than the emotion of the face, both behavioral (congruency 
effect) and neural correlates of emotional control (FPl activation) are extinguished 
(Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011b). This illustrates that the regulation indexed 
by the AA task crucially depends on the interaction between emotional percepts and 
action selection, rather than on overriding conflict contained in the stimulus itself (e.g. 
emotional Stroop task, which is supported by different neural circuitry (Etkin et al., 
2011, 2015)). Second, performance on the AA task is specifically altered in patients 
with disrupted social-emotional regulation (Heuer et al., 2007; van Peer et al., 2009; 
von Borries et al., 2012). For instance, aggression-related psychopathologies such as 
psychopathy are marked by reduction of avoidance responses, specific to angry faces, 
an effect related to measures of social aggression (von Borries et al., 2012). In contrast, 
patients with social anxiety disorder show a consistent increase of avoidance responses, 
specific to angry faces (Roelofs et al., 2005, 2009, 2010; Heuer et al., 2007). In addition, 
socially-relevant hormones such as testosterone (Tyborowska et al., 2016), cortisol 
(Volman et al., 2011b), and oxytocin (Radke et al., 2017) influence performance of the 
Approach-Avoidance task in healthy participants. Most critically, the aPFC congruency 
effect measured during the social approach-avoidance task is predictive of subjective, 
physiological and hormonal responses to a real-life social stressor (Kaldewaij et al., 
2019b). In sum, these studies highlight the validity of the AA task for indexing regulation 
of emotional actions in social contexts.
In principle, the relation between strength of amygdala-FPl connectivity and 
behavioral emotional control could be explained by a third factor, e.g. trait anxiety. 
However, the tract strength between amygdala and FPl did not correlate with trait 
anxiety, and the correlation between behavioral congruency and tract strength persisted 
when controlling for anxiety. This observation confirms that, in healthy participants, 
aPFC activity during the AA task is orthogonal to trait anxiety effects (Bramson et al., 
2018), in contrast to known trait anxiety effects on amygdala-vmPFC connectivity (Kim 
and Whalen, 2009).
It is not easy to acquire reliable fMRI signals from anterior prefrontal regions (Hutton 
et al., 2002). Therefore, we used magnetic field corrections to restore signal distortions 
around the frontal pole (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Jenkinson, 2004). The resting-
state connectivity profiles closely matched those of earlier studies that used different 
MRI protocols (Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016) arguing against the possibility 
that the results reported here can be attributed to signal distortions. The first sample 
of participants consisted of males only, and the replication sample was predominantly 
male. Whereas behavioral and neural effects in the AA task have been shown in mixed 
and female only samples as well (Radke et al., 2015; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Bertsch et 
al., 2018), we recruited only males to avoid having to control for differences in social 
hormones such as testosterone and cortisol, which would require a larger sample of 
participants. These hormones are known to influence behavioral and neural responses 
on the AA task (van Peer et al., 2007; Volman et al., 2011b; Kaldewaij et al., 2019a). Future 
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studies could explore similarities and potential differences in emotional processing 
between sexes (Domes et al., 2010; Whittle et al., 2011).
Conclusion
This study provides anatomical evidence supporting the involvement of the lateral 
frontal pole, partly via the ventral amygdalofugal pathway, in the regulation of emotional 
behavior (Koch et al., 2018). The findings have implications for structuring mechanism-
based interventions in psychopathologies characterized by altered emotional control 
abilities, e.g. anxiety disorders and psychopathy (Volman et al., 2016). The findings 
are also relevant for understanding the neurobiological and cognitive complexities 
underlying rule-based regulation of action-tendencies, arguably a crucial pre-requisite 
for the development of human cumulative culture (Hare, 2017; Whiten, 2017).
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Abstract
The human anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) is involved in regulating social-emotional 
behavior, presumably by modulating effective connectivity with down-stream parietal, 
limbic, and motor cortices. Regulating that connectivity might rely on theta-band 
oscillations (4-8 Hz), a brain rhythm known to create overlapping periods of excitability 
between distant regions by temporally releasing neurons from inhibition. Here, we 
use magnetoencephalography (MEG) to understand how aPFC theta-band oscillations 
implement control over prepotent social-emotional behaviors, i.e. the control over 
automatically elicited approach and avoidance actions.
Forty human male participants performed a social approach-avoidance task, 
in which they approached or avoided visually displayed emotional faces (happy or 
angry) by pulling or pushing a joystick. Approaching angry and avoiding happy faces 
(incongruent condition) requires rapid application of cognitive control to override 
prepotent habitual action tendencies to approach appetitive and to avoid aversive 
situations. In the time window prior to response delivery, trial-by-trial variations in aPFC 
theta-band power (6 Hz) predicted reaction time increases during emotional control, 
and were inversely related to beta-band power (14-22 Hz) over parieto-frontal cortex. 
In sensorimotor areas contralateral to the moving hand, pre-movement gamma-band 
rhythms (60-90 Hz) were stronger during incongruent than congruent trials, with power 
increases phase-locked to peaks of the aPFC theta-band oscillations.
These findings define a mechanistic relation between cortical areas involved in 
implementing rapid control over human social-emotional behavior. The aPFC may bias 
neural processing towards rule-driven actions and away from automatic emotional 
tendencies by coordinating tonic disinhibition and phasic enhancement of parieto-
frontal circuits involved in action selection.
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Significance statement
Being able to control social-emotional behavior is crucial for successful participation in 
society, as is illustrated by the severe social and occupational difficulties experienced by 
people suffering from social motivational disorders, such as social anxiety. In this study, 
we show that theta-band oscillations in the aPFC, which are thought to provide temporal 
organization for neural firing during communication between distant brain areas, 
facilitate this control by linking aPFC to parieto-frontal beta-band and sensorimotor 
gamma-band oscillations involved in action selection. These results contribute to a 
mechanistic understanding of cognitive control over automatic social-emotional 
action, and point to frontal theta-band oscillations as a possible target of rhythmic 
neurostimulation techniques during treatments of social anxiety.
Introduction
Human cooperative social environment relies on our ability to control social-emotional 
behavior (Hare, 2017). The importance of this ability is illustrated by conditions in which 
this control fails. For instance, in social anxiety disorder, persistent avoidance of social 
interactions causes impairment in social and occupational functioning (Clark and Wells, 
1995; Craske and Stein, 2016). Social-emotional disorders also illustrate how regulating 
social-emotional behavior requires more than suppressing automatic emotional action 
tendencies. In fact, social-emotional regulation is an action selection feat, involving the 
selection of adequate behaviors from numerous potential strategies, while anticipating 
the consequences of those behaviors in other agents. For example, in a job-interview, 
applicants might make it more likely to get the job when they overcome their tendency 
to avoid the test and dare to approach when asked who will present first. These 
emotionally-laden counterfactual computations are thought to be implemented by 
the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC; Daw et al., 2006; Boorman et al., 2009; Volman et 
al., 2013), a region also known to influence downstream neural activity in the amygdala 
and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) during emotional action control (Mars et al., 2011; 
Volman et al., 2011a, 2013, 2016). However, the neural mechanisms that support social-
emotional regulation across this network remain unclear. In this study, we use neural 
oscillations as a metric for understanding how aPFC rapidly selects and implements 
alternative courses of action over prepotent habitual social-emotional behaviors.
Recent studies have shown that implementation of prefrontal control is often 
rhythmic, transferring information between regions through entrainment of neural 
oscillations (Helfrich and Knight, 2016). aPFC neurons tend to phase-lock their spiking 
and gamma-band firing to the theta-band rhythm (4-8 Hz) (Ardid et al., 2015; Voytek et 
al., 2015). Frontal theta-band oscillations have been consistently involved in control over 
motivational behavior (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Cooper et al., 2015), including control 
over state-induced affective behavioral biases (Cavanagh et al., 2013) and feedback-
related control in exploration behavior (Cavanagh et al., 2012). Theta-band oscillations 
might support emotional control by temporally orchestrating release of neurons from 
inhibition, thus creating overlapping periods of excitability across the cerebral network 
involved in social-emotional regulation (Colgin, 2013; Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Volman 
et al., 2013). Human aPFC has extensive anatomical connections with portions of the 
PPC (Mars et al., 2011; Neubert et al., 2014), and aPFC-PPC effective connectivity relies 
on theta-band rhythm modulations (Phillips et al., 2013; Karalis et al., 2016). Here we 
test whether social-emotional action tendencies are controlled through theta-band 
oscillations. We explore the dynamics of interactions between theta-band oscillations 
in aPFC and the beta/gamma rhythms produced by posterior areas during action 
selection.
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We measured neural activity in forty human participants using magnetoencepha-
lography (MEG), while they performed a social approach-avoidance (AA) task. In this 
task, participants approach or avoid visually-displayed emotional faces by pulling or 
pushing a joystick, respectively. Approaching angry and avoiding happy faces requires 
implementing rapid control to override automatic tendencies to approach appetitive 
and avoid aversive situations. This complex form of control operates on the interaction 
between the emotional valence of percepts and actions, and it is modulated by social 
psychopathologies and socially-relevant hormones (Heuer et al., 2007; von Borries et 
al., 2012; Radke et al., 2013, 2017; Enter et al., 2016).
Previous fMRI studies have shown that during affect-incongruent trials, aPFC and 
PPC activity is increased, and amygdala activity decreased, suggesting that the aPFC 
exerts control over social-emotional actions, possibly by interacting with PPC to assist 
in action selection (Rowe et al., 2008; Volman et al., 2011a). Building on those fMRI and 
electrophysiological observations, we predict that the emotional control evoked during 
incongruent trials will result in stronger theta-band power in aPFC. We also explore 
whether theta-band oscillations over aPFC are coupled to rhythms involved in action 
selection, i.e. beta- and gamma-band rhythms over parieto-frontal areas (Lange et al., 
2008; Jenkinson and Brown, 2011; Brinkman et al., 2014; Voytek et al., 2015).
Materials and Methods
Participants
Forty-five undergraduate students from the Radboud University took part in the 
experiment. Five participants did not complete the experiment, with three participants 
failing to follow task instructions (>30% error trials), and two participants showing 
substantial noise in the MEG data. Forty participants were considered for analyses 
(mean age: 23.5, sd: 2.8, range: 18-33 years). All participants signed an informed consent 
prior to the study and were compensated with monetary reward or research credits. 
Before inclusion, participants were screened for epilepsy and history of mental illness. 
All participants were males, right handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 
The study was approved by the local ethical committee (CMO:2014/288).
Materials and apparatus
The task was programmed using Presentation software version 16.4 (neurobs.com; 
RRID:SCR_002521). Stimuli were presented using a PROPixx beamer with a refresh rate 
of 120 Hz and a resolution of 1920:1080. MEG was acquired using a whole brain CTF-275 
system with axial gradiometers. Data were sampled at 1200 Hz after a 300 Hz lowpass 
filter was applied. Four sensors (MLF62, MLC32, MLC11 & MRF66) were permanently 
disabled due to high noise. The helmet was set at 15° and the participants were seated 
80 cm from the screen. Head location was measured using localization coils in both ear 
canals and on the nasion and was continuously monitored using online head localization 
software (Stolk et al., 2013). In case of large deviations from the initial head position 
(+5 mm) we paused the experiment and instructed the subject to move back to the 
original position. During the task, participants responded using a customized Fiber Optic 
Joystick (fORP design), that was calibrated for each participant prior to the experiment. 
A displacement of 20% away from the center in the sagittal plane was taken as a 
response.
Participants performed an approach-avoidance (AA) task which has been used in 
several previous studies (e.g. Volman et al., 2011), and was adapted for MEG; figure 1A. 
Trials started with the presentation of a white fixation cross presented in the center 
of a black screen for 1000 ms. After fixation, a face was presented for 100 ms, after 
which the subject had 2000 ms to respond by pushing the joystick away, or pulling it 
towards themselves. Participants received written instructions on screen before each 
block of 12 trials, in which they were instructed to push the joystick towards or away 
from themselves for happy or angry faces respectively (congruent block), or towards/
away from themselves for angry/happy faces (incongruent block). These response rules 
alternated each block. The task consisted of 16 blocks, yielding 196 trials in total. Stimuli 
consisted of equiluminant faces that were presented at the center of the screen at a 
visual angle of 4.3 by 6.4 degrees. In contrast to cognitive control tasks involving conflict 
on the stimulus level, such as emotional Stroop tasks -typically implicating anterior 
cingulate cortex-, conflict between emotional percepts and emotional actions such as 
mapped by the AAT is typically processed by higher order brain regions such as the 
aPFC (Volman et al., 2011a).
High-resolution anatomical MRI images were acquired with a single-shot MPRAGE 
sequence (acceleration factor 2 with GRAPPA method, TR 2400ms/TE2.13ms, effective 
voxel size 1 x 1 x 1mm, 176 sagittal slices, distance factor 50%, flip angle 8 degrees, 
orientation A >> P, FoV 256mm). To align structural MRI to MEG we provided the 
participants with vitamin-E capsules in the ears, on the same locations as the localizer 
coils in the MEG system.
Procedure
Upon arrival, participants received verbal task instructions before changing into non-
magnetic clothing. Prior to the experiment participants provided a saliva sample, 
enabling the quantification of hormone levels for other research purposes. Once in 
the scanner, participants performed a practice session containing 4 blocks of 8 trials 
each, using faces of different identity from those displayed in the main experiment. 
Following the main session of the AA task, participants provided a second saliva sample 
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and completed the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1970). Structural MRI 
was acquired in a separate session where participants also performed the AA task using 
fMRI. fMRI and hormonal data are not reported here.
Behavioral analysis
Reaction time analyses were performed on correct responses only. We removed trials 
in which the reaction time exceeded a threshold of three standard deviations above 
or below the mean reaction time of the subject for each condition separately (1.6 % 
of trials). Congruency effects in reaction times and error rates were computed by 
subtracting congruent from incongruent trials.
MEG preprocessing
MEG analyses were performed using Matlab2015a (the Mathworks; RRID:SCR_001622), 
Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and custom written analysis scripts. After 
epoching the data into trials ranging from -3 s before, until 1 s after response, we 
removed the third order gradient. The trials were detrended and demeaned in order 
to remove slow drifts and non-zero DC offset, and filtered using a discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) filter to remove the 50 Hz line noise and 100 and 150 Hz harmonics. 
Next, we performed manual trial rejection to remove trials with large deviations 
or artifacts. Independent component analysis (Makeig et al., 1996) was performed 
to remove components that contained sources of noise (e.g. heartbeat, eye-blink, 
joystick artifacts). After this step, all trials were visually inspected to remove any trial still 
containing large amounts of noise. For the sensor-level analysis, we interpolated sensors 
that were missing due to noise removal using a weighted average of neighboring 
sensors; for some sensors (N=8) this was not possible due to removal of too many 
neighbors. Sensor level analyses were performed on 263 sensors.
Spectral Analysis
To facilitate interpretation of the topographical distribution of signal resulting from the 
CTF axial gradiometers, we calculated spectral power for the horizontal and vertical 
components of the estimated planar gradient on each sensor location, which we then 
summed (Bastiaansen and Knösche, 2000). This representation of the data ensures 
that power of a source is strongest just above that source (Hämäläinen et al., 1993).
Time-frequency representations (TFR) of power were estimated in two steps. For 
frequencies below 40 Hz, we used Short-time Fourier transform with sliding windows of 
500 ms, multiplied with a Hanning taper and moving in steps of 50 ms. The frequency 
resolution was 2 Hz. We pre-specified 6 Hz as theta-band and 14-22 Hz as beta-band 
activity. Theta-band definition was based on a-priori expectations (Phillips et al., 2013; 
Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Cooper et al., 2015; Karalis et al., 2016). Beta-band definition 
was based on the congruency effect observed over all sensors. For frequencies above 
40 Hz (gamma-band; 40-130 Hz), we used three orthogonal Slepian tapers and sliding 
time windows of 200 ms (moving in steps of 50 ms), creating frequency smoothing of 
approximately 10 Hz (frequency resolution of 10 Hz; Percival and Walden, 1993). In the 
gamma-band analyses, we identified changes in power evoked before response [-1000 
until 0 ms], as compared to a baseline period occurring before stimulus presentation 
(average of -800 until -500 ms). This procedure increased statistical power by narrowing 
the frequency search space. The frequency band showing increased power (60-90 Hz) 
was used in further (orthogonal) comparisons between conditions. With the exception 
of single-trial analyses, all analyses were focused on the contrast between incongruent 
and congruent conditions.
Source analyses
Congruency effects were localized using DICS beamforming (Groß et al., 2001). We 
computed a single-shell head model (Nolte, 2003) for each subject using anatomical 
MRI. Next, we warped the individual MRI images to a template grid in MNI space (spatial 
resolution of 8 mm). To reconstruct activity in the interval 0.5 s prior to response delivery 
(period of action selection, see results), we used a Hanning taper followed by a Fourier 
transform centered at 6 Hz; and three orthogonal Slepian tapers for beta-band (center 
frequency 18 Hz) and gamma-band (center frequency 75 Hz). Slepian tapers result in 
more smoothing in the frequency domain and allowed us to reconstruct activity in a 
wider frequency range. A common spatial filter was created for each frequency based 
on all trials. This filter was consequently applied to congruent and incongruent trials 
separately. We computed relative change in power for incongruent versus congruent 
(incongruent - congruent) / (incongruent + congruent) to assess differences between 
conditions. Region labeling was done based on the Harvard-Oxford atlas implemented 
in FSL (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/; RRID:SCR_002823).
Spatial filters applied to ROIs
To assess whether gamma-band power is linked to theta-band phase we constructed 
three spatial filters using linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamforming. 
Peak locations for the phase-amplitude analyses were defined based on the peak grid-
point resulting from the group level brain-behavior correlation analysis for the theta-
band [aPFC; MNI: 40 48 -6], and the group level gamma-band congruency effect; left 
Postcentral Gyrus [-28 -32 64] and right Parietal Superior Lobule/Postcentral Gyrus [28 
-42 70]. These filters were applied to the MEG data after which the dipole direction 
containing most variance was extracted.
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Brain-behavior correlations
The source-reconstructed neural congruency-effects in theta- and beta-band power 
were correlated with condition differences in reaction time (behavioral congruency-
effect). We calculated the correlation between the behavioral and the neural 
congruency-effects for each grid-point after which we used Fisher’s z transform to 
convert Spearman’s r values into z values.
Trial-by-trial estimates [-0.5 s until response] of aPFC theta-band power were 
obtained from aPFC peak grid-point resulting from the group brain-behavior correlation 
(centered at [40 48 -6]). Trial-by-trial estimates of parieto-frontal beta-band power 
were obtained from a precentral grid-point (centered at [50 -10 36]), resulting from 
the group level brain-behavior correlation. For each subject, we set up a multiple 
regression model. First, we used trial-by-trial estimates of theta-band power (aPFC), 
beta-band power (precentral), and their interaction (thetaaPFC*betaprecentral) as predictors 
of the timeseries of reaction times, separately for congruent and incongruent trials. 
The regressors were z-scored within each condition, and regression parameters were 
estimated for each condition and participant separately using robust regression (Matlab 
function robustfit). Standardized beta values for each subject were used in a second-
level analysis testing whether trial-by-trial aPFC theta- and precentral beta-power better 
accounted for reaction time variance during incongruent than during congruent trials 
(one-sided dependent-sample t-tests in SPSS, IBM SPSS statistics; RRID:SCR_002865), 
and whether those regression effects were different from zero (one sample t-tests). In 
this approach single-trial estimates of power are regressed against single-trial reaction 
times separately for each condition, a procedure that is orthogonal to the group-level 
correlation between behavioral-congruency and congruency in theta- and beta-band 
power.
Connectivity analysis
To assess whether aPFC influences downstream areas by influencing beta-band activity 
we correlated condition differences in theta-band power extracted from aPFC [MNI: 40 
48 -6] with whole brain condition differences in beta-band power. Spearman’s r values 
were transformed to z values using Fisher’s transform.
For theta-gamma coupling we decomposed a spatial filter applied to the aPFC 
[MNI: 40 48 -6] into 6 Hz complex signal using STFFT with a 500 ms window tapered 
with a Hanning filter, moving in steps of 1 ms, after which the peak times between -0.5 
s and response were extracted. Next, we time-locked the remaining reconstructed 
time series (which were extracted from peak locations in the gamma-band condition 
difference) around each theta-band peak time point. From this (theta peak-locked) 
signal we extracted gamma-band [40 – 130 Hz] power by performing STFFT tapered 
with a Hanning window containing 6 cycles per frequency band (dT = 6 / f) and moving 
in steps of 10 ms. We computed relative change in TFR between conditions for the 
phase-locked gamma-band power. We tested whether the gamma-band condition 
difference changed as a function of the phase of the theta-band extracted from aPFC, 
an approach which is orthogonal to testing for a difference between the experimental 
conditions. For interpretational purposes, we also computed the event related field 
(ERF) of the phase-locked signal from the aPFC to show the underlying theta-band 
waveform shape.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses on the sensor and source level consisted of cluster-based 
nonparametric permutation tests (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). This procedure 
ensures correction for multiple comparisons over time, sensors (or grid points) and 
frequencies whilst also taking into account the dependency in the data by clustering 
neighboring points showing the same effect. As test statistics we used t-values on the 
sensor level data, z-values (fisher transformed r values) for brain behavior correlations 
and theta-beta connectivity, and relative change (incongruent - congruent) / (congruent 
+ incongruent) for the theta-gamma coupling. Unless stated otherwise, the reported 
p-values refer to cluster-corrected statistics.
Results
Behavioral costs of control over social-emotional action
Reaction times were longer for incongruent (M = 722 ms, sd = 176) as compared 
to congruent trials (M = 680 ms, sd = 147) [t(39) = -4.33, p <.001. figure 1B; effect 
size d = .26, calculated as (M1-M2) / sdpooled]. In addition, we found higher accuracy 
levels for affect-congruent (M = 95.4%, sd = 4) versus incongruent trials (M = 92.3%, 
sd = 6.5) [t(39) = 3.07, p = .004, d = .57]. These results illustrate that the task is effective 
in inducing behavioral costs when participants need to override their emotional action 
tendencies.
aPFC theta-band power increases during emotional-action control
As detailed in the Introduction, we hypothesized that frontal theta-band activity would 
be involved in control over social-emotional action tendencies. We found stronger 
theta-band power over anterior sensors before response, during control of automatic 
emotional actions (i.e. incongruent vs congruent trials; center-frequency: 6 Hz, figure 
2A, B). This congruency-effect effect is statistically significant between 350 ms and 
100 ms (maximum difference at 200 ms) before response initiation, when controlling 
for multiple comparisons over sensors (N = 66; ROI on all anterior channels) and time 
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points, p = .016; figure 2A, C. Reconstructing the source locations of this difference 
showed increases of theta-band activity for incongruent trials with local maxima at 
right Frontal Pole (aPFC)/Superior Frontal Gyrus [20 40 50], Frontal Pole [26 70 8] and 
Frontal Orbital Cortex [12 24 -24], figure 2D, with strongest theta-band increases in 
before response ([20 40 50]; figure 2E).
To localize theta-band activity that is relevant for behavior, we correlated condition 
differences in theta-band power -0.5 s before- until response in each grid-point with 
reaction time effects, over participants. ROI analysis on all frontal areas yielded a cluster 
of activity where the theta-band congruency-effect correlated positively with reaction 
time congruency-effect (figure 2F, G), r(38) = .52, p = .0007 at peak grid point and 
r(38) = .44, p = .045 for the whole cluster, corrected for multiple comparisons over grid 
points. This cluster had two local maxima, at MNI coordinates [40 48 -6] and [28 30 
40], which correspond to right Frontal Pole and Middle Frontal Gyrus/Superior Frontal 
Gyrus, respectively. This result indicates that those participants that show greater affect-
incongruency (as indexed by increased reaction-times for incongruent versus congruent 
trials) also engage aPFC more strongly. Contralateral (left) Frontal Pole/Inferior Frontal 
Gyrus showed similar correlations (maximum at [-34 36 12]) but this cluster remained 
below cluster-correction threshold. No clusters survived whole-brain thresholding.
Figure 1: Approach-avoidance (AA) task and behavioral results.
Panel A shows a schematic representation of the affect-congruent and affect-incongruent 
conditions in the AA task. Panel B shows average reaction times for each participant (N=40) and 
condition. Responses are slower during incongruent trials. *: t(39) = -4.33, p < .001.
Next, we implemented a post-hoc exploratory analysis to examine whether the relation 
between increased theta-band power and emotional action control holds even on a 
trial-by-trial basis. Comparing single trial theta-band power derived from aPFC (MNI: 
[40 48 -6]) using one-sided t-tests confirmed significant differences between conditions 
for theta-band power: t(39) = -1.77, p = .043. Theta-band power in the incongruent 
condition significantly correlated with behavioral performance in the same condition, 
t(39) = 2.69, p = .005. This was not the case for the congruent condition t(39) = -.29, 
p = .77. Together these results confirm our hypothesis that theta-band power is a 
positive predictor of reaction time and show that aPFC is recruited more strongly with 
increased incongruence, on a subject-by-subject as well as on a trial-by-trial basis.
Figure 2: Emotional control increases theta-band power in anterior prefrontal cortex.
A) time-frequency plot of between conditions power differences (congruency effect: incongruent 
– congruent / congruent + incongruent) averaged over sensors with a significant effect (see 
panel B). Time 0: response onset. The dashed box shows the time-frequency interval with a 
significant congruency effect [-350 to -100 ms before response; 6 Hz]. B) topographic distribution 
of sensors with a significant congruency effect at 6 Hz (marked by stars). C) changes over time 
in theta-band power (6 Hz) averaged across significant sensors (see panel B). The epoch with a 
significant difference between conditions is marked in grey. D) Cortical distribution of theta-band 
congruency effects. E) Time series of 6 Hz activity extracted from right frontal pole/ superior 
frontal gyrus [20 40 50]. F) Cortical distribution of correlations between theta-band and behavioral 
congruency effects, with a significant cluster over aPFC (dashed black circle, MNI coordinates 
of local maximum: [40 48 -6]). G) correlation between theta-band and behavioral congruency 
effects. Black dots represent measurements from each participant. Theta-band power changes 
are extracted from the local maximum in aPFC.
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Parietal and frontal beta-band activity decreases during emotional-action control
Next, we tested whether increase in theta-band power would be accompanied by 
parietal beta-band desynchronization. A large cluster of decreased alpha/beta-band 
power in incongruent versus congruent condition resulted from the whole brain 
sensor-level analysis (figure 3A, B), with significant condition differences between 600 
ms before response until response onset (maximum difference at time 0), p = .0064 
(figure 3C), corrected for multiple comparisons over time points, sensors (N=263) and 
frequencies. Differences were present over most sensors (figure 3B) and ranged from 
8 to 26 Hz (figure 3A), with a peak between 12 and 18 Hz. Splitting the observed 
effect in alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta-band (14-26 Hz; (e.g. De Lange et al., (2008)) 
showed a significant decrease for beta-band activity [14-26 Hz], p = .0023; [-600 until 
response], but not for alpha-band [8-12 Hz, p = .11]. For source reconstruction of the 
beta-band activity, we used 18 Hz as center frequency with a frequency smoothing 
of 4 Hz (giving 14-22 Hz) (Lange et al., 2008; Jenkinson and Brown, 2011; Brinkman 
et al., 2014). Reconstructing beta-band activity revealed condition differences (i.e. 
stronger beta-band desynchronization in the incongruent condition) with a maximum 
in the right Superior Parietal Lobule/Supramarginal Gyrus [44 -40 56], figure 3D. Time 
series reconstruction from right Superior Parietal lobule (figure 3E) illustrates the beta-
band desynchronization in this area peaks just before response, and suggest a tight 
temporal relation with the frontal theta-band effect. These results, combined with the 
aforementioned theta-band results indicate the involvement of aPFC theta-band and 
PPC beta-band activity during the control over social-emotional action tendencies, in 
close anatomical correspondence with previous studies on the control over emotional 
behavior (e.g. Volman et al., 2011a, 2013).
Correlating beta-band power and behavioral congruency differences revealed a 
large cluster with r(38) = -.68, p < .0001 (peak grid point) and r(38) = -.48, p < .0001 
(whole cluster), over right Precentral/Postcentral Gyrus with local maximum at [48 -2 36]; 
figure 3F. This correlation indicates that participants with a large behavioral congruency 
effect show larger suppression in beta-band power; figure 3G. Single trial beta-band 
power extracted from the peak location [48 -2 36] was significantly correlated with 
behavioral performance, t(39) = -3.06, p = .002 for incongruent, but not for congruent 
trials; t(39) = -.137, p = .45, and also differed significantly between conditions; t(39) = 1.8, 
p = .04. This indicates that beta-band desynchronization over parieto-frontal regions 
is behaviorally relevant when control over social-emotional actions is implemented.
Figure 3: Emotional control decreases beta-band power in parietal and frontal cortex.
A) time-frequency plot of between conditions power differences (congruency effect: incongruent 
– congruent / congruent + incongruent) averaged over sensors with a significant effect (see panel 
B). Time 0: response onset. The dashed box shows the time-frequency interval with a significant 
congruency effect [-600 to 0 ms before response; 14-26 Hz]. B) topographic distribution of 
sensors with a significant congruency effect at 14-26 Hz (marked by stars). C) changes over time 
in beta-band power (14-26 Hz) averaged across significant sensors (see panel B). The epoch with 
a significant difference between conditions is marked in grey. D) Cortical distribution of beta-
band congruency effects (center frequency 18 Hz). E) Time series of 18 Hz activity extracted from 
Superior Parietal Lobule [44 -40 56]. F) Cortical distribution of correlations between beta-band 
(18 Hz) and behavioral congruency effects, with a significant cluster over right precentral gyrus 
(MNI coordinates of local maximum: [48 -2 36]). G) correlation between beta-band and behavioral 
congruency effects. Black dots represent measurements from each participant. Beta-band power 
changes are extracted from the right precentral maximum.
Effective connectivity between aPFC and parieto-frontal areas during emotional 
- action control
As a next step, we tested whether aPFC theta-band activity modulates rhythms involved 
in action selection. To assess connectivity between aPFC theta-band power and activity 
in anatomically downstream areas, we correlated the condition difference in aPFC theta-
band power (MNI: [40 48 -6], local maximum of brain-behavior congruency effects, 
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figure 2F,G) with the condition difference in beta-band power across each brain grid 
point, on a subject-by-subject basis. Whole brain analysis yielded a significant cluster, 
r(38) = -.61, p < .0001 (peak grid point), r(38) = -.46, p = .021 (whole cluster; corrected 
for multiple comparisons over grid points) over right Precentral Gyrus/Postcentral 
Gyrus with a local maximum at [50 -10 36], extending anteriorly into the Middle Frontal 
Gyrus and posteriorly into the Superior Parietal Lobule (figure 4A; B). Contralateral 
(left) Precentral Gyrus/Postcentral Gyrus showed similar connectivity below whole-
brain corrected threshold. This effect indicates that participants with larger increases 
in aPFC theta-band power during control over social-emotional actions, also show a 
larger decrease in beta-band power over parieto-frontal areas. These findings suggest 
functional coupling between those two oscillatory phenomena in those two cortical 
regions. There were no significant connectivity effects following i) ROI analysis over 
the parietal cortex, based on Volman 2011a; ii) exploratory correlational analyses with 
(theta-band) seed grid point at [28 30 40] (Middle Frontal Gyrus/Superior Frontal Gyrus); 
iii) single trial correlations between aPFC theta-band and beta-band activity from the 
connectivity peak location [50 -10 36]; or iv) exploratory phase-amplitude coupling 
between aPFC theta-band phase and precentral beta-band power.
Figure 4: Emotional control increases connectivity between aPFC and fronto-parietal areas.
A) Cortical distribution (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) of correlations between beta-band 
congruency effects and theta-band congruency effects extracted from aPFC (in red, from Figure 
2E). The cluster over the right precentral gyrus (MNI coordinates of local maximum: [50 -10 36]) 
is significant. B) correlation between aPFC theta-band and precentral beta-band congruency 
effects. Black dots represent measurements from each participant. Beta-band power changes 
are extracted from the right precentral maximum.
Gamma-band activity increases during emotional-action control
Given that aPFC theta-band is thought to provide temporal organization to gamma-
band activity (Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Voytek et al., 2015), we explored whether 
controlling emotional action tendencies resulted in changes in gamma-band power. To 
determine the frequency range of gamma-band activity evoked in these experimental 
setttings, we first compared gamma-band power evoked before response with gamma-
band power during baseline, over all trials. This comparison showed an increase in 
power between 60 and 90 Hz (mid-gamma range; Buzsáki and Wang, (2012)), localized 
over central sensors, p = .027 corrected for multiple comparisons over frequencies, 
time points and sensors (N=263). Comparing 60-90 Hz gamma-band power between 
conditions showed stronger power for incongruent than congruent trials over central 
sensors (figure 5A, B), starting 350 ms before response until 50 ms before response, 
p = .03 (figure 5C), corrected for multiple comparisons for time points and sensors 
(N=263). Source reconstruction of gamma-band condition differences showed power 
increases with local maxima in right Parietal Superior Lobule/Postcentral Gyrus [28 -40 
72], left Postcentral Gyrus [-28 -32 64] and left Superior Frontal Gyrus [-12 16 64] (figure 
5D), indicating increased engagement of sensorimotor and parietal areas during control 
over prepotent habitual actions (figure 5E). There was no significant correlation between 
gamma-band congruency and reaction time congruency effects, r(38) = .26, p = .097.
Finally, to explore whether aPFC control over automatic action tenedencies may 
involve coupling to sensorimotor gamma-oscillations, we explored the presence of 
phase-amplitude coupling between theta-band phase at aPFC [40 48 -6], and gamma-
band power over left Central Sulcus [-28 -32 64] and right Parietal Superior Lobule/
Postcentral Gyrus [28 -42 70]. In the incongruent condition, there was stronger gamma-
band power over left Postcentral Gyrus during peaks- but not during throughs of 
the aPFC theta-band signal; p = .013, p = .015, and p = .025 for the first, second, and 
third cluster shown in figure 5F (left to right; corrected for multiple comparisons over 
time points and frequencies). These results indicate that the increased gamma-band 
power evoked over controlateral sensorimotor cortex during the control of prepotent 
habitual actions might be guided by long-range communication between aPFC and 
those sensorimotor areas.
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Figure 5: Emotional control increases gamma-band power in parietal and frontal cortex 
during peaks of theta-band oscillations in aPFC.
A) Time-frequency plot of between conditions power differences (congruency effect: incongruent 
– congruent / congruent + incongruent) averaged over sensors with a significant effect (see panel 
B). Time 0: response onset. The dashed box shows the time-frequency interval with a significant 
congruency effect [-350 to -50 ms before response; 60-90 Hz]. B) topographic distribution of 
sensors with a significant congruency effect at 60-90 Hz (marked by stars). C) changes over time 
in gamma-band power (60-90 Hz) averaged across significant sensors (see panel B). D) Cortical 
distribution of relative gamma-band congruency effects, with a significant cluster around the left 
central sulcus [-28 -32 64]. E) Time series of 60-90 Hz activity extracted from left central sulcus 
[-28 -32 64]. F) Time-frequency plot of gamma-band power congruency effects extracted from 
the local maximum in the left central sulcus (panel F); phase-locked to the aPFC theta-band 
signal before response. Contours are drawn around significant clusters where power is stronger 
in incongruent versus congruent trials. G) event related field of the theta-band signal extracted 
from aPFC.
Discussion
This study explores neurophysiological mechanisms implementing control over social-
emotional behavior. We show that the known contributions of aPFC and PPC to 
the control of social-emotional behavior are implemented through modulations of 
neural rhythmic activity in the theta-, beta-, and gamma-band. More precisely, when 
participants select an affect-incongruent response to emotional faces, theta-band 
power increases over aPFC. The increase in theta-band power corresponds to decreases 
in beta-band power over parieto-frontal cortex, and theta phase-locked increases in 
gamma-band power over sensorimotor areas. Those modulations of neural rhythmic 
activity, as well as their temporal dynamics, are behaviorally relevant for the control 
of social-emotional behavior, both between- as well as within-subjects. Trial-by-trial 
increases in reaction times during incongruent trials are accounted for by increases in 
theta-band power over aPFC, and decreases in beta-band power over parieto-frontal 
cortex.
Prefrontal theta-band oscillations during control of social-emotional behavior
Previous work has shown the importance of theta-band oscillations in overcoming 
motivational action biases in favor of goal-directed behavior (Cavanagh et al., 2013). 
Those theta-band oscillations, evoked in the context of a pavlovian learning paradigm, 
emerged from the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), a region frequently associated 
with cognitive control involving action inhibition (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and conflict 
monitoring (Etkin et al., 2006, 2011). Here, we add two novel elements to that knowledge. 
First, we show that the theta-band rhythm is also involved in the proactive control of 
social-emotional action tendencies requiring the rapid selection of actions alternative 
to a prepotent habitual response. This instance of cognitive control operates on the 
interaction between emotional percepts and action selection, over and above the 
emotional value of the stimulus or the emotional value of the response alone. Second, 
the theta-band rhythm supporting this type of cognitive control emerges from the 
anterior-lateral prefrontal cortex.
The increased theta-band power observed in this study could be an instance of 
low-frequency modulations of cortical ensembles (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010), e.g. the 
frequently observed theta-based coordination of medio-frontal neuronal ensembles 
during rule-retrieval (Colgin, 2013; Harris and Gordon, 2015). However, the anatomical 
location and functional characteristics of the theta-band effect suggest a more specific 
mechanism. Namely, we show that this theta-band related form of control emerged 
before response delivery from the aPFC, rather than during feedback-processing 
from medial frontal sources previously associated with inhibitory control and memory 
retrieval (Cavanagh et al., 2012; Colgin, 2013; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014). The aPFC, 
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consistently involved in previous fMRI and transcranial magnetic stimulation studies of 
social-emotional action-control (Kalisch, 2009; Volman et al., 2011a, 2013; Morawetz et 
al., 2017), has been associated with the ability to control immediate action tendencies 
while implementing more abstract goals (Burgess et al., 2007; Badre and D’esposito, 
2009; Koechlin, 2016; Mansouri et al., 2017), possibly by keeping online non-chosen 
response options (Boorman et al., 2009). Controlling emotional-action tendencies, 
differently from emotional Stroop-like tasks involving stimulus-level conflict, requires 
considering the relative benefit of the unchosen behavioral strategy, before a switch in 
response set is implemented (Boorman et al., 2009). The timing, anatomical location, 
and downstream effects of the current theta-band findings fit with the notion that 
control of emotional action tendencies involves maintenance of counterfactual choices 
in aPFC.
Parieto-frontal beta-band oscillations during control of social-emotional be-
havior
Emotional control evoked beta-band desynchronization, localized to parietal cortex. 
Those features are not compatible with the beta-band synchronization elicited in inferior 
frontal gyrus (IFG) during action inhibition (Swann et al., 2012; Aron et al., 2014; Bastin et 
al., 2014; Picazio et al., 2014). Here, beta-band desynchronization likely reflects increased 
engagement of areas involved in action selection (Brinkman et al., 2014) through release 
from tonic cortical inhibition (Khanna and Carmena, 2017) and increased cortico-spinal 
excitability (van Elswijk et al., 2010). This release from inhibition is facilitated by decreases 
in GABA-ergic tone (Jensen et al., 2005; Yamawaki et al., 2008) and accompanied by 
increased gamma-band and spiking activity (Spinks et al., 2008; Donner et al., 2009). 
The parieto-frontal reduction in beta-band power we observe is inversely proportional 
to trial-by-trial slowing of responses during incongruent trials, and significantly more 
so than during congruent trials, suggesting that this effect is not a trivial consequence 
of participants preparing a generic motor response, nor a systematic effect of task 
difficulty. In fact, the enhanced tonic beta-band desynchronization observed during 
incongruent trials might reflect stronger disinhibition of parieto-frontal circuits when 
competition between multiple possible actions needs to be resolved and a larger 
neuronal search space needs to be considered (Cisek and Kalaska, 2010; Grent-’t-Jong 
et al., 2013; Brinkman et al., 2014).
Sensorimotor gamma-band oscillations during control over social-emotional 
behavior
Gamma-band synchronization in the motor system is linked to action preparation 
and movement selection (Donner et al., 2009; Schoffelen et al., 2011). When multiple 
response options are available during action preparation, such as during response 
conflict, increases in gamma-band oscillations are observed. This is often interpreted as 
simultaneous activation of multiple active response-sets (Gaetz et al., 2013; Grent-’t-Jong 
et al., 2013), with an automatically triggered action competing with an alternative rule-
based action. The increase in gamma-band power we observe in the affect-incongruent 
condition might reflect enhanced coordination of local neuronal ensembles (Buzsáki 
and Wang, 2012) towards a state space suitable to initiate the correct, rule-based 
action (Lange et al., 2008; Churchland et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2014), and away from 
the prepotent habitual action state. The phasic temporal relation between increases 
in central gamma-band power and peaks in aPFC theta-band oscillations indicates 
that selection of an alternative action could be implemented through inter-regional 
communication via phase-dependent modulations of gamma-band rhythms (Lisman 
and Jensen, 2013; Voytek et al., 2015)
Interpretational issues
It remains to be seen whether the relation between theta-band effects in aPFC, and 
downstream beta- and gamma-band effects, constitutes a functionally directional 
and mono-synaptic interaction. It is known that aPFC sits at the top of the prefrontal 
hierarchy and projects to parietal and premotor areas (Ramnani and Owen, 2004; Miller 
and D’Esposito, 2005; Voytek et al., 2015; Koechlin, 2016) and the timing of our effects 
suggests that aPFC might provide top-down regulation. However, given the lack of 
precise knowledge on the feedforward versus feedback connectivity of this circuit in 
humans (Neubert et al., 2014), the directionality of these effects remains elusive. The 
current findings do not exclude that other regions involved in emotional action selection 
could mediate inter-regional couplings between aPFC and parieto-frontal cortex, such 
as the pulvinar (Tyborowska et al., 2016), or the amygdala. The latter has been shown 
to be down-regulated by aPFC during social-emotional control (Volman et al., 2013), 
and it is directly influenced by frontal theta-band oscillations during freezing (Karalis 
et al., 2016).
It could be argued that the theta-band effects we report are generic by-products 
of increased anxiety during incongruent trials. Previous studies have shown that 
theta-band activity in mPFC is involved in anxiety and fear behavior (Cavanagh and 
Shackman, 2015; Harris and Gordon, 2015), with increased theta-band connectivity 
between hippocampus and mPFC during fear-related inhibition of behavior (Adhikari et 
al., 2010; Khemka et al., 2017) and increased theta-band activity over mPFC in anxious 
individuals (Cavanagh and Shackman, 2015). However, the current changes in theta-
band power were modulated by variations in performance on a trial-by-trial basis, an 
effect orthogonal to the systematic changes possibly related to state anxiety.
Source-level changes in aPFC theta-band and fronto-parietal beta-band power 
arise in the right hemisphere. However, inspection of the data shows sub-threshold 
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effects in the corresponding contralateral regions, suggesting that the right-hemispheric 
lateralization is a threshold effect of a bilateral process, in line with previous fMRI reports 
(Volman et al., 2011b, 2013) and with the sensor-level scalp topographies.
The anterior frontal location of the theta-band effect could be an artifact driven 
by task-related changes in head or eye position. This potential source of between-
conditions differences is unlikely to account for the findings. There were identical 
stimuli and movements across conditions, head movements were monitored with 
millimeter precision during task performance (Stolk et al., 2013), and ocular artifacts 
were aggressively removed with ICA.
Phase-amplitude couplings can be inflated by non-sinusoidal oscillations (Lozano-
Soldevilla et al., 2016; Cole et al., 2017), sharp transients in the data (Aru et al., 2015), or 
harmonics of lower frequencies (Jensen et al., 2016). In our case, theta-related harmonics 
and sharp transients are unlikely to play a role, given that the theta-band and gamma-
band signals originate from different cortical regions, with a clear sinusoidal theta-band 
signal in aPFC. Stronger theta-band power during incongruent trials might lead to more 
robust phase estimation, but this does not invalidate the presence of increased gamma-
band power during peaks of the theta-band oscillation in aPFC.
Conclusion
This study defines neural responses to the problem of controlling human social-
emotional behavior. Participants implement rapid changes in their predominant 
response set and select an alternative course of action by increasing theta-band 
power over aPFC, tonically decreasing beta-band power over parieto-frontal cortex, 
and transiently increasing gamma-band power over parietal and sensorimotor cortex 
through a mechanism phase-locked to prefrontal theta oscillations. These findings 
provide clear mechanistic targets for interventional studies aimed at enhancing control 
over social-emotional behaviors in a number of psychopathologies.
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Abstract
Control over emotional action tendencies is essential for every-day interactions. 
This cognitive function fails occasionally during socially challenging situations, and 
systematically in social psychopathologies. We delivered dual-site phase-coupled 
brain stimulation to facilitate theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling between frontal 
regions known to implement that form of control, while human male participants 
were challenged to control their automatic action tendencies in a social–emotional 
approach/avoidance-task. Participants had increased control over their emotional action 
tendencies, depending on the relative phase and dose of the intervention. Concurrently 
measured fMRI effects of task and stimulation indicated that the intervention improved 
control by increasing the efficacy of anterior prefrontal inhibition over sensorimotor 
cortex. This enhancement of emotional action control provides causal evidence for a 
phase-amplitude coupling mechanism guiding action selection during emotional-action 
control. More generally, the finding illustrates the potential of physiologically-grounded 
interventions aimed at reducing neural noise in cerebral circuits where communication 
relies on phase-amplitude coupling.
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Introduction
The ability to control emotional actions is paramount for successful engagement in 
human social interactions (Hare, 2017). Long-standing theorising and accumulating 
empirical evidence indicate that affective cues automatically activate approach-
avoidance action tendencies (Phaf et al., 2014; Ridderinkhof, 2017). Effective emotion 
control requires the cognitive capacity to suppress those automatic action tendencies 
and to select an alternative course of action (Etkin et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2018). The 
importance of emotional-action control becomes apparent when it is disrupted: In 
social psychopathologies such as social anxiety, the inability to override social avoidance 
tendencies constitutes the core maintaining factor of the disorder (Craske and Stein, 
2016). There is great interest in potentiating this cognitive capacity to enhance treatment 
efficacy, as well as to help professionals exposed to socially challenging situations. 
However, improving human emotional-action control has proven difficult (den Uyl et 
al., 2015). In this study, we use a brain stimulation intervention designed to enhance 
synchrony within a cerebral circuit known to support emotional-action control (Volman 
et al., 2011a; Bramson et al., 2018). By modelling how effective and structural connectivity 
of that cerebral circuit mediates the behavioral effects of the intervention, we provide an 
account of its neural effects, paving the way for physiologically-grounded therapeutic 
interventions in social-emotional disorders (Voytek and Knight, 2015).
Previous non-invasive brain stimulation interventions have been successful in 
reducing emotional-action control. This was achieved by disrupting neural activity – 
putatively by injecting neural noise (Schwarzkopf et al., 2011) – in a region known to 
coordinate emotional-action control: the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) (Volman et 
al., 2011a). Here, we explore whether it is possible to enhance emotional-action control 
by using brain stimulation aimed at reducing neural noise, targeting a cortical circuit 
known to regulate those action-tendencies (Volman et al., 2011a; den Uyl et al., 2015; 
Bramson et al., 2018). This gain-of-function intervention is grounded on recent insights 
showing that emotional-action control requires neural synchronisation between aPFC 
theta-band rhythm and sensorimotor broadband gamma activity (Canolty and Knight, 
2010; Voytek et al., 2015; Bramson et al., 2018). We reasoned that endogenous neural 
synchronization might be enhanced by applying separate time-varying electric fields 
(transcranial alternating current stimulation; tACS (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010)) to 
aPFC and sensorimotor cortex (SMC). tACS influences spike timing of individual neurons 
(Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Krause et al., 2019), and entrains neural rhythms to its 
frequency and phase (Polanía et al., 2015; Reinhart and Nguyen, 2019). We applied 
dual-site phase-coupled tACS to enhance the endogenous synchronization of SMC 
gamma-band power (75 Hz) with the peaks of aPFC theta-band rhythm (6 Hz) evoked 
during emotional-action control (Nowak et al., 2017a; Bramson et al., 2018; Akkad et 
al., 2019). Enhanced phase-amplitude coupling would reduce neural noise in aPFC-
SMC communication (Canolty and Knight, 2010; Voytek and Knight, 2015), allowing for 
improved control over emotional-action tendencies. Crucially, we apply this aPFC-SMC 
stimulation while 41 participants perform an emotional-action control task (Figure 1A). 
We contrast the online behavioral and neural effects of in-phase, anti-phase, and sham 
couplings between the power envelope of SMC gamma stimulation and the peaks 
of aPFC theta stimulation (Figure 2A;B). Importantly, concurrent whole-brain BOLD-
fMRI quantified local and remote dose-dependent cerebral effects of the electrical 
stimulations (Evans et al., 2019). tACS effects on each participants’ cerebral connectivity 
were further qualified using dynamic causal modelling (Friston et al., 2003), informed 
by MR-tractography (Behrens et al., 2007).
Results
We manipulated emotion-action control through a social-emotional approach-
avoidance task, where human participants use a joystick to rapidly approach or avoid 
happy or angry faces (figure 1A). People tend to approach happy faces and avoid 
angry faces (Phaf et al., 2014). Overriding these affect-congruent action-tendencies 
and instead generating affect-incongruent actions (approach-angry and avoid-happy) 
requires control, which is implemented through the aPFC, parietal/SMC and amygdala/
hippocampal regions (Volman et al., 2011a; Bramson et al., 2018). Accordingly, in the 
sham condition of this study, participants’ error rates and aPFC BOLD activity increased 
when incongruent approach-avoidance responses are compared to affect-congruent 
responses, reproducing previous effect sizes (Volman et al., 2011a; Bramson et al., 
2018) – Figure 1B,C.
We quantified the magnitude of the physiological effects of tACS on the underlying 
neural tissue through concurrent tACS-fMRI. We used BOLD effects of theta-band tACS 
stimulation over aPFC (in-phase + anti-phase stimulation epochs vs. sham; figure 2D), as 
a dose-dependent metric of tACS effects (tACS-dose (Evans et al., 2019)), independent 
of task performance. In line with our expectations, higher tACS-dose on aPFC increased 
the emotion-control enhancement induced by in-phase stimulation (in-phase aPFC-
theta/SMC-gamma tACS) [Emotional-Control*Phase-condition*tACS-dose interaction: 
Figure 2E]. Interestingly, across participants, the local cortical (BOLD) effects of the 
inhibitory theta-band aPFC stimulation (Scheeringa et al., 2011) correlated positively 
with improved emotion-control (indexed by decreases in behavioral congruency-effects 
during the in-phase condition, but not in the anti-phase condition –Figure 2D). These 
dose- and phase-dependent results, predicted on the knowledge that emotional-action 
control requires synchronization between specific endogenous rhythms (Helfrich and 
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Knight, 2016; Bramson et al., 2018), indicate that in-phase aPFC-theta/SMC-gamma tACS 
increases participants’ control over their emotional action-tendencies.
Figure 1: Behavioral and cerebral effects of the approach-avoidance task used to ma-
nipulate control over emotional action tendencies.
A) Conceptual visualisation of the approach-avoidance task. Participants pushed- or pulled a 
joystick away- or towards themselves to approach- or avoid happy and angry faces. Approaching 
angry- and avoiding happy faces is incongruent with action tendencies to approach appetitive 
and avoid aversive situations. B) Behavioral results in the sham condition of the task. Participants 
make more errors in the incongruent trials (circles) than in the congruent trials (triangles). Black 
lines visualise the mean and standard error of the mean. Grey bar depicts the group average 
congruency effect. C) Approach-avoidance congruency-related BOLD changes (p <.01 cluster-
level inferences corrected for multiple comparisons). Trials involving responses incongruent with 
automatic action tendencies showed stronger BOLD signal in anterior prefrontal- and parietal 
areas, and reduced signal in left amygdala/hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex.
Figure 2: Behavioral effects of dual-site phase-coupled tACS on emotional-action con-
trol are dose- and phase-dependent.
A) Two sets of ring electrodes were placed over right aPFC and left SMC. Modelling of current 
density showed that stimulation reached both regions of interest with intensities known to support 
phase entrainment when matched to the endogenous rhythms (Reato et al., 2010). B) During 
the experiment, stimulation conditions were alternated between in-phase, anti-phase and sham 
conditions in pseudo-random fashion. The 75 Hz stimulation over SMC was amplitude-modulated 
according to the 6 Hz stimulation over aPFC, either in-phase or anti-phase with the peaks of the 6 
Hz aPFC stimulation. Sham consisted of an initial stimulation of 10 seconds, after which stimulation 
was terminated. C) Concurrent tACS-fMRI quantified changes in BOLD signal evoked by the tACS 
intervention, across in-phase and anti-phase conditions and independently from task performance. 
Online physiological effects of tACS are evident both under the aPFC electrode (black circle) and in 
other cortical regions. D) Participants with stronger inhibitory responses to theta-band stimulation 
over aPFC (manifested as decreased BOLD signal; (Scheeringa et al., 2011)) improved their control 
over emotional actions (decreased congruency effect) during aPFC-SMC in-phase tACS (in green), 
but not during aPFC-SMC anti-phase tACS (in red), reflected in the interaction between Emotional 
Control (congruent, incongruent), Stimulations Phase (in-phase, anti-phase) and tACS-Dose (BOLD 
signal in aPFC during stimulation vs sham (panel C)); F(1,39) = 9.3, p = .004, partial eta2 = .19. Inset 
bar graphs illustrate group average parameter estimates of the congruency effects corrected 
for tACS-dose. The direction of the effect in the anti-phase condition tentatively suggests that 
stronger entrainment to the theta-band stimulation (decreased BOLD) increases congruency 
effects, as would be expected when aPFC-SMC communication is disrupted. E) Without controlling 
for inter-participant variability in tACS-Dose, the differential phase effect on emotional-actions 
control is less statistically reliable (p = .06, partial eta2 = .088).
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The observed cognitive benefits of the tACS intervention could arise from direct 
modulation of aPFC-SMC connectivity, or be mediated by other regions (figure 3A). We 
arbitrated between those possibilities using two complementary approaches. First, we 
tested whether the amygdala mediates these effects. This region is a prime candidate 
as it is connected to both aPFC and SMC, and is strongly involved in emotional-action 
control (Volman et al., 2011a; Etkin et al., 2015). We distinguished between a number 
of anatomically plausible circuit-level effects of the tACS intervention using dynamic 
causal modelling (Friston et al., 2003) on regional BOLD timeseries in amygdala, aPFC 
and SMC, measured during performance of the approach-avoidance task. Model 
comparison supports a circuit where tACS modulates aPFC→SMC, aPFC→amygdala, and 
amygdala→SMC connections, supplementary figure 2. Crucially, the effect of stimulation 
on emotional-action control was driven by tACS modulation of a specific component 
of that circuit, the task-related aPFC→SMC connectivity (Emotional-Control*Phase-
condition*aPFC→SMC effective connectivity; Figure 3). Figure 3 visualizes this behavioral- 
and connectivity-related difference in tACS effects, contrasting the behavioral effects 
evoked in participants with strong or weak in-phase tACS modulation of aPFC→SMC 
connectivity. Emotional control was enhanced in those participants with strong in-
phase tACS modulation of aPFC-SMC connectivity: the congruency effect observed 
in the anti-phase and sham conditions disappeared during the in-phase condition. In 
contrast, emotional control remained un-affected in those participants without in-phase 
tACS modulation of aPFC→SMC connectivity: there were similar congruency effects 
across in-phase, anti-phase and sham conditions. Second, we assessed whether inter-
participant variance in the circuit-level effect of the tACS intervention can be understood 
in terms of inter-participant variance in structural connectivity between aPFC and SMC. 
In support of this notion, participants with higher fractional anisotropy (FA; a measure 
of white matter integrity) in the white matter beneath BA6 had stronger inhibitory 
coupling between aPFC and SMC during in-phase tACS (as compared to anti-phase 
tACS) (supplementary materials).
Figure 3: Modulatory effects of dual-site phase-coupled tACS on emotional-action 
control depend on effective connectivity between aPFC and SMC.
A) Model selection compared models with and without a direct connection between aPFC→SMC 
(dashed arrow), and tACS modulations on different connections (grey dashed oval arrows). B) 
Model selection indicates that tACS affects multiple connections in the network (top panels; 
supplementary materials), but only tACS-related changes in connectivity between aPFC→SMC 
predict behavioral effects of the stimulation (interaction between Emotional Control (congruent, 
incongruent), Stimulations Phase (in-phase, anti-phase) and aPFC→SMC effective connectivity 
(DCM.B matrix)): F(1,39) = 6.01, p = .019, np2 =.13; lower panels. Those participants with stronger 
inhibitory influence of aPFC over SMC in the in-phase condition (lower left panel, n = 22) showed 
decreases in congruency effects in the in-phase condition, but not in the anti-phase and sham 
condition. The rest of the participants did not show a differential effect between stimulation 
conditions. Asterisks: p < .01.
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Discussion
Using a combination of concurrent tACS-fMRI, cognitively precise behavioral outcomes, 
as well as effective and structural connectivity, we provide converging evidence for a 
causal role of aPFC-SMC connections in guiding action selection during emotional-
action control (Koch et al., 2018). Emotional-action control improves when dual-site 
phase-coupled tACS is tuned to increase the efficacy of anterior prefrontal inhibition 
over sensorimotor cortex. Alternative interpretations of the findings, focused on 
transcutaneous entrainment (Asamoah et al., 2019) or retinal stimulation (Schutter, 
2016), are ruled out by the experimental design. Namely, the in-phase and anti-phase 
conditions used identical stimulation parameters apart from their phase difference, 
thereby creating the same peripheral effects.
We did not observe the anticipated anti-phase tACS induced increase of congruency 
effects caused by a desynchronization of aPFC and SMC (Polanía et al., 2015). However, 
there was increased activity in contralateral aPFC and PPC for anti-phase trials as 
compared to in-phase trials. Speculatively, this increased BOLD signal could reflect the 
engagement of the control network contralateral to the stimulated circuit, compensating 
disruptive effects of anti-phase stimulation (Sack et al., 2005). Future studies could focus 
on characterizing these potential compensatory effects.
This study grounds a human gain-of-function intervention on the known hierarchical 
organization of the frontal cortex (Voytek et al., 2015) and on phase-amplitude coupling 
as a mechanism for directional inter-regional neuronal communication (Canolty and 
Knight, 2010; Voytek et al., 2015). These findings provide a first stepping stone towards 
the development of interventions aimed to help patients suffering from social-emotional 
disorders. For instance, individuals with social anxiety are often unable to overcome 
avoidance tendencies, hampering interventions aimed to extinguish fear through 
exposure (Craske and Stein, 2016). Synchronizing aPFC-SMC theta-gamma coupling 
might temporally alleviate this lack of control (Voytek and Knight, 2015), allowing 
patients to benefit from exposure treatment. Although the cognitive challenge provided 
by the AA task is rather mild, as is evidenced by the relatively low error rate (max. 
20%), congruency effects elicited by the AA task do predict real-life emotional action 
control (Kaldewaij et al., 2019b). Future studies could explore whether effects of in-
phase stimulation hold for more challenging emotional control situations (e.g. 30) and 
generate long-lasting effects through exposure treatment. More generally, the findings 
of this study pave the way for implementing physiologically-grounded non-invasive 
interventions aimed at reducing neural noise in cerebral circuits where communication 
relies on long-range phase-amplitude coupling.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Forty-four male students of the Radboud University Nijmegen participated in this 
experiment after giving informed consent. Two participants were excluded because they 
did not attend the whole experiment; one participant was excluded because he failed to 
comply with the task instructions, yielding a total pre-determined sample of forty-one 
participants. This sample size was determined on a priori estimates of statistical power 
calculated in Gpower 3.1 (Faul et al., 2007) according to an expected effect size of Cohen’s 
d = .4, as reported in- or calculated from (Volman et al., 2011a; Alekseichuk et al., 2016). 
The a-priori sample size calculation, and other experimental details were preregistered 
before onset of data analysis, and after data collection, at the Open Science Framework, 
(https://osf.io/m9bv7/?view_only=18ccdf99a8e84afaaebee393debbabe3). Only male 
participants were recruited to avoid having to control for potential variability that could 
be introduced by sex related differences in hormone levels known to be associated 
with this task (Volman et al., 2011b) (for a full discussion see (Bramson et al., 2020b)). 
Participants reported no history of mental illness or use of psychoactive medication. 
All participants had normal- or corrected to normal vision and were screened for 
contra-indications for magnetic resonance imaging and transcranial alternating current 
stimulation. Mean age was 23.8 years, SD = 3.4, range 18-34.
Procedure
Data were acquired on three different days. On the first day, we acquired a structural 
T1 scan, a diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) scan, and a magnetic spectroscopy scan 
(MRS; not reported here). During the second and third day, electrodes were placed on 
the scalp, covering SMC and aPFC (see below for details on the precise localization). 
Afterwards, participants performed a 5 minute practice task, before starting an 
approach-avoidance task (35 minutes on each day) while receiving tACS stimulation 
and concurrently being scanned with fMRI.
Approach-Avoidance (AA) task
Participants performed a social-emotional approach-avoidance task that has previously 
been shown to require control over prepotent habitual action-tendencies to approach 
happy- and avoid angry faces (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Phaf et al., 2014). Overriding 
these action-tendencies requires a complex form of cognitive control that operates 
on the interaction between emotional percepts and the emotional valence of the 
required actions (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011a, 2013), and depends on 
aPFC control over downstream regions (Volman et al., 2011a; Koch et al., 2018; Bramson 
et al., 2020b), implemented by theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling (Bramson et 
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al., 2018). Participants responded through a joystick with one degree of freedom (along 
the participant’s midsagittal plane), holding the joystick with their right hand on top 
of their abdomen, while laying the MR-scanner and seeing a visual projection screen 
through a mirror system (see below). Participants were instructed to pull the joystick 
towards themselves when they saw a happy face, and push it away from themselves 
when they saw an angry face. These were the instructions in the congruent condition. 
In the incongruent condition, the participants were asked to push the joystick away 
from themselves when they saw a happy face, and pull it towards themselves when 
they saw an angry face (figure 1). Written instructions were presented on the screen 
for a minimum of 10 seconds prior to the start of each block of 12 trials. Combined with 
the inter-block interval of around 20 seconds this gave at least 30 seconds washout 
of the stimulation. Congruent and incongruent conditions alternated between blocks. 
Trials started with a fixation cross presented in the centre of the screen for 500 ms, 
followed by the presentation of a face for 100 ms. Participants were asked to respond 
as fast as possible, with a maximum response time of 2000 ms. Movements exceeding 
30 % of the potential movement range of the joystick were taken as valid responses. 
Online feedback (“you did not move the joystick far enough”) was provided on screen if 
response time exceeded 2000 ms. Each participant performed 288 trials on each of the 
two testing days, yielding 576 trials in total, equally divided over in-phase, anti-phase, 
and sham stimulation – as well as over congruent and incongruent conditions.
tACS stimulation parameters
Transcranial alternating current stimulation (2 mA peak-to-peak) was applied using 
two sets of center-ring electrodes (80 mm inner Ø; 100 mm outer Ø; centre electrode 
had a Ø of 10 mm) (Saturnino et al., 2017). Stimulation was applied on-line during task 
performance in blocks of approximately 60 seconds (i.e. the length of a stimulus block; 
12 trials), and consisted of electrical fields that changed polarity between the inner- 
and outer rings in theta-band (6 Hz) frequency over the aPFC and gamma-band (75 
Hz), tapered with a 6 Hz sine wave over SMC. Gamma-band power was phase locked 
to peaks (in-phase) or troughs (anti-phase) of the theta-band signal, figure 2B. Sham 
consisted of an initial stimulation of 10 seconds to mimic potential sensations related to 
the onset of stimulation, after which stimulation was terminated. Stimulation conditions 
were alternated between blocks in pseudo-random fashion with the constraint that 
stimulation condition could never be repeated for two consecutive blocks. The position 
of the electrodes on the skull was determined for each participant by using individual 
structural T1 scans to which we registered masks of the regions of interest (MNI [-28 
-32 64] for SMC; (Bramson et al., 2018); and MNI [26 54 0] for lateral Frontal Pole (FPl); 
(Neubert et al., 2014; Bramson et al., 2020b). Precise placement of the centre electrode 
was achieved using Localite TMS Navigator (https://www.localite.de/en/products/tms-
navigator/; RRID:SCR_016126). Electrodes were attached using Ten20 paste (MedCat; 
https://medcat.ccvshop.nl/Ten20-Pasta-Topf-4-Oz,-3er-Set) and impedance was kept 
below 10 kOhm (mean = 3.6, SD = 2.7). Stimulation was applied using two Neuroconn 
DC-PLUS stimulators (https://www.neurocaregroup.com/dc_stimulator_plus.html; 
RRID:SCR_015520) that were placed inside a magnetically shielded box in the MR room. 
This box contained home-made electronics and BrainAmp ExG MR amplifiers (www.
brainproducts.com) to continuously monitor the tACS output of the stimulator and filter 
out the RF pulses of the MR system.
tACS conditions (in-phase; anti-phase; sham) were applied within the same 
session with stimulation condition alternating between stimulus blocks (each lasting 
approximately 60 seconds; 12 trials), interleaved with periods of no stimulation 
(instructions between blocks; at least 30 seconds). Whereas previous studies have shown 
long lasting aftereffects of tACS, ranging up to 70 minutes (Kasten et al., 2016), we 
considered it unlikely that these would systematically bias the current results based on 
two arguments. First, reports showing strong aftereffects often implemented relatively 
long periods of continuous stimulation (Alekseichuk et al., 2016; Kasten et al., 2016; 
Ruhnau et al., 2016) necessary for the quantification of neural/behavioral stimulation 
effects. Short stimulation protocols comparable to the current study do not report 
aftereffects (Strüber et al., 2015). tACS aftereffects would, by definition, influence 
neural activity in the sham epochs systematically succeeding each stimulation epoch. 
Yet, we observe strong differences in BOLD signal when comparing stimulation and 
sham epochs under the prefrontal electrodes (figure 1C). Second, tACS aftereffects are 
thought to depend on synaptic plasticity rather than entrainment (Vossen et al., 2015). 
Possible offline plasticity aftereffects would build up across several minutes, i.e. across 
stimulation periods with different phase relations, thus orthogonally to our experimental 
phase-based manipulation (Vossen et al., 2015). Aftereffects of entrainment are unlikely 
because entrainment is thought to fade out after several cycles (Halbleib et al., 2012; 
Strüber et al., 2015; Vossen et al., 2015). Post-hoc analysis indeed revealed that behavioral 
congruency effects in the sham condition do not differ for trials preceded by in-phase 
as compared to anti-phase stimulation; t(40) = .4, p = .7, arguing against systematic 
offline influence of tACS on behavioral congruency.
Materials and apparatus
Magnetic resonance images were acquired using a 3T MAGNETROM Prisma MR scanner 
(Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany) using a 64-channel head coil 
with a hole in the top through which the electrode wires were taken out of the scanner 
bore.
The field of view of the functional scans acquired in the MR-sessions was aligned 
to a built-in brain-atlas to ensure a consistent field of view across days. Approximately 
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1800 functional images were continuously acquired in each scanning day using a multi-
band 6 sequence, 2*2*2 mm voxel size, TR/TE=1000/34ms, Flip angle = 60º, phase 
angle P>>A, including 10 volumes with reversed phase encoding (A>>P) to correct 
image distortions.
High-resolution anatomical images were acquired with a single-shot MPRAGE 
sequence with an acceleration factor of 2 (GRAPPA method), a TR of 2400 ms, TE 2.13 
ms. Effective voxel size was 1 x 1 x 1 mm with 176 sagittal slices, distance factor 50%, flip 
angle 8°, orientation A >> P, FoV 256 mm.
Diffusion-weighted images were acquired using echo-planar imaging with multiband 
acceleration factor of 3. We acquired 93 1.6 mm thick transversal slices with voxel size of 
1.6 x 1.6 x 1.6 mm, phase encoding direction A >> P, FoV 211 mm, TR = 3350, TE = 71.20. 
256 isotropically distributed directions were acquired using a b-value of 2500 s/mm2. 
We also acquired a volume without diffusion weighting with reverse phase encoding 
(P >> A).
Behavioral analyses
We compared differences in error rates between congruent and incongruent trials for 
the different stimulation conditions whilst controlling for dose dependent effects of tACS 
(“tACS-dose”) (Evans et al., 2019; Kasten et al., 2019). tACS-dose was estimated by taking 
BOLD contrast between stimulation and sham conditions extracted from right aPFC 
(Evans et al., 2019). This three way interaction (Emotional-Control*Phase-condition*tACS-
dose) was assessed using congruency effects estimated from participant-by-participant 
averages (with RM-ANOVA), as well as trial-by-trial data (with Bayesian mixed effect 
models). RM-ANOVA was used to facilitate comparisons with earlier studies reporting 
on this task (e.g. (Volman et al., 2011a, 2013; Bramson et al., 2018)) and implemented in 
JASP (https://jasp-stats.org/; RRID:SCR_015823). We used Bayesian mixed effect models 
(implemented in R 3.5.3 using the brms package (Bürkner, 2017) because they are robust 
to potential violations of normality or homoscedasticity. The Bayesian mixed models 
included random intercepts for all subjects and random slopes for all fixed effects 
(congruency- and stimulation condition) and their interaction per participant. This model 
adheres to the maximal random effects structure (Barr, 2013). Outputs of these models 
are log odds with credible intervals (“B”). In these analyses an effect is seen as statistically 
significant if the credible interval does not contain zero with 95% certainty.
We hypothesized that the congruency effect in error rates would decrease for in-
phase condition and increase for anti-phase stimulation and that the size of the effect 
per participant would depend on the BOLD effect of tACS versus sham, a measure of 
dose dependence that is orthogonal to the contrast of interest (in-phase versus anti-
phase). These expectations were preregistered at the Open Science Framework: (https://
osf.io/m9bv7/?view_only=18ccdf99a8e84afaaebee393debbabe3).
Modelling of stimulation currents
Current density under the electrodes was simulated using SIMNIBS version 3.1 (https://
simnibs.github.io/simnibs/build/html/index.html) (Thielscher et al., 2015). We used the 
template head model and standard conductivities provided by SIMNIBS. Electrodes 
were placed over SMC and aPFC and direct currents of 1 mA were estimated to run from 
the inner electrode towards the outer ring. Electrode placement and current density 
estimates for both electrode pairs are visualized in figure 2A.
fMRI analyses – data preprocessing
All processing of the images was performed using MELODIC 3.00 as implemented 
in FSL 6.0.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Images were motion corrected using MCFLIRT 
(Jenkinson et al., 2002), and distortions in the magnetic field were corrected using 
TOPUP (Andersson et al., 2003). Functional images were rigid-body registered to the 
brain extracted structural image using FLIRT. Registration to MNI 2 mm standard space 
was done using the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT. Images were spatially smoothed 
using a Gaussian 5 mm kernel and high pass filtered with a cut-off that was automatically 
estimated based on the task structure. Independent component analysis was run with 
a pre-specified maximum of 100 components (Beckmann and Smith, 2004); these 
components were manually inspected to remove potential sources of noise (Griffanti 
et al., 2017).
fMRI analyses – signal-to-noise (SNR) artefacts resulting from electrode presence
To assess whether the presence of electrodes on the scalp had an effect on signal to 
noise ratio in the fMRI signal we estimated temporal signal to noise ratio (tSNR) from 
right aPFC (electrode present) and left aPFC (electrode not present). tSNR was calculated 
by dividing the mean of the signal over time by the standard deviation, separately for 
left and right aPFC. These estimates were extracted from a mask of the lateral Frontal 
Pole (Neubert et al., 2014). We also compared the mean signal extracted from right- 
with left aPFC.
fMRI analyses - GLM
First and second level GLM analyses were performed using FEAT 6.00 implemented in 
FSL 6.0.0. The first-level model consisted of twelve task regressors: Approach angry, 
approach happy, avoid angry and avoid happy trials were modelled separately for each 
stimulation condition (in-phase, anti-phase and sham). In each regressor, each event 
covered the time interval from presentation of a face until the corresponding onset 
of the joystick movement. Estimated head translations/rotations during scanning (six 
regressors), temporal derivatives of those translations/rotations (six regressors), and MR-
signals in white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (2 regressors) were included to the GLM 
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as nuisance covariates. We considered the following comparisons. Emotional control 
effects were estimated by comparing incongruent trials (approach angry and avoid 
happy) to congruent trials across the three stimulation conditions (total congruency 
effect), as well as separately for each stimulation condition (in-phase, out-of-phase, and 
sham congruency effects). Overall stimulation effects were estimated by comparing in-
phase and anti-phase stimulation conditions to the sham condition, aggregated across 
congruent and incongruent conditions. We reasoned that this contrast would combine 
potential entrainment and compensatory mechanisms and thereby result in an unbiased 
estimate reflecting the extent to which the underlying neural tissue was perturbed by 
the stimulation; yielding a “tACS-dose” measure. Phase-dependent stimulation effects 
were estimated by comparing in-phase stimulation to anti-phase stimulation, across 
congruent and incongruent conditions. First level models of the two separate sessions 
were combined using Fixed Effects analyses implemented in FEAT. Group effects were 
assessed using FLAME 1 with outlier de-weighting (Woolrich et al., 2004), making family-
wise error corrected cluster-level inferences using a cluster-forming threshold of z > 
2.3. This threshold provides a false error rate of around 5% when using FSL’s FLAME 1 
(Eklund et al., 2015).
fMRI analyses – Dynamic Causal Modelling
Dynamic causal modelling (DCM 12.5), implemented in SPM 12, was used to make 
inferences on network effects of the tACS manipulation (Friston et al., 2003). Dynamic 
causal modelling is an approach that aims to infer hidden neuronal dynamics from 
neuroimaging data (Friston et al., 2003; Stephan et al., 2010). It requires the specification 
of plausible generative models describing how neural activity leads to observed 
neuroimaging data through haemodynamic functions. This approach allows formal 
comparison on different models explaining the same data (Stephan et al., 2009; Penny et 
al., 2010). DCM provides estimates of effective connectivity between neural populations, 
and its modulation by experiment conditions (e.g. in this case tACS present or absent). 
We pre-registered the hypothesis that changes in connectivity between aPFC and SMC 
due to tACS might be mediated by the amygdala, a region linked to regulation of social-
emotional action tendencies (Volman et al., 2011a; Kaldewaij et al., 2019b; Bramson et 
al., 2020b). To test this hypothesis, we constructed a model space in which each model 
contained three regions; left Amygdala (see GLM results); right aPFC; and left SMC.
The regions of interest were defined separately for each participant based on their 
functional effects (from the GLM analyses), but constrained to a-priori determined 
regions; right aPFC, based on the FPl mask (7, 12); left SMC, based on a previous study 
involving the same task [MNI: -28 -32 64] (Bramson et al., 2018); and left Amygdala, 
based on the Automated Anatomical Labelling mask (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; 
Volman et al., 2011a; Kaldewaij et al., 2019b). The timeseries of the first eigenvariate 
across all significant voxels in the ROI for amygdala and SMC were extracted from a 
sphere with 3 mm radius (amygdala) and 5 mm radius (SMC) around the peak voxel 
detected in each ROI in a GLM F-contrast across effects of interest. aPFC time series were 
extracted from a sphere with 3 mm radius around the peak voxel in the incongruent > 
congruent t-contrast in right lateral Frontal Pole (Neubert et al., 2014).
Model structure for all models under comparison was based on the minimal 
architecture needed to dissociate whether synchronisation between aPFC and 
SMC was gated by the amygdala or via other region(s). All models consisted of a 
directed connection between amygdala and SMC (Grèzes et al., 2014) (indicated as 
amygdala→SMC), amygdala → aPFC, and aPFC → amygdala (Folloni et al., 2019a; 
Bramson et al., 2020b). A subset of models also included aPFC → SMC (figure 3), which 
captures connectivity between aPFC and SMC gated via cerebral structures other than 
the amygdala given that the two structures do not share a monosynaptic connection 
(Neubert et al., 2014). Return connections SMC → amygdala and SMC → aPFC were not 
included. We assumed these to be unnecessary to explain effects of synchronisation 
given the hierarchical nature of prefrontal control (Badre and D’esposito, 2009; Badre 
and Nee, 2018). The onset of the stimulus in each trial (presentation of the face) was 
taken as a driving input (DCM.C matrix) feeding into the amygdala node of each model. 
Emotional control (all incongruent trials) and tACS condition (all in-phase trials, all anti-
phase trials or a combination; Supplementary Figure 3B) were allowed to modulate 
different connections (DCM.B matrix).
We created 84 models that systematically varied in four dimensions of interest, which 
were compared using family-wise model comparison (Penny et al., 2010). Dimension 
1 was the modulation of emotional control, where control was allowed to modulate 
either amygdala → aPFC connection or aPFC self-connections (Volman et al., 2013). 
The second dimension of interest was the connectivity structure of the models. This 
dimension consisted of two different model types: with or without a direct connection 
from aPFC → SMC (Sup. Figure 2A). Presence of this connection can account for 
influence of aPFC on SMC that is not gated by the amygdala. Dimension 3 reflects the 
nature of the tACS effects (Supplementary figure 2B; (Piray et al., 2017)). We modeled 
no effect of tACS (Stim 0); only the in-phase condition (Stim 1); only the anti-phase 
condition (Stim 2); both conditions separately (Stim 3); both conditions with opposite 
sign and similar amplitude (Stim 4). Dimension 4 arbitrated over the location of tACS 
modulation (figure 3A, Supplementary figure 2C), which was allowed to modulate 
amygdala → SMC, aPFC → amygdala, and aPFC → SMC, or any combination of the 
three connections. We differentiated these possibilities by separating all models into 
model families for each dimension, allowing inferences per dimension while averaging 
over all other parameters (Sup. Figure 2) (Penny et al., 2010).
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After model comparison, we extracted connectivity estimates that were altered 
by tACS from the winning model and used those parameters to predict tACS effects 
on behavior. The estimated changes in connectivity due to tACS are estimated 
independently of the behavioral effects of tACS, and were used to test for an interaction 
between Emotional Control (congruent, incongruent), Stimulations Phase (in-phase, 
anti-phase) and effective connectivity (DCM.B matrix) using RM-ANOVA and Bayesian 
mixed effects models.
DWI analyses
All analyses of diffusion data were performed in FSL’s FDT 3.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.
uk). We used TOPUP to estimate susceptibility artifacts using additional b = 0 volumes 
with reverse phase coding direction (Andersson et al., 2003). Next, EDDY correction was 
used (using the fieldmap estimated by TOPUP) to correct distortions caused by eddy 
currents and movement (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016). We used BedpostX to fit 
a crossing fiber model with three fiber directions (Behrens et al., 2007). Connections 
between aPFC and BA6 were reconstructed using probtrackx2. Seed mask was the 
lateral Frontal Pole (Neubert et al., 2014), which is a mask that contains voxels bordering 
white matter. Target mask was area BA6 contained within the Juelich atlas in FSL. This 
probabilistic mask was thresholded to contain only voxels that were at least 50% likely 
to be in BA6. Tractography was run twice with the standard settings recommended 
in probtrackX and an exclusion mask in the midline. Estimated connection strengths 
were normalized to unit length within participants. We averaged all connections over 
participants and thresholded this volume at .5 to create a mask of likely pathways linking 
FPl (within aPFC) and BA6. In a second step we constrained the tractography to either 
only include connections via the thalamus, or only via medial and lateral pathways 
through the prefrontal cortex.
Tract based spatial statistics (TBSS (Smith et al., 2006)) was used to assess whether 
the white matter integrity in the voxels in this connection mask explained part of the 
variance in response to tACS. TBSS was run using the default settings provided by FSL. 
In short, FA images were eroded and nonlinearly registered to standard space. After this 
we derived a mean skeleton based on all participants and thresholded the skeletonized 
FA values at .2. We then used randomise (Winkler et al., 2014) with threshold free 
cluster enhancement (Smith and Nichols, 2009) to make inferences on the correlation 
between FA integrity and DCM effective connectivity estimates (in-phase versus anti-
phase). To reduce the search space, the comparison was constrained to voxels that were 
part of the mask linking FPl to BA6 with and without the constrained connectivity (see 
supplementary figure 3).
Supplementary Results
Participants performed a social-emotional approach-avoidance task in which they 
approached or avoided happy and angry faces using a joystick. Approaching angry- 
and avoiding happy faces is incongruent with automatic action tendencies to approach 
appetitive and avoid threatening stimuli, and requires control over these prepotent 
habitual action tendencies (figure 1; (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011a; Bramson 
et al., 2020b). fMRI was acquired during task performance whilst participants received 
on-line dual-site theta-gamma tACS over aPFC and SMC, figure 2A;B. Control over 
social-emotional action tendencies involves phase-amplitude coupling between 
prefrontal theta- and SMC gamma-band rhythmic activity (Bramson et al., 2018), the 
phase organisation of which is best reflected by the in-phase condition. In-phase, anti-
phase and sham conditions (figure 2B), were alternated throughout the task, allowing 
comparison of on-line, within-subject effects of stimulation conditions.
Signal quality below the electrodes
There was a reduction in absolute signal in right aPFC below the frontal electrode as 
compared to the contralateral aPFC, t(40) = 5.5, p <.001. This consisted of an average 
reduction in signal intensity of 11% (SD 10%). However, there was no difference in 
temporal SNR in right aPFC as compared to left; t(40) = .2 ,p = .7. These results are in 
line with earlier reports on noise induced by the presence of electrodes and stimulation 
equipment in the scanner bore (Antal et al., 2014). Although the absolute MR signal is 
reduced due to the presence of the tACS electrode, there is no effect on the SNR of the 
underlying brain region, suggesting that condition differences can be estimated reliably. 
This is supported by the consistency between the results obtained in the congruency 
contrast across stimulation conditions, and the results obtained in earlier reports using 
the same paradigm (figure 1C, supplementary figure 1; (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman 
et al., 2011a; Bramson et al., 2020b))
Behavioral and neural costs of controlling social-emotional action tendencies
Across all conditions (stimulation and sham combined), reaction times were longer in 
the incongruent (M = 687 ms, SD = 141) than in the congruent condition (M = 637 ms, 
SD = 111), brms estimate B = 23.1 ms, credible interval (CI) [15 31]; paired t-test congruent 
vs incongruent t(40) = 5.9, p < .001, Cohen’s d (M1-M2/SDpooled) = .39 [.22 1]. Participants 
also made more errors in the incongruent condition (94.8 % correct, SD = 3.4 %) than 
in the congruent (96.9% correct, SD = 2.3 %), this was significant for both aggregated 
scores: t(40) = 5.4, p < .001, d = .7 [.01 1.35], as well as on the trial-level: B = 0.29 CI [.16 
.42]. The latter parameter is a log odds and indicates that participants are more likely to 
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make correct responses in the congruent than incongruent trials. These effects illustrate 
the behavioral cost of controlling automatic action tendencies.
Whole-brain cluster-corrected fMRI analyses show that controlling social-emotional 
action tendencies elicited stronger BOLD activity in bilateral prefrontal cortex: MNI [-18 
54 -16] and [40 42 32], extending into lateral Frontal Pole (Neubert et al., 2014; Bramson 
et al., 2020b); bilateral posterior parietal cortex (PPC) MNI: [38 -58 38] and [-56 -44 
46]; precuneus [6 -62 72], temporal cortex [-66 -48 0]; and inferior frontal gyrus [60 
20 4], figure 1C, supplementary figure 1C. Activity in the parahippocampal gyrus [-24 
-40 -14], extending into hippocampus and amygdala; medial prefrontal cortex [0 66 2]; 
and lateral occipital cortex [52 -74 -10] was stronger for congruent than for incongruent 
trials. Similar effects have been reported in several earlier reports (Volman et al., 2011a; 
Kaldewaij et al., 2019b; Bramson et al., 2020b), with prefrontal effects depending crucially 
on the interaction between the emotional content of the action and the emotional 
content of the percept, over and above the emotional value of the action or stimulus 
alone (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011b, 2011a).
Cerebral effects of dual-site phase-coupled tACS versus Sham
During task performance each participant received concurrent transcranial alternating 
current stimulation on two locations; aPFC (Neubert et al., 2014; Bramson et al., 2020b) 
and sensorimotor cortex, figure 2A;B. These locations, frequency, and phase relationship 
were based directly on a previous study showing aPFC-SMC phase-amplitude coupling 
in theta-gamma band rhythmic signals (Bramson et al., 2018). Whole-brain cluster-
corrected analyses contrasting both stimulation conditions versus sham showed 
increased activity in several brain regions, most of which overlapped with task relevant 
regions: right prefrontal cortex [42 16 48], extending into FPl [22 60 0]; bilateral posterior 
parietal cortex [50 -58 50] and [-56 -44 46], figure 2C, supplementary figure 1C;D. These 
effects support previous experimental and theoretical work suggesting that tACS effects 
on-going neural activity and effects are task-dependent (Ruhnau et al., 2016).
Cerebral effects of in-phase vs anti-phase dual-site phase-coupled tACS
Contrasting in-phase with anti-phase conditions showed stronger activity in left 
aPFC [-28 50 -10], contralateral to stimulated right aPFC, and left PPC [-56 -46 52], 
supplementary figure 2E. These results suggest that desynchronising right aPFC and 
left SMC might induce compensatory effects in the contralateral homotopic control 
regions. These findings illustrate the importance of measuring online effects of brain 
stimulation because stimulation might have distal effects on neural tissue (de Graaf 
and Sack, 2018).
Dose dependent effects of tACS on social-emotional control
To assess whether the tACS intervention increases control over social-emotional 
behavior we compared behavioral congruency effects between different stimulation 
conditions whilst controlling for dose dependent effects. Dose dependent responses 
were calculated by extracting the differential BOLD signal under the prefrontal stimulated 
region (right aPFC, [22 60 0]) when comparing stimulation versus sham epochs. This 
BOLD effect provides a participant-by-participant index of aPFC response to the tACS 
intervention that is orthogonal to the in-phase versus anti-phase comparison.
Following the expectation preregistered at the Open Science Framework: (https://
osf.io/m9bv7/?view_only=18ccdf99a8e84afaaebee393debbabe3), there was a three way 
interaction between Emotional-Control, Phase-condition, and tACS-dose, both on the 
trial level; B = .1 CI [.007 .2], and in aggregated error rates; RM-ANOVA, F(1,39) = 9.3, 
p = .004, partial eta2 = .19, indicating that participants performed differently in the 
two stimulation conditions as a function of the strength of the tACS influence. Post-
hoc correlation analyses between BOLD change due to tACS and congruency effects 
showed that these effects are mainly driven by the in-phase condition: Spearman’s 
Rho = .32, p = .04, figure 2B. This finding indicates that, in the in-phase condition, 
larger BOLD responses to the inhibitory theta-band rhythm corresponded to smaller 
behavioral congruency effects. In the anti-phase condition, the correlation between 
tACS-dose and behavioral congruency effects was not significant (Spearman’s 
Rho = -.23, p = .14). However, the sign of the correlation matches the preregistered 
expectations: increased entrainment during anti-phase stimulation (reflected in lower 
BOLD response during theta-band stimulation; (23)) would lead to larger congruency 
effects due to desynchronization between aPFC and SMC. Differences in BOLD signal 
between anti-phase and in-phase conditions (supplementary Figure 1E) could reflect 
the engagement of the control network contralateral to the stimulated circuit. This 
engagement might reflect compensatory mechanisms counteracting disruptive effects 
of anti-phase stimulation (Sack et al., 2005; de Graaf and Sack, 2018), thereby obscuring 
the relationship between tACS-dose and increases in behavioral congruency. However, 
the BOLD signal difference between anti-phase and in-phase conditions extracted from 
aPFC and PPC (supplementary figure 1E) did not correlate with anti-phase behavioral 
congruency effects (both r(39) < .14 , p > .3). Controlling for baseline congruency 
effects (in the sham condition) did not change these results; Rho = .32, p = .044 for 
in-phase; Rho = -.26, p = .09 for anti-phase. These results suggest that theta-gamma 
phase-coupled tACS increases control over social-emotional behavior in participants 
that respond to stimulation. Contrasting error-rate congruency effects (% correct for 
congruent - % correct for incongruent trials) without accounting for the dose dependent 
responses did not show a statistically reliable group effect of stimulation condition 
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on the trial level, B = .05 CI [-.05 .14], nor on the aggregated scores RM-ANOVA; 
F(1,39) = 3.75, p = .06, partial eta2 = .088, Sup figure 1A.
Reaction times did not show differential effects in the different stimulation 
conditions, Emotional-Control*Phase-condition*tACS-dose; F(1,40) = .05, p = .8, 
congruency*stimulation; F(1,41) = 2.3, p = .14, Sup figure 1B. The lack of effects on 
reaction times is in line with expectations preregistered at the Open Science Framework: 
(https://osf.io/m9bv7/?view_only=18ccdf99a8e84afaaebee393debbabe3) as well as 
earlier stimulation studies using this same task (Volman et al., 2011a). This finding 
suggests that the aPFC control required during the AA task operates at the level of 
action selection.
tACS changes aPFC-SMC effective connectivity, which correlates with behavioral 
effects.
To assess the network effects of dual-site tACS we used dynamic causal modeling 
(DCM; (Friston et al., 2003)) verifying whether aPFC→SMC connectivity was gated by the 
amygdala. We created a set of 84 models with two different connectivity structures; with 
and without direct connection between aPFC and SMC, supplementary figure 2A. These 
models differed in the way tACS could affect connectivity, Sup figure 2B. Possibilities 
consisted of no effect of stimulation (Stim 0), effects of one stimulation condition (stim 
1 and stim 2, Sup figure 2B), independent effects of both conditions (Stim 3) or opposite 
sign but equal amplitude effects of both stimulation conditions (Stim 4). Finally, models 
varied with respect to the location of the tACS modulation: Amygdala → SMC, aPFC → 
amygdala or aPFC → SMC, two of those three connections, or all three connections, 
supplementary figure 2C.
Family comparisons showed that the structural model containing a direct connection 
from aPFC → SMC was more likely than a model without this connection, supplementary 
figure 2A. This suggests that not all effects of aPFC → SMC are mediated by the 
amygdala. Comparing the different possible effects of stimulation showed that models 
in which both stimulation conditions were modeled separately had the strongest 
model evidence, figure 2B. Finally, comparisons over possible locations where tACS 
could modulate connectivity showed tACS effects on all three modeled connections, 
supplementary figure 2C.
S Figure 1: Behavioral and neural effects in different task conditions
A) Average congruency-effects in percentage correct over all three conditions. Differences 
between in-phase and anti-phase were trend-significant (p = .06) when not controlling for dose 
dependence. B) Average reaction time congruency effects, visual inspection shows similar patterns 
as the error-rates but there are no statistical differences between conditions. Reaction time 
effects were not anticipated based on earlier brain-stimulation studies using this task (Volman et 
al., 2011a). C) Increased activity in posterior parietal and premotor areas for incongruent versus 
congruent and D) stimulation versus sham. E) Contrasting in-phase with the anti-phase condition 
shows increased activity in left aPFC and PPC, contralateral to the prefrontal stimulation site. 
Speculatively, these effects might suggest network compensatory effects when right aPFC is 
desynchronized from the control network.
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S Figure 2: Comparing models of tACS modulation
A) Comparison over structure families. Structure 1 does not contain a direct connection between 
aPFC and SMC, tACS modulation of aPFC→ SMC connectivity is therefore forced through the 
amygdala. Structure 2 does contain a direct connection. Model comparison shows that structure 
2 is more likely, suggesting that not all modulation of aPFC→ SMC is gated by the amygdala. B) 
Comparison over stimulation effects. There were five ways in which the tACS manipulation could 
modulate connectivity in our models. “Stim 1” and 2 model effects of either in-phase or anti-
phase effects respectively. “Stim 3” models in- and anti-phase effects to modulate connectivity 
independently of one another. “Stim 4” models in-phase and anti-phase as being opposite in 
sign but similar in amplitude. “Stim 5” models no effect of stimulation in either condition. The 
data is best described by Stim 3, showing independent effects of both stimulation conditions 
on connectivity. C) Comparison over stimulation locations. tACS was allowed to modulate three 
different connections; i) connection from aPFC → amygdala, ii) connection from amygdala → SMC 
and iii) connection from aPFC → SMC. We also included models having two, or all connections 
modulated by tACS. Model comparison shows that all three connections are influenced by tACS, 
suggesting network wide effects of stimulation. Only parameters extracted from aPFC→SMC 
connections predicted behavioral effects.
We extracted connectivity parameters from all three modulated connections and used 
them to account for differences in behavioral response. This showed that differences 
in effective connectivity between in- and anti-phase on the aPFC → SMC connection 
predicted differences in behavioral effects between stimulation conditions both on 
the trial level; B = .11 CI [.02 .2] and on aggregated congruency-effects; RM-ANOVA; 
F(1,39) = 6.01 p = .019, np2 =.13. Over the whole group connectivity parameters did not 
differ between in- and anti-phase conditions, t(40), = 1.1, p = .27. Post-hoc tests showed 
that those participants that showed more negative connectivity between aPFC → SMC 
in the in-phase as compared to anti-phase condition showed a reduction in congruency 
effects in the in-phase as compared to the anti-phase condition, t(21) = -2.9, p = .008. 
This was not the case for participants with no difference, or more negative connectivity 
for anti-phase versus in-phase, p = .35; main figure 3B. This improvement of control in 
the in-phase condition remains when outliers in behavioral congruency are removed, 
t(20), = -2.7, p = .012, and if we remove the participants that did not show a response 
to amygdala input in the DCM analysis (n = 3), t(19) = -2.8, p = .01. Strikingly, for the 
participants with stronger negative connectivity between aPFC → SMC the congruency 
effect was no longer significantly different from zero, t(21), = .99 p = .33 in the in-phase 
condition, indicating that they did no longer perform worse when having to override 
automatic action-tendencies. Participants that did not show tACS modulation of aPFC 
→ SMC connections in the in-phase condition did show a congruency effect t(18) = 2.6, 
p = .018. These effects suggest that successful synchronization of aPFC-SMC rhythmic 
activity increases control over social-emotional behavior by increasing aPFC inhibition 
over SMC.
To explore whether structural characteristics might underlie individual differences 
in response to stimulation we tested whether differences between aPFC → SMC 
connectivity parameters between in-phase and anti-phase conditions correlated with 
FA integrity in voxels potentially connecting aPFC to SMC. We observed a correlation 
between FA integrity and DCM connectivity estimates for in-phase versus anti-
phase in white matter regions leading up to right BA6, tfce corrected for voxels in a 
thresholded mask connecting FPl (aPFC) and BA6; p = .046, supplementary figure 3. 
Here, increased inhibition in the in-phase condition (relative to anti-phase) is related 
to higher FA integrity in white matter leading up to BA6. Further exploration showed 
that this correlation is present when considering cortico-thalamo-cortical connections; 
corrected p < .048, but not when only considering cortico-cortical connections. These 
findings suggest that tACS synchronization of aPFC → SMC connectivity might partly 
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depend on structural integrity in aPFC-thalamic-SMC connectivity (Halassa and Kastner, 
2017). However, given that these results are exploratory, seem to be driven by a relatively 
small number of participants (supplementary figure 3), and depend on the threshold 
chosen for creating the masks, they need to be considered with caution and warrant 
replication.
S Figure 3: Exploratory correlations between tACS modulation and FA values
A) Masks (in red) that are used as region of interest for correlating aPFC→SMC connection 
estimates from DCM with FA values. The first mask was created by unconstrained probabilistic 
tractography between FPl (aPFC, in blue) and BA6. The middle mask was constrained to go 
through the thalamus. The third mask was created by constraining tractography to cortico-cortical 
connections. B) Voxels that survived TFCE correction for multiple comparisons when correlating 
FA values with DCM parameter estimates. Left panel shows surviving voxels when correcting for 
multiple comparison over voxels connecting FPl (aPFC) and BA6 via the thalamus (middle mask 
in A). Right panel shows the correlation (r(39) = -.48; Rho (39) = -.28) between FA integrity and 
contrast between DCM aPFC→ SMC parameters between in- and anti-phase. Participants with 
higher FA values seemed to show increased inhibition in the in-phase relative to anti-phase 
condition.
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Abstract
The ability to control emotional action tendencies is important for successful participation 
in society. This cognitive function can fail during socially challenging situations, and is 
chronically attenuated in social psychopathologies such as anxiety and aggression. 
Previous studies have shown that control over emotional action tendencies depends 
on anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) modulating activity in downstream regions such as 
the amygdala and the sensorimotor cortex (SMC). Here, we test whether the balance 
between neuronal excitation and inhibition (E/I ratio) in aPFC and SMC, as indexed 
through local concentration of GABA and glutamate, is related to behavioral and 
neural measures of social-emotional control. 20 % of inter-individual variation in social-
emotional control is accounted for by aPFC E/I ratio. People with more excitable aPFC 
are better in controlling their emotional action tendencies, and their aPFC modulates 
SMC activity more effectively during social-emotional control. These findings suggest 
that the inhibitory tone of aPFC has local and distal effects that influence the neural 




Emotional stimuli automatically elicit action tendencies that prepare the motor system 
for action (Hajcak et al., 2007; Heuer et al., 2007; Van Loon et al., 2010). These states 
of action readiness can be driven by direct efferents from the central nuclei of the 
amygdala to the caudal brainstem (Holstege, 1991; Ledoux, 2012; Fadok et al., 2017; 
Silva and Mcnaughton, 2019) and are thought to facilitate behavior aimed to increase/
reduce proximity to appetitive/aversive situations, respectively (Frijda et al., 2014; Eder 
et al., 2015). Occasionally, these emotional action tendencies need to be overridden 
with alternative responses. For instance, when asked to present in front of an audience, 
a responsible scientist needs to override the tendency to avoid the threat of receiving 
criticism and instead invite peer feedback. Previous work has consistently shown that 
control over emotional action tendencies depends on the anterior part of the prefrontal 
cortex (aPFC; Koch et al., 2018a). aPFC implements control by down-regulating areas 
implicated in affective responses such as the amygdala (Volman et al., 2011a, 2011b; 
Kaldewaij et al., 2019b), and by influencing action selection in motor regions (Bramson et 
al., 2018, 2020a). More precisely, aPFC could bias neural ensembles encoding competing 
behavioral options through local reciprocal inhibition (Buzsáki, 2010; Sumner et al., 2010; 
Jocham et al., 2012), and modulate SMC gamma-band rhythms through long-range 
phase-amplitude couplings (Mars et al., 2011; Voytek et al., 2015; Bramson et al., 2018). 
Building on the knowledge that local neuronal computations as well as long-range 
phase-amplitude couplings depend on the balance between neuronal excitation and 
inhibition (E/I ratio; Wang, 2010; Stagg et al., 2014; Scholl et al., 2017; Levar et al., 2019), 
here we assess whether a marker of E/I ratio in aPFC and SMC accounts for brain-
behavior relations during the implementation of social-emotional control.
Recent work has shown that E/I ratio depends on local GABAergic and Glutamatergic 
tone (Duncan et al., 2014). Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) has been used to 
quantify tissue concentration of those neurotransmitters in cortical areas (Stagg et al., 
2011a; Stagg, 2014), showing that those measurements account for neural and behavioral 
indexes of cognitive task performance (Sumner et al., 2010; Jocham et al., 2012; Scholl 
et al., 2017). Accordingly, here we combine GABA-Glutamate MRS with a fMRI-based 
social approach-avoidance task known to robustly capture neuro-behavioral correlates 
of emotional action control (Volman et al., 2011a; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Kaldewaij et al., 
2019b). We considered two alternative ways GABA/Glutamate in aPFC and SMC could 
account for variance in emotional action control. First, high inhibitory tone in aPFC might 
prevent this region from contributing to emotional action control when required (e.g. 
Scholl et al., 2017), reducing aPFC’s downstream neural effects and emotional control 
performance. Additionally, high inhibitory tone in SMC might further reduce aPFC 
ability to bias neural competition between automatic and alternative motor responses 
over the precentral gyrus (Cisek, 2007; Stagg et al., 2014; Bramson et al., 2018), further 
compromising emotional action control. A second possibility is that high inhibitory tone 
in aPFC and SMC could reduce neural noise, enhancing both local neuronal processes 
as well as circuit-level communication, and thus improving emotional action control 
(Rao et al., 2000; Sumner et al., 2010; Ferguson and Gao, 2018).
Methods
Participants
Forty-four male students of the Radboud University Nijmegen participated in this 
experiment after giving informed consent. Two participants were excluded because 
they did not attend the whole experiment; one participant was excluded because he 
failed to comply with the task instructions. After data inspection, one participant was 
removed given the presence of artifacts in the aPFC MRS measurement. All participants 
had normal or corrected to normal vision and were screened for contra-indications for 
magnetic resonance imaging. Participants’ mean age was 23.8 years, SD = 3.4, range 
18-34.
Procedure
The data reported in this manuscript were acquired over three different days as part 
of a brain stimulation study (Bramson et al., 2020a). On the first day, we acquired a 
structural T1 scan, immediately followed by three magnetic spectroscopy scans over 
aPFC, SMC, and occipital cortex (in a fixed order). In two participants, time constraints 
prevented the acquisition of MRS over occipital cortex. On the second and third day, 
participants practiced the approach-avoidance task for five minutes (second day only), 
before starting a 35 minutes task performance whilst fMRI was acquired. During task 
performance, the participants received transcranial alternating current stimulation 
(tACS) over aPFC and SMC (reported in Bramson et al., 2020a). The primary aim of the 
MRS data was to explore whether inhibitory tone in aPFC/SMC influenced behavioral 
outcomes of the tACS intervention. Therefore, the MRS voxels were placed on the aPFC 
and SMC sites that were stimulated using tACS. We found that the behavioral effects of 
tACS (Error rate; Reaction time) across the three tACS conditions (in-phase, anti-phase, 
sham) were not modulated by GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC or SMC (highest F(2,37) = .9, 
p > .38). Therefore, for the purpose of this report, we combined fMRI and behavioral 
data collected across the three stimulation conditions. Furthermore, when possible, 




Emotional Approach-Avoidance (AA) task
During the two fMRI sessions participants performed a social-emotional approach-
avoidance task designed to study control over social-emotional action tendencies 
(Volman et al., 2011a; Bramson et al., 2020b). In this task, emotional faces were 
presented on screen (100 ms) after which the participants had 2000 ms to respond. 
In the “congruent” trials, participants were instructed to pull the joystick towards 
themselves when they saw a happy face, and push it away from themselves when they 
saw an angry face. These trials are congruent with the automatic action-tendencies 
to approach happy- and avoid angry faces (Roelofs et al., 2009a; Phaf et al., 2014). In 
the incongruent trials, participants were asked to push the joystick away when they 
saw a happy face, and pull it towards themselves when they saw an angry face. These 
trials are incongruent with the participants’ automatic action tendencies. Overriding 
automatic action tendencies requires a complex form of cognitive control that operates 
on the interaction between emotional percepts and the emotional valence of the action 
(Roelofs et al., 2009a; Volman et al., 2011a, 2013), neurally implemented through aPFC 
control over downstream regions (Volman et al., 2011a; Koch et al., 2018; Bramson et 
al., 2020b). Participants responded using a joystick that could move only along the 
participant’s midsagittal plane. Written instructions were presented on the screen for 
a minimum of 30 seconds prior to the start of each block of 12 trials. Congruent and 
incongruent conditions alternated between blocks. Trials started with a fixation cross 
presented in the centre of the screen for 500 ms, followed by the presentation of a 
face for 100 ms. Participants were asked to respond as fast as possible, with a maximum 
response time of 2000 ms. Movements exceeding 30 % of the potential movement 
range of the joystick were taken as valid responses. Online feedback (“you did not move 
the joystick far enough”) was provided on screen if response time exceeded 2000 ms. 
Each participant performed 288 trials on each of the two testing days, yielding 576 trials 
in total, equally divided between congruent and incongruent conditions.
Materials and apparatus
All magnetic resonance images were acquired using a 3T MAGNETROM Prisma MR 
scanner (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel 
headcoil for the structural T1 and MRS scans, and a 64-channel headcoil for the 
functional images.
High-resolution anatomical images were acquired with a single-shot MPRAGE 
sequence with an acceleration factor of 2 (GRAPPA method), a TR of 2400 ms, TE 2.13 
ms. Effective voxel size was 1 x 1 x 1 mm with 176 sagittal slices, distance factor 50%, flip 
angle 8°, orientation A ≫ P, FoV 256 mm.
Magnetic resonance images were acquired using a MEGA-PRESS WIP sequence 
(SIEMENS) with TE = 68 ms, TR = 1500 ms, water suppression at 4.7 ppm (CHESS; (Ogg 
et al., 1994) and acquisition bandwidth of 1200 Hz. In one of every two acquisitions, 
a refocusing pulse was applied at 1.9 ppm. Subtracting these signals from the non-
refocused scans showed GABA resonance at 3.00 ppm. As a proxy for Glutamate levels 
we used Glx, which consists of combined Glutamate and Glutamine levels. Glx was 
estimated from unedited spectra following earlier protocols (van Nuland et al., 2020). 
MRS measurements were acquired from right aPFC, positioned over lateral Frontal Pole 
(Neubert et al., 2014; Bramson et al., 2020b), and from left SMC (Bramson et al., 2018). 
A voxel in the right occipital cortex was also measured as a non-task-related control. 
Voxel size was 1.8 x 1.8 x 2.5 cm (van Nuland et al., 2020).
The field of view of the functional scans acquired in the MR-sessions was aligned to 
a built-in brain-atlas to ensure a consistent MR field of view across days. Approximately 
1800 functional images were continuously acquired in each scanning day using a multi-
band 6 sequence, 2*2*2 mm voxel size, TR/TE=1000/34ms, Flip angle = 60º, phase 
angle P>>A, including 10 volumes with reversed phase encoding (A>>P) to correct 
image distortions.
Analyses – MRS
Spectroscopy data were analysed using LCmodel (Provencher, 2001). After frequency 
alignment, eddy current correction, phase- and baseline corrections the relative 
concentrations of neurotransmitters were estimated using basis sets, against which we 
fitted the acquired signals in both the edited and non-edited spectra. Spectra quality 
control was based on several estimates of signal quality; the % SD provided by LCmodel, 
which reflects the Cramer-Rao lower bound; full-width half maximum FWHM, estimates 
of signal to noise ratio provided by LCmodel and visual inspection. Inhibitory tone was 
then calculated by calculating the ratio between GABA, as estimated from the edited 
spectrum, and GLx, as estimated from the nonedited spectrum. We also calculated 
GABA/tCr and GLx/tCr ratio’s to explore whether potential results were driven primarily 
by either GABA or Glx. tCr was estimated from the non-edited spectrum.
Analyses – behavioral responses
Given that previous studies have shown that aPFC is involved in the control over 
emotional action tendencies (Volman et al., 2011b; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Kaldewaij et 
al., 2019b; Bramson et al., 2020b) and that it does so by interacting with SMC (Bramson 
et al., 2018, 2020a) we first set out to assess whether the ability to control emotional 
action tendencies depends on local aPFC and/or SMC inhibitory tone. We considered 
two behavioral metrics of emotional action control (differential error rates and reaction 
times between incongruent and congruent trials of the approach-avoidance task). 
Those metrics were related to the GABA/Glx ratio extracted from aPFC and SMC MRS-
voxels using Bayesian mixed effects models and Spearman’s correlation coefficient. 
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Bayesian mixed effects models were implemented in R 3.5.3 using the brms package 
(Bürkner, 2017). We considered three factors in the models; Emotion control (congruent 
versus incongruent), aPFC inhibitory tone, and SMC inhibitory tone. Models included 
random intercept for participants and random slopes for the congruency effect. This 
model adheres to the maximal random effects structure (Barr, 2013). To test regional 
specificity we also implemented a model regressing congruency effects against GABA/
Glx estimates acquired from the occipital cortex. Outputs of these models are log odds 
with credible intervals (“b”). In these analyses an effect is seen as statistically significant 
if the credible interval does not contain zero with 95% certainty. Significant interactions 
were further characterized by using Pearson correlation coefficient with Bonferroni 
correction over the three regions.
Analyses fMRI – Preprocessing
fMRI images were analysed using FSL 6.0.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Images were 
motion corrected using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002), and distortions in the magnetic 
field were corrected using TOPUP (Andersson et al., 2003). Functional images were 
rigid-body registered to the brain extracted structural image using FLIRT. Registration 
to MNI 2 mm standard space used the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT. Images were 
spatially smoothed using a Gaussian 5 mm kernel and high pass filtered with a cut-off 
estimated on the task structure. Independent component analysis was run with a pre-
specified maximum of 100 components (Beckmann and Smith, 2004); these components 
were manually inspected to remove potential sources of noise (Griffanti et al., 2017).
Analyses fMRI – GLM
First and second level GLM analyses were performed using FEAT 6.00 implemented in 
FSL 6.0.0. The first-level model consisted of twelve task regressors: Approach angry, 
approach happy, avoid angry and avoid happy trials were modelled separately for each 
of the three stimulation conditions (for details on stimulation conditions see Bramson 
et al., 2020a). In each regressor, each event covered the time interval from presentation 
of a face until the corresponding onset of the joystick movement. Estimated head 
translations/rotations during scanning (six regressors), temporal derivatives of those 
translations/rotations (six regressors), and MR-signals in white matter and cerebrospinal 
fluid (2 regressors) were included to the GLM as nuisance covariates. Emotional 
control effects were estimated by comparing incongruent trials (approach angry and 
avoid happy) to congruent trials. First level models of the two separate sessions were 
combined using Fixed Effects analyses implemented in FEAT.
Whole brain group effects and their relationship to GABA/Glx ratio’s in aPFC and 
SMC were assessed using FLAME 1 with outlier de-weighting (Woolrich et al., 2004), 
making family-wise error corrected cluster-level inferences using a cluster-forming 
threshold of z > 2.3. This threshold provides a false error rate of around 5% when 
using FSL’s FLAME 1 (Eklund et al., 2015). ROI analyses on aPFC and SMC (using MRS 
voxel locations) were performed using FSL’s randomise function with Threshold Free 
Cluster Enhancement (TFCE) correction (Smith and Nichols, 2009). In both whole brain 
and ROI analyses we used standardized GABA/Glx ratio’s extracted from aPFC and SMC 
as regressors. GABA/Glx ratio extracted from occipital cortex was used in a separate 
control analysis.
fMRI analyses – Dynamic Causal Modeling
Dynamic causal modelling (DCM 12.5 (Friston et al., 2003)), implemented in SPM 12, was 
used to make inferences on network-level effects of inhibitory tone in aPFC and SMC 
during emotional control. We used the Parametric Empirical Bayes framework (PEB) 
(Zeidman et al., 2019) to make inferences on the relation between GABA/Glx ratio’s 
and network parameters.
Dynamic causal modelling is an approach that aims to infer hidden neuronal 
dynamics from neuroimaging data (Friston et al., 2003; Stephan et al., 2010). It requires 
the specification of plausible generative models describing how neural activity leads 
to observed neuroimaging data through haemodynamic functions. DCM provides 
estimates of effective connectivity between neural populations, and its modulation 
by experiment conditions (e.g. in this case control over emotional action tendencies). 
The PEB framework then allows one to model group effects that are shared over 
all participants, and effective connectivity that covaries with regressors added in the 
GLM.
In accordance with earlier modelling work (Bramson et al., 2020a) we constructed 
a three node model consisting of the amygdala, sensorimotor cortex (SMC) and aPFC. 
The models included directed connections from amygdala to aPFC (Bramson et al., 
2020b), aPFC to amygdala (Folloni et al., 2019a), amygdala to SMC (Grèzes et al., 2014), 
and aPFC to SMC. This latter connection is likely not mono-synaptic (Neubert et al., 
2014), however, aPFC-SMC connectivity has been shown during this task (Bramson et 
al., 2018, 2020a) and DCM can estimate indirect effective connectivity. Connections 
from SMC to amygdala and SMC to aPFC were not included because we deemed them 
inconsistent with the top-down hierarchical structure of prefrontal control (Badre and 
Nee, 2018). Regions of interest were defined separately for each participant based on 
their task-related fMRI effects (from the GLM analyses), but constrained to a-priori 
determined regions; right aPFC and left SMC (based on the MRS voxels location) 
and left Amygdala, based on the Automated Anatomical Labelling mask (Tzourio-
Mazoyer et al., 2002; Volman et al., 2011a; Kaldewaij et al., 2019b). The timeseries of the 
first eigenvariate across all significant voxels in the ROI for amygdala and SMC were 
extracted from a sphere with 3 mm radius (amygdala) and 5 mm radius (SMC) around 
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the peak voxel detected in each ROI in a GLM F-contrast across effects of interest. aPFC 
time series were extracted from a sphere with 5 mm radius around the peak voxel in 
the incongruent > congruent t-contrast in the MRS voxel in right aPFC.
The onset of the stimulus in each trial (presentation of the face) was taken as a 
driving input (DCM.C matrix) feeding into the amygdala node of each model. Emotional 
control (all incongruent trials) was allowed to modulate all (self-)connections (DCM.B 
matrix). PEB was run using the default settings (Zeidman et al., 2019) and included with 
two regressors modelling (as between-subject effects) the GABA/Glx ratio’s extracted 
from aPFC and SMC, respectively.
Results
Participants performed a social approach-avoidance task (figure 1A) in which they had 
to approach or avoid happy and angry faces. Approaching angry and avoiding happy 
faces requires control over automatic action tendencies, which depends on aPFC control 
over SMC and amygdala. We related estimates of inhibitory tone (GABA/Glx ratio) 
measured in aPFC and SMC to behavioral performance on the AA task, task-related 
BOLD activity, and estimates of effective connectivity, as derived from dynamic causal 
modelling.
MRS data quality
MRS signal quality was assessed based on a combination of visual inspection, Cramer-
Rao lower bound, signal-to-noise ratio and full-width half maximum provided by 
LCmodel. Signal quality was good in aPFC, and very good in SMC and occipital cortex 
(Kreis, 2016). Based on signal quality from aPFC we excluded one participant (sd = 46, 
sn = 6). All analyses of aPFC and SMC data were performed on the remaining 40 
participants. Control analyses using GABA/Glx ratio extracted from occipital cortex 
contained 38 participants. For this region, two were not measured due to time 
constraints, one was removed based on bad quality data. Overview of the MRS data 
quality is presented in table 1.
Controlling emotional actions has behavioral costs and activates aPFC
Participants made more correct responses in the congruent (M = 96.9 % SD = 2.3) than 
in the incongruent condition (M = 94.8 %, SD = 3.3); main effect of congruency: b = .28 
CI [.2 .37]. They were also slower in incongruent (M = 686, SD = 141) as compared to the 
congruent trials (M = 637, SD = 110), b = 37 [25 50] (Figure 1B;C). These effects illustrate 
the cost of having to override automatic action tendencies in favor of alternative 
actions.
Whole brain cluster corrected analyses show that controlling emotional action 
tendencies elicits increased activity in bilateral aPFC (local maxima in [-24 50 -10] and 
[22 50 -10]), Posterior parietal cortex [-56 -44 46] and [60 -42 48]. Activity in the 
hippocampus/amygdala [-24 -40 -14] / [-20 -12 -12], and medial prefrontal cortex [0 66 
2] was stronger for congruent than incongruent trials. These effects have already been 
reported in (Bramson et al., 2020a) and are in line with several earlier studies reporting 
effects on the same task (Volman et al., 2011a; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Bramson et al., 
2020b).
Table 1: Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy data quality assessment
Region GABA Glx
Fwhm(sd) Sn(sd) Sd(sd) Sd(sd)
aPFC 0.59(.01) 15.6(5.4) 18.6(4.7) 7.18(1.5) 1 removed (sd=46,sn=6)
SMC .05(.01) 26.1(4.1) 13.4(2.4) 6.49(.87)
Visual .05(.005) 26.3(3.2) 13.7(2.8) 7.5(1.46) 1 removed (only these analyses); 2 missing
This table shows GABA and Glx data quality measures for all three voxels; Cramer-Rao lower 
bound (Sd); Full width half maximum of the spectrum (FWHM); and estimated signal to noise (Sn) 
all provided by LCmodel. We excluded 1 aPFC spectrum based on a combination of Cramer-Rao 
lower bound, low signal-to-noise and visual inspection (Kreis, 2016).
Inhibitory tone in aPFC correlates with behavioral performance during emotional-
action control
We used Bayesian mixed effect models to test whether GABA/Glx ratios in aPFC and 
in SMC jointly account for variance in emotional control over action tendencies. We 
considered both error rates and reaction times, in separate analyses. In addition to 
the main effect of congruency (see above), analysis of error rate revealed a three-way 
interaction between congruency, aPFC GABA/Glx ratio, and SMC GABA/Glx ratio, b = -.11 
[-.22 - .007]. This interaction indicates that control over emotional action tendencies 
depends on GABA/Glx ratios in both aPFC and SMC (figure 2D). Participants with a 
relatively excitable aPFC (low GABA/Glx ratio) showed a correlation between behavioral 
congruency effect and SMC GABA/Glx ratio, but those with a strongly inhibited aPFC did 
not (figure 2D). Furthermore, GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC accounted for 20 % of the variation 
in emotional control (b = .19, CI [.1 .28], with a correlation of ρ (38) = .45, p = .004 
(corrected p = .012). It can be seen (Figure 2A) that participants with a more excitable 
aPFC (low GABA/Glx ratio) performed better when having to override emotional action 
tendencies (smaller congruency effects). There was a similar numerical pattern between 
SMC excitability and emotional control, ρ (38) = .3, p = .06 (uncorrected), but this effect 
was not statistically significant in the mixed effect analysis (b = .04 [-.05 .13]).
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A number of control analyses qualified the specificity of the findings. First, GABA/
Glx ratio in the occipital cortex did not show a relation with congruency, ρ (36) = 0, 
p > .9 (fig ure 2C), and that brain-behavior relation differed significantly from the 
brain-behavior relation observed in aPFC (z = 2.06, p = .039). Second, there was no 
significant relation between reaction time congruency effect and GABA/Glx ratios in 
any of the MRS voxels, all r < .25 p > .11. Third, the same pattern of brain-behavior 
correlation (in aPFC) was present when considering data from the sham condition only, 
ρ(38) = .36, p = .02; this correlation did not differ from the correlations in the stimulation 
conditions: z = .46, p = .65. Finally, GABA/Creatine and Glx/Creatine ratios did not show 
a statistically reliable relationship with behavioral readouts of emotional action control, 
both ρ(38) < .23, p > .14. Taken together, these findings indicate that aPFC inhibitory 
tone (as indexed by GABA/Glx ratio) has a spatially- and functionally-specific relation 
with performance on a task indexing emotional control of action tendencies. 
Figure 1: Controlling emotional action tendencies is effortful and recruits aPFC
A) Schematic representation of the Approach-Avoidance task. Participants approach and avoid 
happy and angry faces by pulling or pushing a joystick. Approaching angry and avoiding happy 
faces requires control over automatic action tendencies that bias to do the opposite. B) Behavioral 
effects on the AA-task participants are slower and make more mistakes in the incongruent as 
compared to congruent trials. C) Controlling emotional action tendencies (incongruent-congruent 
trials) activates bilateral aPFC and posterior parietal cortex and reduces activity in hippocampus/
amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex. These data have already been reported in (Bramson et 
al., 2020a).
Figure 2: MRS spectra, voxel locations and correlation with behavioral congruency 
effects.
A) Three representative spectra from aPFC (top row), SMC (middle row) and V1 (bottom row). B) 
Voxel locations averaged over all participants, lighter colours indicate more consistent placement 
over participants. C) Correlations between behavioral congruency effects (% correct congruent 
- % correct incongruent) and GABA/Glx ratio extracted from each of the locations of interest. 
Congruency effects correlate with GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC and marginally with GABA/Glx SMC 
but not in occipital cortex. D) Three-way interaction between congruency, GABA/Glx in aPFC 
and GABA/Glx in SMC. For visualization purposes participants are divided (median split) into two 
groups based high or low GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC. Those with low GABA/Glx in aPFC show a 
relation between congruency and SMC GABA/Glx ratio, those with high GABA/Glx ratio’s do not. 




Inhibitory tone in aPFC correlates with BOLD congruency effects during emotional-
action control
Following up on the brain-behavior correlations shown in the previous section, we 
tested whether GABA/Glx ratios in aPFC and in SMC account for variance in how 
those cortical regions respond during emotional control over action tendencies. We 
performed two ROI analyses on the fMRI data collected during performance of the 
approach-avoidance task, with standardized GABA/Glx ratios from aPFC and SMC as 
regressors. First, we considered task-related BOLD signal from a ROI around the MRS-
voxel in SMC. This analysis showed that GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC correlated negatively 
with BOLD congruency effects measured in SMC, p < .05 (threshold free cluster 
corrected). Participants with more excitable aPFC (lower aPFC GABA/Glx ratio) showed 
larger neural congruency effects in SMC (figure 2E). These results were confirmed by a 
whole brain analysis showing the same correlation over bilateral SMC (MNI [-18 -30 68], 
p < .001, whole brain cluster corrected). Combined with the finding that the behavioral 
relevance of SMC inhibitory tone depends on aPFC excitability when having to override 
emotional actions, these finding tentatively suggest that the extent to which aPFC is 
excitable during this task influences the way in which action selection is biased in SMC. 
Second, we considered task-related BOLD signal from a ROI around the MRS-voxel in 
aPFC. This analysis did not show a show a significant correlation between GABA/Glx 
ratio (both regions) and BOLD congruency effects in aPFC. Control analyses showed 
no difference in the relationship between aPFC inhibitory tone and SMC congruency 
effects for different stimulation conditions; max z = .32, p = .7.
GABA/Glx ratio extracted from SMC did not show an effect in the ROI analyses 
constrained to the MRS voxel locations, but did show a correlation with congruency in 
parts of SMC just outside the SMC voxel (MNI [32 -26 74], p < .001 and [-26 -48 72], 
p = .004, whole brain cluster corrected). Here, the relationship between congruency 
and GABA/Glx ratio was positive; indicating that increased inhibitory tone in SMC was 
linked to increased neural congruency effects.
Inhibitory tone in aPFC and SMC correlates with congruency-related changes in 
effective connectivity during emotional-action control
Having explored the relation between GABA/Glx ratios and neurobehavioral congruency 
effects, we considered whether GABA/Glx in aPFC and SMC modulates effective 
connectivity within a circuit known to be involved in emotional control over action 
tendencies. We regressed GABA/Glx ratios against effective connectivity estimated in a 
aPFC/SMC/amygdala circuit (Figure 3A), using dynamic causal modelling in a parametric 
empirical Bayes framework (Zeidman et al., 2019).
First, we started by considering how the circuit connectivity changes in response 
to a face (all trials – DCM.A matrix; Figure 3A). The presentation of a face results in 
a release from local inhibition in the amygdala, SMC and aPFC, as indicated by the 
negative self-connection parameters in these areas (Zeidman et al., 2019). Furthermore, 
presentation of an emotional face increases the effect that a change in amygdala 
activity has on SMC activity, as well as the effect that a change in aPFC activity has on 
amygdala and SMC (Figure 3A). Second, we considered how the circuit connectivity 
changes in response to emotional control demands (Figure 3B). When automatic action 
tendencies need to be controlled (DCM.B matrix; incongruent trials), there is a stronger 
release from inhibition in aPFC and SMC. Furthermore, the influence of aPFC on the 
amygdala, and of the amygdala on SMC, changes sign, whereas the negative influence 
of aPFC on SMC becomes stronger. Third, we considered whether the inhibitory tone 
measured in aPFC and SMC (GABA/Glx ratio) accounts for inter-participant variance in 
the connectivity changes related to emotional control (Figure 3C). Participants with more 
excitable aPFC (lower aPFC GABA/Glx ratio) showed a increased negative influence of 
aPFC on SMC during the implementation of control over emotional action tendencies. 
Higher aPFC excitability also potentiates the effect of aPFC on amygdala, and amygdala 
self-inhibition. Interestingly, local inhibitory tone in aPFC does not seem to modulate 
aPFC self-connections, but rather the effect aPFC has on distant cortical territories. 
These correlations are visualized in figure 3C, where only the parameters that had 99% 
chance of being present are displayed.
GABA/Glx ratio extracted from SMC correlated with changes in aPFC influence 
over SMC during emotional-action control, and changes in SMC self-connections. In 
other words, the way the SMC responds to prefrontal control during the control over 
emotional-action tendencies depends both on aPFC and SMC GABA/Glx ratio, as is also 
suggested by the behavioral three-way interaction shown earlier.
Control analyses using occiputal GABA/Glx ratio did not reveal a relationship 
between inhibitory tone and effective connectivity or self-connections during control 
over emotional actions. None of the estimates of effective connectivity were more than 
90% likely to co-vary with occipital inhibitory tone.
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Figure 3: Dynamic causal modelling suggests that communication between aPFC and 
SMC is correlated to GABA/Glx ratio’s in these regions.
This figure shows results from DCM-PEB approach, only parameters with a high probability (p > 
.99) are displayed. A) DCM.A matrix, showing effects of all trials. Trials in both conditions elicited 
a release from cortical inhibition in Amygdala (in pink), SMC (in red) and aPFC (in blue) and 
connectivity between these three regions. B) On the group level, overriding emotional action-
tendencies (incongruent trials) resulted in strong release from cortical inhibition in all three regions, 
combined with a change in effective connectivity between all regions. Effective connectivity 
between aPFC→ amygdala, and amygdala→ SMC changed sign in incongruent trials C) Regressing 
GABA/Glx ratio’s against effective connectivity changes (DCM.B) showed that GABA/Glx in aPFC 
explained part of the variance in effective connectivity between aPFC and SMC, and aPFC and 
Amygdala (left and middle panel). GABA/Glx ratio extracted from SMC explained in part how 
SMC responds to aPFC input, and SMC self-connectivity (left and right panels).
Discussion
This study explores the role of neurotransmitters maintaining local excitation/inhibition 
balance in a cortical circuit involved in the control over human emotional behavior. 
We show that local inhibitory tone in aPFC explains a significant amount (20 %) of the 
inter-participant variability in emotional action control. People with more excitable aPFC 
perform better when controlling automatic emotional action tendencies. In addition, 
we show that previously established long-range neural communication between aPFC 
and SMC during emotional action control is partly dependent on local inhibitory tone 
in these areas, but not on inhibitory tone in occipital cortex. These finding confirm 
and extend earlier reports on aPFC-SMC and aPFC-amygdala connectivity during 
emotional action control (Volman et al., 2013; Bramson et al., 2018, 2020a), linking 
these downstream connectivity effect to a neurochemical index of neural excitability.
aPFC inhibitory tone in emotional action control
Previous work has shown that activity in aPFC increases when automatic emotional 
action tendencies have to be controlled in favor of alternative actions (Volman et al., 
2011b; Koch et al., 2018; Bramson et al., 2020b), and that increasing aPFC GABA-ergic 
inhibition hampers emotional action control (Stagg et al., 2009; Volman et al., 2011a). 
Here, we extend that knowledge by showing that emotional action control depends 
in part on baseline neurotransmitter levels reflecting local inhibitory tone in aPFC and 
SMC. The reduced ability to control emotional action tendencies with strong inhibitory 
tone suggests that high levels of local inhibition prevent aPFC from contributing to 
emotional action control (e.g. Scholl et al., 2017).
It is interesting that GABA/Glx ratio in aPFC do not correlate with local congruency 
effects in aPFC. Rather, inhibitory tone is related to the influence aPFC exerts on distant 
neural responses in SMC and amygdala. These observations complement earlier 
studies showing that behavioral control depends on hierarchical prefrontal control 
over downstream areas (Voytek et al., 2015; Badre and Nee, 2018; Bramson et al., 2018), 
and reports showing that strong local inhibitory tone is negatively related to network 
connectivity (Stagg et al., 2014). The local balance between inhibition and excitation is 
important in orchestrating both local computations (Sohal et al., 2009; Isaacson and 
Scanziani, 2011; Cardin, 2016; Nowak et al., 2018), and in shaping long range rhythmic 
synchronization between areas (Colgin, 2013; Cardin, 2018). Previous work has already 
shown that aPFC theta band rhythms are involved in inter-areal communication with 
SMC, where aPFC biases action selection by phasically influencing SMC gamma-
band responses (Voytek et al., 2015; Bramson et al., 2018). In turn, theta-band power 
in aPFC is reduced when GABA levels are increased (Hall et al., 2010) and reducing 
GABA in SMC elicits theta-gamma coupled activity (Johnson et al., 2017). It is possible 
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that high inhibitory tone prevents aPFC from influencing downstream activity in SMC 
by preventing local- and interareal theta-band synchronization that is required for 
implementing prefrontal control over automatic emotional action tendencies.
SMC inhibitory tone in emotional action control
When emotional action tendencies need to be controlled in favor of an alternative 
action, competition between neural ensembles encoding the two corresponding action 
plans in SMC determines which action is ultimately selected (Cisek, 2007; Buzsáki, 
2010; Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013; Bramson et al., 2018). Strong inhibitory tone in SMC 
might bias action selection towards the prepotent automatic action tendency through 
mutual inhibition between neural ensembles encoding competing behavioral options 
(Jocham et al., 2012), thereby hampering emotional action control. This inhibition may 
be implemented through beta-band oscillatory activity, reflecting tonic GABAergic 
inhibition (Jensen et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2011). Beta-band activity in SMC is thought to 
support the maintenance of a currently activated response set by preventing updating 
of motor plans (Hosaka et al., 2016; Spitzer, 2017), partly by blocking gamma-band 
firing responsible for updating the action plan (Hosaka et al., 2016). Selection of a 
response alternative to the emotional action tendency is associated with a release 
from beta-band induced inhibition (Bramson et al., 2018). High baseline inhibitory tone 
might prevent updating of the response set through tonic inhibition, thereby preventing 
aPFC from implementing alternative action plan by biasing computations towards the 
neural ensemble encoding the alternative action (Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Bramson 
et al., 2018, 2020b).
Interpretational issues
The interpretations on GABA/Glx ratio’s are complicated by the fact that their estimates 
acquired using MRS do not only reflect neurotransmitters that are directly involved 
in neuronal communication. In fact, it is hard to separate contributions of intra- and 
extracellular GABA and Glx levels (Duncan et al., 2014). Although a lot is still unclear 
about the exact contributions of intracellular versus extracellular contributions to MRS 
signal, it seems most likely that the GABA measured with MRS reflects extracellular GABA 
related to global inhibitory tone rather that neural communication directly (Stagg et al., 
2011b). Furthermore, the Glx measure we obtained consists of a mixture of glutamate 
and glutamine, further complicating interpretations.
It is not easy to measure fMRI or MRS signal from the lateral anterior part of the 
brain due to image distortions brought about by tissue properties (Hutton et al., 2002). 
Whereas we corrected for image distortions in the fMRI analyses through magnetic field 
corrections, (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995), placing MRS voxel locations was challenging 
given the anatomical properties of lateral aPFC. We therefore cannot exclude that 
our GABA/Glx estimates are influenced by neurotransmitter concentrations from other 
regions such as mPFC, in which neurotransmitters have already been linked to emotion 
regulation (Delli Pizzi et al., 2017). However, performance on the AA task is consistently 
related to aPFC and not mPFC (Volman et al., 2011b; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Kaldewaij 
et al., 2019a; Bramson et al., 2020b). The correlation between GABA/Glx ratio and 
behavioral congruency - dependent on aPFC function - suggests that we succeeded 
in getting an accurate estimate of aPFC excitability.
Conclusions
This study elucidates the role of neurotransmitters responsible for local E/I tradeoff 
in the control over emotional actions. We show that the ability to select an action 
alternative to a prepotent emotional action tendency depends on baseline inhibitory 
tone in aPFC and SMC. Inhibitory tone determines whether aPFC can be recruited 
to influence downstream activity in SMC and amygdala. These findings increase our 
understanding of the neural underpinnings of emotional-action control, a cognitive feat 
that is a fundamental prerequisite for successful participation in human-society (Hare, 




The ability to adaptively control emotional behavior in volatile environments is 
paramount for successful social and occupational functioning (Sheppes et al., 2015; 
Craske and Stein, 2016; Bach and Dayan, 2017), and has arguably been pivotal in the 
development of human cooperative culture (Hare, 2017; Whiten et al., 2017). This control, 
which requires that automatic emotional action tendencies can be overridden in favor 
of alternative behavioral strategies to achieve more abstract goals, has been attributed 
to the anterior prefrontal cortex (Mansouri et al., 2017; Badre and Nee, 2018; Koch et 
al., 2018). aPFC can implement emotional action control by influencing computations in 
areas involved in defensive/appetitive behaviors and areas involved in action selection 
(Cisek and Kalaska, 2010; Mars et al., 2011; Volman et al., 2011a). However, how this 
aPFC circuit-level control is anatomically and physiologically implemented has remained 
unclear. The aim of this thesis was to elucidate the circuit dynamics that allow aPFC to 
control emotional action tendencies whilst selecting alternative – rule based – actions. 
To uncover these dynamics I combined a well-validated approach-avoidance paradigm 
with several neuroimaging and neuro-modulation tools to provide complementary 
windows on the local- and interareal interactions that take place in this neural circuit 
when automatic emotional action tendencies need to be controlled. These studies 
revealed some of the anatomical properties of this circuit; the neurochemical and 
electrophysiological fingerprints of aPFC control over downstream areas involved in 
emotional behavior; and the causal dependence on rhythmic interareal communication 
for emotional action control.
In this last chapter I will first summarize the most important findings resulting from 
these studies. I will then interpret those findings in light of current theories on emotion 
control and neural communication. Finally, I will suggest how the findings presented in 
this thesis could be extended in future studies; studies that can potentially solve some 
of the outstanding questions that remain with respect to aPFC control over emotional 
actions.
Summary of the main findings
Lateral frontal pole is involved in emotional action control via the amygdalofugal 
pathway
The anterior prefrontal cortex has been related to social-emotional control in a series 
of studies (e.g. Volman et al., 2011, 2013; Tyborowska et al., 2016; Kaldewaij et al., 2019a, 
2019b). In chapter 2 we tried to provide functional specificity to these observations 
by comparing structural and functional connectivity fingerprints of the area activated 
during emotional-action control with connectivity profiles of different sub-regions in 
aPFC (Passingham et al., 2002; Neubert et al., 2014). We showed that the contribution 
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of aPFC to emotional-action control most likely stems from a precise anatomically 
structure: the lateral frontal pole. This region is connected to both medial and lateral 
networks through structural connections with the uncinate fasciculus and superior 
longitudinal fasciculi, and shows strong functional connectivity with dorsolateral and 
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, intraparietal lobule and posterior cingulate cortex 
(Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016; Hartogsveld et al., 2017). Following previous work 
showing that FPl might share a monosynaptic connection with areas involved in affective 
processing, such as the amygdala, via the amygdalofugal fiber bundle (Kamali et al., 
2016; Folloni et al., 2019a), we explored whether emotional action control depended 
on direct structural connections between FPl and amygdala. Although amygdalofugal 
connections to medial frontal pole were stronger than those to FPl, corroborating earlier 
findings on prefrontal anatomical organization (Ghashghaei et al., 2007b; Petrides et 
al., 2012), the strength of amygdalofugal connections to FPl correlated positively with 
behavioral congruency effects, suggesting that stronger amygdala efferent projections 
to FPl impair emotion control. This finding was confirmed in an independent sample 
of participants.
aPFC influences action selection through rhythmic modulation of cortical activity 
in SMC
In addition to influencing emotional action tendencies by interacting with amygdala, 
aPFC can influence action selection through connections with motor related regions 
(Mars et al., 2011; Neubert et al., 2014). Previous work has shown that prefrontal 
influences on downstream activity are often implemented by rhythmic fluctuations of 
neural activity (Helfrich and Knight, 2016; Helfrich et al., 2019), potentially implemented 
by neural oscillatory activity in theta-band frequencies (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; 
Phillips et al., 2014; Voytek et al., 2015). In chapter 3 we used magnetoencephalography 
to explore the cortical oscillatory mechanisms that support aPFC control over automatic 
emotional action tendencies. We showed that people implement rapid changes in their 
predominant response set by modulation of rhythmic neural activity in theta- beta- and 
gamma-bands. Specifically, theta-band power increased over aPFC when emotional 
action tendencies needed to be controlled. These theta-band rhythmic signatures 
were correlated with decreases in beta-band power over motor and parietal areas, 
potentially reflecting release from cortical inhibition necessary to allow updating of a 
motor plan (Hosaka et al., 2016). Furthermore, we observed increased gamma-band 
firing in sensorimotor cortex in the incongruent trials, associated with competing action 
plans (Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013). These gamma-band increases were phase-locked to 
aPFC theta-band activity, and more so in the incongruent condition, suggesting that 
aPFC might bias competition in SMC away from the automatic action plan and towards 
a state space necessary to implement the alternative action by phasically modulating 
neural excitability in SMC (Voytek et al., 2015).
Emotional action control can be improved by enhancing neural rhythmic 
communication
These rhythmic signatures of prefrontal control were then translated into an intervention 
aimed to manipulate phase-amplitude coupling between aPFC and SMC in chapter 4. 
Following reports showing that neural synchronization can be manipulated by applying 
time-varying electrical fields (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Reinhart and Nguyen, 2019) 
we applied dual-site phase-coupled tACS to aPFC and SMC. We aimed to alternately 
enhance and disrupt the endogenous synchronization of SMC gamma-band power (75 
Hz) with the peaks of aPFC theta-band rhythm (6 Hz) evoked during emotional-action 
control. Although brain stimulation is a potentially powerful tool that can provide causal 
inferences on relationship between neural activity and behavior (Polania et al., 2018), 
brain-stimulation studies often suffer from large inter-individual variability in responses 
due to a multitude of factors (Kasten et al., 2019; Evans et al., 2020). In an attempt 
to control for some of these factors we tried to objectively quantify the tACS effect 
delivered on the neural tissue under the electrode, as well as distal effects propagating 
across the neural circuits connected to that tissue using concurrently acquired fMRI. 
Depending on the relative phase and dose of the intervention, participants increased 
control over emotional action tendencies. Participants who responded more strongly 
to the stimulation, assessed through effects on neural activity in aPFC, showed 
decreased congruency effects in the in-phase condition, reflecting an improvement in 
control over automatic action tendencies. Concurrently measured fMRI effects of task 
and stimulation, and estimated changes in effective connectivity, indicated that the 
intervention improved control by increasing the efficacy of anterior prefrontal inhibition 
over sensorimotor cortex. This enhancement of emotional action control provides 
causal evidence for the phase-amplitude coupling mechanism guiding action selection 
during emotional-action control reported in chapter 3. More generally, the findings 
of this study pave the way for implementing physiologically-grounded non-invasive 
interventions aimed at reducing neural noise in cerebral circuits where communication 
relies on long-range phase-amplitude coupling (Voytek and Knight, 2015).
aPFC’s downstream effects depend on aPFC and SMC inhibitory tone
Both theta- ,beta-, and gamma-band rhythmic synchronization that were reported 
in chapter 3 depend on interactions between excitatory pyramidal- and inhibitory 
interneurons (Bartos et al., 2007; Sohal et al., 2009; Wang, 2010; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; 
Colgin, 2013; Stark et al., 2013; Amilhon et al., 2015b). In turn, the excitatory-inhibitory 
interactions necessary to create these rhythms depend on neurotransmitters that 
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maintain inhibitory and excitatory balance; GABA and Glutamate. Because of their roles 
in neural synchronization both in local- and across cortical territories, we reasoned that 
GABA and glutamate levels might provide insight into system-dynamics that underlie 
emotional action control through their role in maintaining inhibitory tone. In chapter 
5, we measured GABA/Glutamate ratios in aPFC and SMC, reflecting baseline inhibitory 
tone in these local cortical territories, and related those ratios to behavioral and neural 
congruency effects assessed using the AA task. We showed that aPFC inhibitory tone 
(GABA/Glutamate ratio) correlated with behavioral congruency, where participants with 
a more excitable aPFC were better at overriding their emotional action tendencies. 
Furthermore, aPFC inhibitory tone also correlated with neural congruency effects in 
SMC, suggesting that competition between action affordances in SMC is biased by aPFC, 
and this bias is dependent on the extent to which aPFC can be recruited. Finally, aPFC 
inhibitory tone was also related to effective connectivity changes between aPFC and 
Amygdala during emotional action control, supporting earlier results from chapter 2 
and 4, further suggesting that emotional action control requires both down-regulation 




Throughout the studies presented in this thesis, we have operationalized emotional 
action control using a social approach-avoidance task, contrasting actions that are 
congruent with automatic emotional action tendencies to trials in which participants 
have to override these tendencies in favor of an alternative action. Several earlier 
studies have shown that this behavioral paradigm robustly elicits activation in the 
anterior prefrontal cortex (e.g. Volman et al., 2011b, 2013; Tyborowska et al., 2016; 
Kaldewaij et al., 2019b). Here, we replicate these findings both directly and conceptually, 
using different neuroimaging techniques all pointing to the important contribution of 
aPFC in modulating activity in downstream areas during emotional action control. In 
addition to the support we provide for the role of aPFC in emotional action control, 
we have extended previous knowledge by providing functional specificity to these 
earlier observations. Namely, in chapter 2, we show that the contribution of aPFC to 
emotional action control stems from the lateral frontal pole, an anatomically defined 
region that is characterized by its peculiar connectivity fingerprint and has no functional 
homologue in our closest evolutionary relatives (Neubert et al., 2014; Mars et al., 2016; 
De Schotten et al., 2017). This anatomical specification is important because knowledge 
on the input-output structure of a region provides clues to the type of computations 
performed (Passingham et al., 2002; Mars et al., 2018). Knowledge on these functions 
can potentially guide theoretical work embedding FPl in theories of emotion control 
(Koch et al., 2018).
The lateral Frontal Pole, different from medial- and more posterior lateral frontal 
regions previously linked to emotion control during reappraisal or inhibition (Buhle 
et al., 2014; Etkin et al., 2015; Morawetz et al., 2017), is involved in the regulation of 
behavior by controlling immediate action tendencies while implementing more abstract 
goals (Koechlin, 2016; Nee and D’Esposito, 2016; Mansouri et al., 2017; Badre and 
Nee, 2018). Previous work has shown that FPl can track evidence for counterfactual 
behavioral strategies, and compare those to the ongoing behavior (Boorman et al., 
2009; Mansouri et al., 2017). Although these computations are generally not considered 
when it comes to emotional control, it is relevant to test whether the contribution of 
FPl to emotional control is linked to the online maintenance of emotion regulation 
strategies whilst comparing those with alternative behavioral strategies (Sheppes et 
al., 2014; Koch et al., 2018). For example, when approaching an angry conspecific, it 
might be relevant to maintain an alternative strategy online that allows a rapid escape 
when the situation escalates (Koch et al., 2018). aPFC is known to maintain these types 
of counterfactual strategies, and implement them through connectivity with motor-
related areas (Boorman et al., 2009; Mansouri et al., 2017).
In an attempt to bridge FPl’s role in higher-order control over behavior with theories 
on emotional regulation, we tested whether FPl’s role in emotional action control might 
stem from direct connections to areas involved in affective responses, such as the 
amygdala, via the amygdalofugal fiber bundle (Kamali et al., 2016; Folloni et al., 2019a). 
Previous work has shown that the amygdalofugal bundle is the main efferent pathway 
from the amygdala towards the prefrontal cortex (Ghashghaei and Barbas, 2002; Krüger 
et al., 2015; Kamali et al., 2016), suggesting that information on emotional value of 
an action strategy reaches the aPFC directly through this pathway. This suggestion 
is supported by the positive correlation we observed between connection strength 
and behavioral congruency, implying that increased afferences from the amygdala 
to FPl disrupt emotion control. Earlier work has already shown that emotion control 
reduces this bottom-up drive from the amygdala to aPFC (Volman et al., 2013). The 
findings reported in chapter 2 are in line with that report. In turn, the direction of 
the correlation between amygdalofugal strength and behavioral congruency suggests 
that the directed influence of aPFC over amygdala we observed in chapter 4 and 5 is 
implemented via other regions or fiber bundles such as the Uncinate Fasciculus (Petrides 
and Pandya, 2007; Folloni et al., 2019a), orbitofrontal cortex (Ray and Zald, 2012), or 
nucleus accumbens (Wager et al., 2008). Careful consideration of the precise fiber 
bundles or pathways that are involved in bottom-up versus top-down communication 
between areas might help clarify several contradicting reports on amygdala-prefrontal 
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communication, such as contradicting findings with respect to the relation between 
state anxiety and amygdala-prefrontal communication (Kim and Whalen, 2009; Clewett 
et al., 2014).
aPFC in interaction with downstream areas
After we determined some of the anatomical constraints of the neural circuitry 
involved, we set out to test potential electrophysiological mechanisms by which the 
aPFC controls emotional behavior in chapter 3. The contributions of several cortical 
rhythmic components of control over emotional action tendencies that we show fit 
well with theoretical and empirical accounts that link these rhythmic signatures to 
neural computations required for the regulation of emotional behavior (Siegel et al., 
2012; Voytek and Knight, 2015; Helfrich and Knight, 2016). For instance, theta-band 
power increases have often been observed over prefrontal areas during cognitive 
control paradigms (Cavanagh et al., 2013; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Voytek et al., 
2015; Helfrich et al., 2019), including control over affective and motivational biases 
(Cavanagh et al., 2013). In addition, aPFC theta-band synchronization has been related 
to the overriding of action strategies with known outcomes in favor of exploration of 
alternative action strategies with uncertain reward contingencies, a type of behavioral 
control which arguably also requires control over habitual action strategies (Daw et 
al., 2006; Cavanagh et al., 2012). We extend this knowledge here by showing that 
theta-band responses in lateral aPFC are also involved in the proactive control over 
emotional action tendencies, requiring the rapid selection of an action alternative to 
a prepotent response.
The relevance of this theta-band synchronization might stem from its role in 
organizing neural activity by creating temporally overlapping periods of release 
from inhibition, synchronizing periods of neural excitability both within- and across 
regions (Colgin, 2013; Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Voytek et al., 2015). This mechanism 
can allow the aPFC to bias activity in distant regions such as the SMC and potentially 
the amygdala by synchronizing local neural ensemble activity (reflected in gamma- or 
broadband firing) to system-wide theta-band communication (Colgin, 2013; Lisman 
and Jensen, 2013; Voytek and Knight, 2015; Chapeton et al., 2019). The aPFC theta-
phase dependence of broadband gamma activity in SMC we observed supports 
this theoretical speculation, and although we were not able to directly measure the 
rhythmic signature of aPFC-amygdala communication, there is ample evidence from 
rodent studies suggesting that amygdala-prefrontal communication is implemented by 
theta-rhythmic communication (Stujenske et al., 2014; Karalis et al., 2016). This raises the 
possibility that theta-band synchronization might be a system-wide signature of aPFC 
control (Voytek et al., 2015; Chapeton et al., 2019). These latter speculations are further 
supported by the observation that aPFC-amygdala effective connectivity depends on 
GABA/Glutamate ratio (chapter 5), neurotransmitters that are implicated in theta-band 
rhythmogenesis in prefrontal cortex (Hall et al., 2010), and in synchronization between 
amygdala and frontal cortex (Stujenske et al., 2014).
Alternative interpretations relating increased theta-band power to rule retrieval 
(Colgin, 2013; Harris and Gordon, 2015), detection of response conflict (Etkin et al., 
2006; Cohen and Donner, 2013; Cohen, 2014), or error-related processing (Cavanagh 
et al., 2009; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014), as has been suggested for midfrontal theta-
band power increases, are unlikely to account for the theta-band increases in aPFC. 
For example, theta-band increases over medial prefrontal cortex are often observed 
when a stimulus elicits multiple action tendencies resulting in response conflict. This 
conflict processing has also been observed for emotional stimuli (Etkin et al., 2006, 
2011; Ma et al., 2015). The conflict elicited in the AA task however, is both conceptually 
and empirically different from the conflict elicited in these former circumstances. In 
the emotional Stroop - and most other cognitive conflict tasks – conflict is evoked by 
properties inherent to the stimulus, such as the word anger written on a happy face. In 
the AA task, conflict is elicited by the interaction between the affective content of the 
action, and the affective content of the stimulus, over and above the effect of emotional 
value of the stimulus or the emotional value of the response alone (Roelofs et al., 2009a; 
Volman et al., 2011b). This theoretical argument is supported by substantial empirical 
evidence for a clear difference in how human participants resolve conflict during 
emotional Stroop and Approach-Avoidance tasks. For instance, there are consistent 
and substantial differences in the neural circuits supporting conflict resolution. The 
anterior cingulate cortex is involved in resolving conflict during emotional Stroop type 
tasks (Etkin et al., 2006; Haas et al., 2006; Cohen, 2014). The anterior prefrontal cortex 
is involved in resolving conflict during the Approach-Avoidance task (Roelofs et al., 
2009a; Volman et al., 2011a, 2013; Tyborowska et al., 2016).
In addition to the theta-band increases in aPFC, we show reductions in beta-band 
and corresponding increases in gamma-band power over SMC and parietal areas. 
These rhythmic signatures fit well with theories suggesting that beta-band oscillations 
in the motor system are involved in preventing the updating of a motor sequence and 
maintaining the currently activated response set through tonic inhibition (Engel and 
Fries, 2010; Hosaka et al., 2016; Spitzer, 2017). The decrease in beta-band power we 
observe during incongruent trials likely reflects release from tonic cortical inhibition 
(Stolk et al., 2019), needed to create volatility of the cognitive set representing the 
prepotent action tendency (Hosaka et al., 2016; Spitzer, 2017). Decreased tonic inhibition 
would then allow task sets encoded in neural ensembles to reorganize towards a state 
space suitable to perform an action alternative to the automatically prepared action 
plan (Buzsáki, 2010; Churchland et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2014; Hosaka et al., 2016). 
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The correlation between SMC inhibitory tone (operationalized as GABA/Glutamate 
ratio) and behavioral congruency shown in chapter 5 supports this interpretation, as 
beta- and gamma-band dynamics in SMC are linked to GABAA driven inhibition (Jensen 
et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2010; Nowak et al., 2017b). In turn, the reorganization of neural 
ensembles when released from cortical inhibition is likely reflected in the increased 
gamma-band power we observed for incongruent trials in these same regions (Buzsáki 
and Wang, 2012). The dependence of gamma-band power on aPFC theta-band phase 
suggests that the implementation of the alternative action plan is under aPFC control 
through interregional communication via phase-dependent modulations of gamma-
band rhythms (Cisek, 2007; Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Voytek et al., 2015). This control 
can potentially be mediated through cortical-subcortical-cortical control loops that 
include Basal Ganglia structures involved in the regulation of SMC theta- gamma- and 
beta-band oscillations, such as the Subthalamic Nucleus (Litvak et al., 2012; Zavala et 
al., 2017). Future studies could try determine how synchronization is gated between 
the nodes of this network.
The inferences on the involvement of aPFC theta-band rhythmic activity in inter-
regional neural communication were extended in chapter 4 and 5. First, in chapter 
4, we provided evidence that the phase-amplitude coupling between aPFC and SMC is 
causally related to control over emotional action tendencies. Our manipulation aimed 
to increase endogenous theta-gamma phase-amplitude synchronization through the 
application of phase-modulated electrical fields. This design is based on the premise 
that increasing phase-synchronization between aPFC and SMC reduces neural noise in 
communication (Voytek and Knight, 2015). The dose- and phase dependent increase in 
control over emotional action tendencies suggests that we improved communication 
between aPFC and SMC. Modeling then showed that aPFC inhibitory influence on SMC 
could not be fully accounted for by gating of communication via the amygdala alone, 
further emphasizing that in addition to down-regulation of emotional responsivity, 
emotion control requires action selection (Blakemore and Vuilleumier, 2017; Ridderinkhof, 
2017). Although the direction of results in the anti-phase condition was roughly in line 
with our expectations, namely that increased entrainment to the stimulation would 
disrupt communication by inserting neural noise (Polanía et al., 2015; Voytek and Knight, 
2015), we did not observe a significant decrease in performance. Rather, we observed 
increased activity in the contralateral control network (aPFC and PPC) that potentially 
compensates for the reduced connectivity between right aPFC and SMC (Sack et al., 
2005). Although the lack of a straightforward relationship between this proposed 
compensatory activity and changes in behavioral effects might raise questions about 
the causal importance of phasic-communication in this circuit, it is unlikely that causality 
in neural systems is always reflected in linear and straightforward relationships. Rather, 
causality in the brain might depend on probabilistic causal processes (Mannino and 
Bressler, 2015; Pessoa and Najafi, 2015), that do not always relate linearly to behavioral 
readouts.
In chapter 5 we related neuro-behavioral correlates of emotional action control to 
neurochemicals involved in maintaining inhibitory tone; GABA and glutamate. These 
neurotransmitters are also known to be involved in rhythmogenesis of both theta- 
and gamma-band rhythms (Wang, 2010; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Stark et al., 2013). 
We observed that relatively strong inhibitory tone (high GABA/Glx ratio) in aPFC and 
SMC seemed to interfere with emotional action control. This observation fits with 
earlier reports relating high local GABA levels to reduced network connectivity (Stagg 
et al., 2014) and lower theta-band synchronization in prefrontal cortex (Hall et al., 
2010). Furthermore, reducing GABA results in theta coupled increases in gamma-band 
activity in SMC (Johnson et al., 2017). All three of these GABA dependent processes are 
involved in the control over social emotional actions (chapter 3 and 4). The relationship 
between emotional action control and extra-synaptic inhibitory tone in aPFC and SMC 
suggests that the extent to which aPFC can be recruited determines the ability to control 
emotional action tendencies (Scholl et al., 2017) and underscores observations from 
chapter 2, 3 and 4 that control over emotional action tendencies depends on circuit 
level interactions between aPFC and downstream regions.
The estimates of GABA derived from Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy are thought 
to largely reflect peri- and extra-synaptic levels of GABA, implicated in maintaining 
inhibitory tone through effects on GABAA receptors (Semyanov et al., 2004; Belelli et al., 
2009; Stagg et al., 2011a), rather than GABA involved directly in synaptic communication 
(Stagg et al., 2011a). This GABAA related tonic inhibition also relates to several forms of 
oscillatory activity also observed in chapter 3. For instance, GABAA agonists increase 
beta-band oscillations in SMC through increased synaptic conductance (Jensen et al., 
2005) and decrease prefrontal theta-band power (Hall et al., 2010). In turn, blocking 
GABA elicits theta-locked gamma-band firing in SMC (Johnson et al., 2017). The fact that 
behavioral congruency effects depend on inhibitory tone of aPFC and SMC suggests 
that participants that perform worse when overriding automatic action tendencies are 
unable to entrain SMC gamma- to prefrontal theta-band rhythms, possibly because of 
strong tonic inhibition in SMC, implemented through beta-band rhythms (Hosaka et 
al., 2016; Spitzer, 2017). In turn, it is possible that the theta-phase modulated gamma-
band stimulation we applied in chapter 4 achieved its beneficial effects on behavior 
by phasically modulating GABA-ergic tone (Nowak et al., 2017b; Akkad et al., 2019).
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Limitations and future directions
It remains to be seen how effective communication between aPFC and amygdala 
is neurophysiologically implemented. In rodents, communication between amygdala 
and frontal regions has often been linked to theta-band synchronization (Karalis 
et al., 2016). For instance, gamma-band firing in basolateral amygdala is increased, 
and locked to local theta-band dynamics in threatening situations (Stujenske et al., 
2014). When fear has to be overcome, and in periods of safety, gamma-band firing 
in basolateral amygdala entrains to prefrontal theta-band phase (Likhtik et al., 2014; 
Stujenske et al., 2014), suggesting a role for frontal theta-band oscillations in control 
over amygdala activity. These observations, combined with our results showing that 
(i) aPFC emotional action control relies on theta-band inter-regional synchronization 
(chapter 3); (ii) changing aPFC theta-band activity results in changes in effective 
connectivity with amygdala (chapter 4); and (iii) aPFC-amygdala connectivity depends 
on neurotransmitters related to theta-band rhythmogenesis (chapter 5), suggests 
that human aPFC-amygdala communication during emotional action control might 
be implemented through theta-band rhythmic synchronization. Although we were 
not able to make inferences on amygdala rhythmic activity in our study (chapter 3) 
because of limitations associated with the measurement of deep sources using MEG 
(Gross, 2019), recent work has suggested that despite amygdala’s distance to the MEG 
sensors, its activity can be picked up from outside the skull (Attal et al., 2012; Pizzo et 
al., 2019). When sources of noise induced by co-registration error and head movement 
are minimized, amygdala activity might be observable noninvasively using MEG (Tzovara 
et al., 2019), providing exciting new avenues for research. For instance, knowing the 
spectral signatures of amygdala processing during the AA task can allow rhythmic 
interventions aimed to change phase-relationships between amygdala and prefrontal 
activity using noninvasive stimulation suited for deep brain modulation of activity, such 
as temporally interfering electric fields or focused ultrasound stimulation (Grossman 
et al., 2017; Folloni et al., 2019b). This would open new avenues for treatment of a 
myriad of psychological disorders that are related to changes in amygdala-prefrontal 
communication (e.g. New et al., 2007; Klumpp et al., 2014; Makovac et al., 2016)
In chapters 3, 4 and 5 we have shown that SMC activity is modulated by aPFC. 
However, aPFC and SMC do not share a mono-synaptic connection (Neubert et al., 
2014), which is in fact one of FPl’s defining anatomical features. This raises questions 
about the way in which information is routed from aPFC to downstream targets such as 
SMC. A priori, we hypothesized that the amygdala might play a role in gating information 
in this circuit, given its direct synaptic connections to aPFC (chapter 2; Folloni et al., 
2019) and SMC (Grèzes et al., 2014, but see Avendan et al., 1983), and its proposed 
role in the coordination of network activity during emotional processing (Pessoa and 
Adolphs, 2010). However, although dynamic causal modeling showed changes in 
aPFC-amygdala, and amygdala-SMC connectivity in response to stimulation, changes 
in direct aPFC-SMC effective connectivity in response to tACS were most predictive of 
behavioral effects, suggesting alternative routes of communication (chapter 4). There 
are several potential pathways through which this might be implemented. For instance, 
both aPFC and SMC are connected to rostral portion of the dorsal premotor cortex 
(Picard and Strick, 2001), potentially providing an indirect route for their interaction. 
Communication could also take more indirect cortical route through other lateral 
frontal areas such as area 46, 47 or 44 (Badre and Nee, 2018). Alternatively, aPFC-SMC 
interactions could be routed through thalamic nuclei, such as the ventral anterior- and 
ventrolateral nuclei, which are connected to both aPFC and SMC (Strick and Sterling, 
1974; Xiao and Barbas, 2004; Hooks et al., 2013). This latter possibility is interesting given 
recent theoretical suggesting that thalamic nuclei might play a coordinating role in the 
neural synchronization of activity between distant cerebral regions during top-down 
control (Halassa and Kastner, 2017). Future work could try to explore whether thalamus 
functions as an in-between station for aPFC control over motor areas. Although this 
is not a trivial endeavor, a possible approach could be to attempt the estimation of 
layer-specific information from MEG (Troebinger et al., 2014) or combined fMRI-EEG 
(Scheeringa et al., 2016), in search of evidence that information enters SMC via cortical 
layers that receive information from the thalamus (e.g. middle layers) or cortex (deep 
and superficial layers; Bastos et al., 2012). Of course, it might also be the case that there 
are both indirect cortical- and thalamic connections between the two structures.
Whereas we observed gamma-band power increases around 75 Hz over the SMC 
for incongruent versus congruent trials in chapter 3, in line with earlier reports on 
movement-related gamma-band rhythms (Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013; Nowak et al., 2018), 
the signals that were phase-locked to aPFC theta-band phase had a more broadband 
signature. Broadband power changes are thought to reflect changes in neuronal 
excitability and neuronal spiking, rather than synchronized oscillatory activity (Ray et 
al., 2008; Manning et al., 2009; Whittingstall and Logothetis, 2009). However, tACS is 
generally assumed mainly to influence ongoing rhythmic activity close to the stimulation 
frequency (Reato et al., 2013; Antal and Herrmann, 2016; Vosskuhl et al., 2018). It is 
possible that the effects we observe from tACS are related to the entrainment of 
endogenous 75 Hz rhythmic activity. Alternatively, tACS might cause phasic fluctuations 
in excitability caused by reductions in GABA (Nowak et al., 2017b). Using alternative 
stimulation protocols directly aimed at periodically changing excitability rather than 
entrainment such as random noise stimulation (Terney et al., 2008; Antal and Herrmann, 
2016) might have similar effects when locked to aPFC theta-band phase. This would 
suggest that the change in behavioral congruency we show in chapter 4 could be due 
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to theta-phase locked excitability changes related to reduced GABA-ergic inhibition 
rather than entrainment to narrow-band gamma oscillations.
The increased control over emotional action tendencies reported in chapter 4 
is not only of theoretical- but potentially also of clinical interest. Namely, this study 
might provide a stepping stone for the development of targeted neuro-stimulation 
interventions aimed at treating emotional disorders hallmarked by reduced control 
over emotional actions, such as social anxiety (Heuer et al., 2007; Craske and Stein, 
2016). Recent theoretical work has suggested that symptoms in psychological disorders 
can be related to problems in mass neural communication, caused by aberrant neural 
signal to noise levels (Voytek and Knight, 2015). For instance, undercoupling between 
regions due to decreased signal to noise ratios might be a problem in social-anxiety 
disorders, where aPFC could be unable to bias action selection away from automatic 
avoidance of social situations (Heuer et al., 2007). In contrast, the inability to break 
neural synchronization – overcoupling - might underlie symptoms such as rumination 
in depression (Voytek and Knight, 2015). The application of phase-coupled tACS might 
provide a way to restore normal functioning by in- or decreasing neural noise in the 
communication between areas, depending on the phase-relationship between applied 
currents. It becomes relevant to test whether people suffering from social anxiety, in 
addition to increased avoidance tendencies (Heuer et al., 2007; Roelofs et al., 2010), 
also show decreased theta-gamma phase amplitude coupling, especially given recent 
findings showing restoration of function after cognitive impairments by synchronizing 
long-range theta-gamma coupling (Reinhart and Nguyen, 2019).
Although the improvements in control we show in chapter 4 are subtle, they might 
still prove to be clinically relevant. Whereas it is unlikely that non-invasive electrical 
stimulation will directly resolve deficits related to social-emotional disorders, increasing 
rhythmic communication might create the necessary prerequisite conditions that can 
allow patients to benefit from exposure treatment (Craske and Stein, 2016). Used in that 
way, non-invasive brain stimulation can potentially be used to augment evidence-based 
treatments aimed at overcoming habitual behavioral patterns. In addition, there are 
ways to increase efficacy of phase-based stimulation. For instance, future studies could 
test whether tailoring the frequencies and phase angles of stimulation to individual 
frequencies could increase efficacy of stimulation (Vossen et al., 2015). Alternatively, 
longer stimulation protocols might increase effectiveness by means of synaptic plasticity 
effects that occur with longer stimulation protocols (Vossen et al., 2015; Kasten et al., 
2016). This stimulation-induced synaptic plasticity has been related to motor learning 
(Akkad et al., 2019), and might provide a way to achieve long-lasting effects that are 
required for treatment settings.
Concluding remarks
The ability to override immediate emotional action tendencies in favor of more 
abstract- or rule-based action strategies is important for successful participation 
in society, and has arguably contributed to the development of human cumulative 
culture by facilitating cooperation. In this thesis, I have described four studies that 
aimed to elaborate on the neural circuit mechanisms that allow human control over 
emotional behavior. Combined, these studies provide an account of the neurochemical, 
electrophysiological, and anatomical properties of the neural circuit involved in solving 
the problem of controlling emotional actions. These results are both theoretically and 
practically relevant. They provide evidence that emotion-control and action-control 
are tightly intertwined, as suggested by recent theoretical work propagating action 
control as a key characteristic of emotion regulation (Blakemore and Vuilleumier, 2017; 
Ridderinkhof, 2017). Furthermore, and show that control over emotional behavior can 
be increased using mechanistically informed brain stimulation techniques, which can 
serve as a first stepping stone for the development of augmentations to treatment 
based on non-invasive brain stimulation. In sum, the studies presented here provide a 
detailed account of the role of aPFC in controlling downstream regions when automatic 
emotional behavior needs to be controlled.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Stel je voor dat je vier en een half jaar gewerkt hebt aan een proefschrift en op het 
punt staat om dat werk in het openbaar te gaan verdedigen, ten overstaan van je 
familie, vrienden, en collega’s. Situaties zoals deze leiden bij veel mensen tot angst om 
te falen en het verlangen om de situatie te vermijden. Sommigen zouden het wellicht 
zelfs het liefst op een lopen zetten. Om daadwerkelijk te promoveren dien je echter 
niet weg te rennen, maar in plaats daarvan het podium (en daarmee het risico op falen) 
te benaderen. Dit vergt controle over de automatische actie tendens om gevaar te 
vermijden, en in plaats daarvan een alternatieve actie te kunnen selecteren.
Conflicten tussen automatische actie tendensen en abstractere doelen, zoals 
hierboven geschetst, komen vrij vaak voor in het dagelijks leven, en het vermogen om 
daar controle over uit oefenen is belangrijk bij succesvol samenwerken en participeren 
in de maatschappij. Gelukkig zijn de meeste mensen dan ook vrij goed in staat om 
emotionele gedragsnijgingen te controleren en in plaats daarvan acties te selecteren 
die langere termijn doelen ondersteunen. Desalniettemin kan deze vorm van controle 
falen, bijvoorbeeld in sociaal uitdagende situaties als presentaties, of bij mensen die 
moeite hebben met controle over emotioneel gedrag, denk hierbij aan psychische 
stoornissen als sociale angststoornis. In deze gevallen zijn patiënten vaak niet in staat 
om sterke vermijdingstendensen te onderdrukken, wat kan leiden tot problemen als 
sociale isolatie.
In de studies die beschreven zijn in dit proefschrift is onderzocht hoe de controle 
over emotioneel gedrag geïmplementeerd is in de hersenen. Ik heb daarbij een specifiek 
netwerk van hersengebieden bestudeerd waarvan bekend is dat ze betrokken zijn bij 
emotioneel gedrag, actie selectie en cognitieve controle; de anterieure prefrontale 
cortex (aPFC), de amygdala, en de sensori-motor cortex (SMC). Gezamenlijk geven de 
onderzoeken beschreven in dit proefschrift een beeld van de specifieke structuren en 
connecties die betrokken zijn bij deze controle (hoofdstuk 2), de elektrofysiologische 
en neuro-chemische processen die ten grondslag liggen aan communicatie tussen deze 
regio’s (hoofdstuk 3 en 5), en de mogelijkheid om communicatie tussen regio’s te 
beïnvloeden met behulp van elektrische hersenstimulatie (hoofdstuk 4).
Onderzoek en belangrijkste resultaten
Bij al het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift heb ik gebruik gemaakt van de 
approach-avoidance taak. Dit is een computertaak waarbij deelnemers boze en 
blije gezichten moeten benaderen en vermijden met behulp van een joystick. Het 
benaderen van blije- en het wegduwen van boze gezichten is eenvoudig, want dat 
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is in overeenstemming met de automatische actie tendens om positieve situaties te 
benaderen en negatieve situaties te vermijden. Wanneer we deelnemers vragen het 
tegenovergestelde te doen, namelijk het benaderen van boze- en wegduwen van blije 
gezichten, dienen zij controle uit te oefenen over deze automatische actie tendensen 
en in plaats daarvan een actie te selecteren op basis van de opgelegde regel. Eerder 
onderzoek heeft al meerdere malen aangetoond dat deze controle uitdagend is, wat 
terug te zien is in langzamere reactietijden en meer fouten wanneer de automatische 
tendensen gecontroleerd moeten worden.
Controle over emotionele actie tendensen wordt vaak toegeschreven een regio 
in de voorhersenen; de anterieure prefrontale cortex (aPFC), het meest frontale 
deel van het brein. De aPFC kan deze controle implementeren door activiteit te 
beïnvloeden in gebieden die betrokken zijn bij actie selectie, zoals de motor cortex, 
en gebieden betrokken bij emotionele processen, zoals de amygdala. Hoe de controle 
van aPFC tijdens emotionele controle anatomisch, elektrofysiologisch en chemisch 
geïmplementeerd is, was echter nog onbekend.
Anatomische specificiteit
De aPFC is onder te verdelen in meerdere deelregio’s die van elkaar te onderscheiden 
zijn op basis van hun connecties met andere hersengebieden. Het is belangrijk om 
precies te weten welke deelregio betrokken is bij een cognitieve functie, aangezien de 
specifieke connecties van een regio inzicht kunnen verschaffen over de processen die 
daar plaatsvinden. In hoofdstuk 2 heb ik gebruik gemaakt van verschillende technieken 
zoals diffusion weigthed imaging (DWI) en functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) om vingerafdrukken te creëren van de connecties van verschillende deelregio’s 
in de aPFC. Om met meer zekerheid te kunnen concluderen welk specifiek gebied 
betrokken is bij controle over emotioneel gedrag hebben we de vingerafdrukken deze 
vergeleken met de vingerafdruk van het gebied dat actief is bij de emotionele controle 
tijdens de approach-avoidance taak. Dit wees op de betrokkenheid van een specifiek 
anatomisch gebied in het meest frontale laterale deel van de prefrontale cortex; de 
lateral frontal pole (FPl). Dit gebied is gekenmerkt door een zeer specifieke connectiviteit 
en is relatief nieuw in evolutionaire ontwikkeling: het gebied bestaat niet bij andere 
primaten.
Vervolgens hebben we onderzocht hoe dit gebied betrokken kan zijn bij emotioneel 
gedrag, via mogelijke directe structurele verbindingen met de amygdala. Connecties 
tussen FPl en amygdala verklaarde een deel van de variantie in emotionele actie controle 
tussen proefpersonen, waarbij personen met sterkere directe verbinding tussen de 
twee regio’s meer fouten maakten wanneer emotionele actie tendensen gecontroleerd 
moeten worden. De richting van dit effect, gecombineerd met kennis uit onderzoeken 
in apen, duidt erop dat deze witte stofbaan informatie van de amygdala naar de aPFC 
stuurt, en dat de controle van aPFC over amygdala wellicht via andere witte stofbanen 
of regio’s gaat.
Elektrofysiologische mechanismen
In hoofdstuk 3 heb ik onderzocht hoe de aPFC controle uitoefent over gebieden 
die betrokken zijn bij actie selectie. Communicatie tussen hersencellen en regio’s 
vindt vaak plaats doormiddel van elektrochemische communicatie, en de elektrische 
en magnetische velden die daar het resultaat van zijn kunnen gemeten worden van 
buiten de schedel, bijvoorbeeld met magnetoencephalography (MEG). In dit onderzoek 
vroegen we deelnemers opnieuw om de approach-avoidance taak te doen, en daarbij 
controle uit te oefenen over hun automatische emotionele actie tendensen. Het bleek 
dat controle over emotioneel gedrag geïmplementeerd wordt doormiddel van neurale 
activiteit in verschillende ritmes. Over de aPFC nam de amplitude (kracht) van theta 
ritmes toe, dat zijn ritmes tussen de 4 en 8 Hz die vaak gerelateerd zijn aan communicatie 
tussen hersengebieden. Verder vonden we een reductie van beta-ritmische activiteit 
(14-30 Hz) en een verhoging van snellere gamma frequenties (60-90 Hz) over pariëtale 
en sensorimotor cortex wanneer emotionele actie tendensen gecontroleerd moesten 
worden. De verhoging van gamma activiteit was hierbij gesynchroniseerd met de fase 
van de theta oscillaties in prefrontale cortex, wat erop duidt dat de aPFC actie selectie 
in de motor cortex beïnvloedt.
Beinvloeden van emotionele actie controle
De bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 3 hebben we vervolgens vertaald naar een interventie, 
waarbij we emotionele controle wilden verbeteren door communicatie tussen aPFC en 
SMC te beïnvloeden doormiddel van elektrische stimulatie. In het onderzoek beschreven 
in hoofdstuk 4 hebben we deelnemers nogmaals de approach-avoidance taak laten 
uitvoeren. Dit keer kregen ze echter elektrische stimulatie toegediend op twee locaties 
op de hoofdhuid. Deze stimulatie bestond uit oscillerende elektrische velden, waarbij de 
motor cortex gestimuleerd werd op 75 Hz en de prefrontale cortex met 6 Hz. Cruciaal 
was hierbij dat de amplitude van de motor-cortex stimulatie toe- of afnam afhankelijk 
van de langzamere theta-stimulatie op de prefrontale cortex. Er waren drie condities. In 
de ‘in-fase’ conditie waren de pieken van de gamma stimulatie precies gesynchroniseerd 
met de pieken van de frontale theta frequentie. Deze stimulatie was ontworpen om de 
elektrische communicatie tussen deze corticale gebieden te verbeteren. Verder waren er 
een ‘anti-fase’ conditie, waarbij de relatie tussen de twee ritmes omgekeerd was, en een 
‘sham’ conditie, waarbij geen stimulatie plaatsvond. Het bleek dat in deelnemers beter 
werden in het controleren van hun emotionele actie tendensen in de ‘in-fase’ conditie, 
waarbij deelnemers die meer verandering in activiteit lieten zien in de prefrontale 
cortex door de stimulatie het meeste verbeterde. Dit resultaat is niet alleen theoretisch 
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belangrijk, omdat het de causale relevantie van neurale synchronisatie aantoont tijdens 
emotionele actie controle, maar ook mogelijk praktisch relevant. Het verbeteren van 
emotionele controle door niet-invasieve hersenstimulatie biedt mogelijkheden voor 
de behandeling van patiënten die lijden onder gebrekkige controle over emotioneel 
gedrag. Zo zou exposure therapie wellicht ooit aangevuld kunnen worden met 
elektrische stimulatie om de effectiviteit te vergroten.
Neurochemische mechanismen
De elektrische signalen die we gemeten hebben in hoofdstuk 3, en vervolgens 
beïnvloed hebben in hoofdstuk 4 zijn afhankelijk van activiteit van inhibitoire en 
exciterende neuronen (hersencellen) die samenwerken om ritmische activiteit te creëren. 
Deze neuronen zijn op hun beurt weer afhankelijk van neurotransmitters (chemische 
stofjes) die zorgen voor de balans tussen excitatie en inhibitie: GABA en Glutamaat. 
In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we onderzocht of deze neurotransmitters inzicht kunnen 
verschaffen in het neurale systeem dat belangrijk is voor emotionele actie-controle. 
We hebben de verhouding tussen GABA en Glutamaat concentraties in de aPFC 
en motor cortex gemeten bij deelnemers in rust, en deze concentraties vervolgens 
gerelateerd aan hun prestaties en neurale activiteit tijdens de approach-avoidance 
taak. Het bleek dat de deelnemers met een relatief exiteerbare aPFC beter waren in 
het controleren van hun emotionele actie tendensen, en dat dat wellicht te verklaren 
was doordat de aPFC in deze deelnemers effectiever controle uit kon oefenen over 
de motor cortex en amygdala. Deze resultaten onderschrijven de bevindingen in de 
eerdere hoofdstukken en bevestigen dat de controle over emotionele actie tendensen 
berust op samenwerking tussen aPFC, amygdala en motor cortex.
Conclusie
De resultaten van de onderzoeken die ik beschreven heb geven een beschrijving van 
de anatomische, neurochemische, elektrofysiologische en causale processen die de 
aPFC in staat stellen om controle uit te oefenen over emotioneel gedrag. Zo hebben we 
gevonden welk gebied in de aPFC betrokken is bij de controle over emotioneel gedrag 
(FPl), hoe dit gebied betrokken is bij deze controle door structurele verbindingen met 
de amygdala. Vervolgens hebben we laten zien dat de aPFC controle uitoefent over 
regio’s betrokken bij actie selectie door elektrische interactie in verschillende ritmes. Het 
versterken van de synchronisatie tussen aPFC en sensori-motor cortex kan emotionele 
controle versterken. Ten slotte heb ik getoond dat de neurochemische huishouding 
in aPFC belangrijk is in de mate waarin aPFC de amygdala en sensori-motor cortex 
kan beïnvloeden. Gecombineerd zijn deze bevindingen niet alleen zeer relevant voor 
wetenschappelijke theorieën over emotie controle, waarbij het belang van controle 
over acties vaak onderbelicht blijft, maar kunnen ze ook praktisch relevant zijn. De 
verbetering die we laten zien in emotionele controle als gevolg van mechanistisch 
geïnformeerde interventies toont aan dat neurostimulatie een veelbelovend gebied 
kan zijn voor exploratie van therapie. Wellicht kan wellicht ooit vertaald worden naar 
een interventie waarbij behandelingen voor stoornissen als sociale angst uitgebreid 
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